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Author’s Note

If you have been forced to have sex by a date or an acquaintance, please read this before going any further.

It’s hard to believe when rape happens to you, especially when the rapist is a man you know. But understand this: You *have* been raped. It was *not* your fault. And you are *not* alone.

Even if you have never heard of such a thing before, you’ve just survived the most common type of rape that occurs to women.

And “survived” is the right word. Rape is a life-threatening experience. Don’t try to tough it out alone—getting help is not a sign of weakness. In the long run, talking to someone about the rape will give you greater strength and help you recover more quickly and more completely. *Tell someone*—a trusted friend, a close family member, a teacher. Also call a local rape-crisis hot line, women’s center, or counseling center. You’ll benefit from talking with a professional and such counseling is often free and always confidential.

You may want to turn immediately to Chapter 14, What to Do If Acquaintance Rape Happens to You. When you are ready, you may want to read the rest of this book (and some of the material in the Resources section) for a fuller understanding of acquaintance rape and its aftereffects. Later, you may also want to talk with your female friends and other women about your experience and theirs. Many communities have support groups for rape victims, as do some colleges and universities. These groups can help you regain your equilibrium.

If you were the victim of date rape or acquaintance rape in an incident that occurred years ago but never talked to anyone about it, do so now.
Rape-crisis counselors offer their services no matter when your rape occurred. It’s important for you to understand your rape experience in order to move on to a happier future.
All of the rape victims included in this book appear with first names only, and those names are fictitious (as are the names of their attackers). The other details of these women’s experiences have not been changed, although some information that might specifically identify them has been omitted.
When my mother was in high school, “raped” was not a word fit to write in newspapers, and reporters used such polite euphemisms as “interfered with.” When I was in high school, a classmate was locked up in a garage and gang raped by players on our football team. She was then the subject of a whispering campaign, and her family moved away in disgrace, yet the team continued to be a source of pride for the neighborhood and university scholarships for some of the players. Altogether, it was assumed that a woman who got raped was ruined. She was way more likely to be punished by society than her rapist was to be punished by the criminal justice system.

If scenes like these seem less likely to happen today—thanks to many brave survivors who have told their stories to the police and the public, and now thanks to the #MeToo and Time’s Up movements—you will understand why some of us have hope. It’s because we remember when sexualized violence was rarely reported or even named.

Now, most countries gather statistics on such violence in all its forms, and the United Nations and other governmental bodies issue global reports on their prevalence. As a result, we know that sexualized violence—from sexual harassment and assault to honor killings and even female infanticide—has created a world in which there are, for what seems to be the first time in human history, fewer females than males. According to the United
Nations Population Division, in 2016 there were 66 million more men in the world than there were women.

Since these cruel facts of the present are unacceptable, you will also understand why so many women—and men, too—are marching and organizing in countries around the world to change these ugly truths. This is also what we are supporting in this book as writers and organizers. It is what we hope you will do in your homes, workplaces, and streets in whatever way you can.

Whatever the time or the reason you are entering this worldwide movement against sexualized violence, you are welcome and you are needed. It will take a big, diverse, multigenerational, and global wave of energy and ideas—including personal truth telling and Internet activism, courage and patience, raising hell and also raising our children in new ways—to diminish this violence. Patriarchy by its very definition is a family or nation state in which authority, descent, naming, and inheritance go through the male line, and on which its women and children are dependent. It means that men or male-dominated political and religious systems must control the bodies of women in order to control reproduction. In most societies, this control is doubly important as a way to keep races, castes, or classes separate in the long run.

But the simple truth is that sexes, races, castes, and classes share infinitely more as human beings than we do by any categorization. Yet recognizing our shared humanity would mean that one part of the human race would have to give up controlling another part with violence. Indeed, one part of the human race cannot control another part without violence or the threat of violence. This may take the form of culturally inherited and enforced roles that cast the “masculine” as dominant and the “feminine” as submissive. Or there may be physical violence that ranges from the clitoridectomy of female children in some parts of the world to the beating and murder of women in the United States. In both cases, these crimes are most likely to be committed by the people we live with, not by strangers. Sexualized violence is a way of empowering half the human race against the other half. It’s all about male control of wombs and reproduction.

I think it helps to know that there were—and in some places in the world, still are—cultures of balance between women and men. They were not matriarchal—that is, women did not dominate—but they were matrilineal,
with clan identity inherited through the mother, and the father and often the mother’s brothers playing an important role in childrearing. Until patriarchal Europeans showed up on what is now called North America, for instance, women knew very well how to use herbs and abortifacients to decide when and whether to give birth. Languages like Cherokee had—and still have—no gendered pronouns, no “he” and “she.” Humans were humans. Women may have ruled over agriculture and men over hunting, but both were equally crucial.

However diverse the five hundred or so language groups that were here, in many tribes both female and male coexisted within a balanced universe of individual uniqueness and shared humanity. In the early history of this country, there are many stories of white schoolteachers and entire families who moved to and felt safer in Indian country than in colonies that replicated European and Christian patriarchy, yet there are very few stories of Indians who willingly chose to adopt the supposedly superior European way of life. As Benjamin Franklin himself complained, “When an Indian child has been brought up among us, taught our language, and habituated to our customs, yet he goes to see his relations and makes one Indian ramble with them, there is no persuading him ever to return. [But] when white persons of either sex have been taken prisoners young by the Indians, and lived awhile among them, though ransomed by their friends, and treated with all imaginable tenderness to prevail with them to stay among the English, yet in a short time they become disgusted with our manner of life . . . and take the first good opportunity of escaping again into the woods, from whence there is no reclaiming them.”

Eventually, Franklin invited four men from the Iroquois Confederacy or Haudenosaunee—the governing body of six native nations that was to become the model for the US Constitution—to advise the 1787 Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia on creating the governing document for thirteen colonies. He recognized that they in their Great Law of Peace had figured out how to make shared laws by consensus from the bottom up, rather than through the European model of monarchies ruling from the top down. However, he and others seem to have ignored the fact that among the first questions asked by those Iroquois advisors was: Where are the women?

If this makes you curious about the history we are never or rarely taught, all to the good. Discoveries are awaiting. You could start with such
introductions as *Indian Givers* by Jack Weatherford and *The Sacred Hoop* by Paula Gunn Allen. In the latter Allen writes, “Feminists too often believe that no one has ever experienced the kind of society that empowered women and made that empowerment the basis of rules and civilization. The price the feminist community must pay . . . is necessary confusion, division, and much lost time.”

Of course, what existed in the past has to be rebuilt in a new way. The nations or tribes of North America that lost 90 percent of their people to colonial wars and imported diseases also lost their languages and histories to laws that made teaching them illegal. They also forced Indian children into Christian boarding schools of legendary cruelty that were designed to “Kill the Indian, Save the Man.” Yet within the last fifty years, Indian women have again begun to reject the Europeanized “feminine” role, and to influence tribal governance, from activist groups like Women of All Red Nations to the Isleta Pueblo that chose a female governor and the Cherokee Nation that elected and re-elected Wilma Mankiller as its first female principal chief.

And there is hope on other continents. From the cultures of Kerala and the Himalayas in India to those of the Kalahari Desert and the rainforests of Africa, there were—and still are—old and nuanced languages with many words for nature and weather, but no gendered pronouns. These are also matrilineal societies in which name and tribe are passed down through the maternal line, husbands join their wives’ households, and governance includes both women and men in concentric circles of consensus. The paradigm of society is the circle, not the pyramid or hierarchy. Indeed, if we began to study history when people began, rather than when patriarchy and monotheism did, we would have a lot more hope than we do now.

For instance, in every country in the world, there is a provable relationship between polarized “masculine” and “feminine” gender roles and the degree of violence within that nation, or committed by that nation externally. *Sex and World Peace*, a 2013 book by Valerie Hudson and a team of scholars, found that the best predictor of violence in any country, whether internal or in its use of the military against other countries, was not poverty, access to natural resources, religion, form of government, or degree of democracy; it was its violence, or threat of violence, against females. That’s because violence against females normalizes domination in the first relationships we experience in life, and teaches us that one group of people
is born to dominate another. This is the first step in hierarchy. It can be seen in the polarized extremes of gender in terrorist groups and also, through their absence, in the porous, flexible gender roles of more peaceful groups and nations.

By depolarizing gender roles and uprooting violence between females and males, we may be denormalizing violence and uprooting all forms of violence.

The United States was founded on violent racism, from the murder of 90 percent of its original inhabitants—still the biggest genocide in history—to its economic dependence on slavery. The latter meant that sexism affected white and black women differently: white women were more likely to be sexually restricted in order to preserve whiteness, and black women were more likely to be sexually exploited in order to produce cheap labor. The heritage of racism still affects all women of color, but one thing is clear: There is no such thing as female equality for any females as long as there is patriarchy or racism.

I hope that by republishing *I Never Called It Rape*—the first representative national survey of sexual violence ever done in this country (and still the only national survey of male perpetration)—we will see how far we’ve come, and also how far we have to go.

A new foreword and new resources have been added to make this book useful to an intergenerational movement. I’m grateful to Salamishah Tillet for telling her own personal story of surviving rape, and for using her experience to help countless others. She has also summarized the important practical and legislative advances that have taken place since this book was first published.

And this book itself has a history. It began in 1972 when *Ms.* magazine became the first national magazine *for* women that was owned and controlled *by* women. It brought new feminist voices into women’s homes, from Alice Walker to Andrea Dworkin—and many, many more. These were often the first writings women had read that described a personal experience of sexualized violence, much less called sexualized violence wrong, and blamed the perpetrator, not the survivor.

In journalism as well as poetry, essays, and personal stories, this truth-telling inspired letters from readers who described the sexualized violence in their own lives. *Ms.* began receiving more reader letters every month
than magazines many times our size, many more than we could possibly publish, and this was often in response to stories naming sexual assault and sexual harassment for the first time. The experiences of our readers challenged our own assumptions about sexualized violence in general and rape in particular. Their collective stories suggested it was not rare, nor was it accurately defined or treated by existing law. It was not restricted to any group, and certainly was not preventable by guarding against strangers.

In the 1970s, when women began to call for reform of rape law, state by state, a lawyer named Ruth Bader Ginsburg, the founding director of the ACLU Women’s Rights Project, took on the challenge, along with her codirector, Brenda Feigen. They believed that justice for everyone could best be served by enacting legal reforms, including elimination of the death penalty for rape, a dark legacy of racism that had often been used as a false accusation to justify lynching, and to enforce the idea of protecting white women as the possession of white men. They also sought to establish degrees of sexual assault, to redefine rape to include the use of bottles and broom handles, not just penetration by a penis, and to include men as well as women in legal protections against sexual assault.

Yet we were—and still are—facing entrenched sexism and polarized gender roles that are all about power of males over females. As researcher Dr. Mary Koss explains in her epilogue to this book, current sexual assault numbers are the same as they were thirty years ago when Ms. conducted the study that grew into *I Never Called It Rape*. A normalized patriarchy still means many of us have been raised to believe that human qualities are divided into masculine and feminine, dominant and passive, and that this excuses sexual violence. To challenge gender roles—as well as the race and class divisions that are deep motives for controlling reproduction—is still brave and amazing. But the good news is that in this and other countries, this challenge has now become a major movement.

Though on college campuses, it still requires an average of four women accusing the same man of sexual assault or other sexually harassing behavior to result in his prosecution, and sexual harassment in the workplace usually requires more than one woman’s complaint against the same man, we have reached a tipping point that encourages rather than discourages women to speak up about assaults and pressures against maintaining our bodily integrity.
At last, this truth-telling is being encouraged—from #MeToo online globally to the Time’s Up movements that are supporting each other in legal and group action. A contagion of speaking out is crossing continents and boundaries of race and class. It is making illegal and socially unacceptable the gendered, racialized, and economic ways of enforcing a power difference between males and females. We just may be rediscovering a deep democracy that begins with bodily integrity, with each person’s power over his or her own body. As Allen writes in *The Sacred Hoop*, “the root of oppression is the loss of memory.” Perhaps we are remembering what once was—and could be again.
“Why do you think it was rape?” the therapist asked me at our very first meeting. I had never called my experience rape and her question flew back at me, ricocheting me with shame and doubt. Many years later, I still couldn’t tell what I regretted more: not being able to answer her question or deciding to never visit her again.

Finding an African-American female therapist at my University of Pennsylvania campus in the winter of 1993 was no easy feat. At the time, my college boyfriend went on a frantic search to get me the help he desperately believed I needed. Early on, he knew something was wrong with me. When we tried to be sexually intimate, my body froze at his touch and my mind wandered, collapsing place and time, inexplicably returning me to October 1992 when my rapist, a college senior, blared Bob Marley music to cover up my repeated cries of “NO!” as he penetrated my body. As I twisted to get out from underneath him, he thrust harder, flipping me around, only to drive home his power by splitting me open from on top and behind. A few hours later, I ran to my dorm and pretended it never happened, that I had not been raped, and even refused to take the shower that I had seen so many fictionalized rape victims take on television.

I didn’t call it rape even though that same year I had read all the news stories about Mike Tyson, the heavyweight boxer, who had gone to prison for raping Miss Black America pageant contestant Desiree Washington. He
had been found guilty but her reputation had been dragged through the mud in the process. At the time, even I doubted her accusation and blamed her for going to his Indianapolis hotel room and then regretting that she had had sex with him. In my mind, rape was something perpetrated by a stranger, not a celebrity date or someone who sat next to you in class. In the mind of others, black men had historically been lynched due to false allegations of rape by white women, making Mike Tyson just another victim of racist society. Despite their shared racial vulnerability, Desiree Washington was cast aside as simply a harlot and a traitor to her race.

My trauma, however, nestled in my subconscious. My memory of that night surfaced in extremes: the rapid heartbeats, avalanche of fear that overtook me, and immediate need to flee whenever my assailant randomly approached me in the dining hall or in the stacks at Van Pelt library, or when my college sweetheart tenderly ran his fingers along my spine or the contours my face. Now I know that these reactions were symptoms of sexual assault that I could not explain to the therapist at that time.

It took four more years, another experience with rape in May 1995—this one even more brutal than the first, in a foreign country and by a near stranger—and a college semester participating in an experimental program for rape victims who suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) for me to report my original assault to authorities. I was just within Pennsylvania’s five-year statute of limitation period. As I sat before the prosecutor, I was afraid he would doubt me—he was white and much older—and I knew, given the lack of evidence, that there was little chance of an investigation, much less prosecution. But to my surprise he said he did believe me because he thought my story was filled with too many holes and inconsistencies for me to have made it up. And yet he could not move forward with the case because in 1992, the year that my assault took place, the “no means no” rape clause did not exist in Pennsylvania and rape, in legal terms, had to be accompanied by physical violence.

I couldn’t pursue my own case, but I could see some strong signs that the tide was turning in favor of rape prosecutions. In Washington, DC, the Senate Judiciary Committee, chaired by then Senator Joe Biden, had held hearings that led to the 1994 passage of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), reauthorized in 2000 and in 2005. At one of the hearings, Dr. Mary Koss, who was lead researcher for the Ms. Magazine Campus Project on Sexual Assault (funded by the National Institute of Mental Health and
the basis for *I Never Called It Rape*), testified about campus date rape. Among her key findings: one in four women were victims of rape or attempted rape, 84 percent of those women knew their attacker, and 57 percent of the rapes had occurred on dates. As a result, VAWA was the first federal legislative package to require the recognition and enforcement of victim protection orders, support for dedicated law enforcement and prosecution units that specialized in such crimes, and the allocation of federal resources to encourage community-based responses to violence against women.

And yet with each legislative and cultural gain, there was a corresponding resistance to reform. As Robin Warshaw’s 1994 introduction to the second edition of *I Never Called It Rape* pointed out, for example, during the Mike Tyson rape trial, his attorney and Harvard law professor Alan M. Dershowitz challenged the constitutionality of rape shield laws on the grounds that they violated the Sixth Amendment. But Dershowitz’s strategy was not singular.

By the end of that decade, the backlash against Koss’s research, which she describes in her new epilogue to this book, had reached a fever pitch. The media had a heyday, pitting feminists against their critics. A variety of attacks against Koss’s research methods, definitions, and conclusions appeared in publications ranging from *Playboy* to *The Public Interest*. Most of the attacks were based on the research of Neil Gilbert, a University of California professor who considered date rape a “phantom epidemic.”

I didn’t read *I Never Called It Rape* until 1998 but it still felt very urgent. In those days we witnessed and, in some cases, directly benefited from the results of Koss’s survey. VAWA not only gave college administrators access to new funds to combat sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking on their campuses, but it also empowered college activists with research data to buttress their movement for reform. By 1999, my sister, Scheherazade Tillet, and I had created our multimedia performance *Story of a Rape Survivor* (SOARS) with funding from a Tufts University Women’s Center VAWA technical assistance grant. At the time, there were substantially fewer public art or sexual assault prevention advocacy campaigns on college campuses than there are now. Tragically, the Take Back the Night student marches, which originated in the 1970s and are popular among college activists and rape survivors today, were nonexistent on our campuses in the late 1990s. However, we did
participate in the Clothesline Project, which began in the 1990s and featured slogans by anonymous sexual assault survivors on T-shirts to be prominently displayed on campus.

In addition, annual student productions of Eve Ensler’s *Vagina Monologues*, which premiered as Ensler’s one-woman show in New York City in 1996, began to address a wide range of topics about female sexuality, including sexual assault. One direct result of these performances were student collaborations with their campus women’s centers, which often sponsored the performances as well as housed their university’s rape prevention and sexual assault education program. Today, these student events extend beyond the campus and their proceeds are donated to local rape crisis centers.

At the same time, college men had also increased their activism to end sexual violence. By the early to mid-2000s, the Walk a Mile in Her Shoes marches, the all-male student advocacy group One in Four, and Men Can Stop Rape’s Campus Men of Strength Clubs were on campuses throughout the country.

Thanks in large part to women’s centers that continued to receive funds from VAWA, Scheherazade and I presented SOARS with our cast of black female artists and activists at schools like Harvard, the University of Kentucky, and the University of Washington, as well as at the historically black colleges Dillard and Tougaloo. Initially, our audience was predominantly white, middle-class, and female. But by the mid-2000s, not only did we notice an increase in the number of male students who attended our performance, but also the majority of students were women of color. In other words, the students who attended SOARS were attracted to the philosophy of black feminism that we both embodied and practiced: intersectionality.

Coined in 1989 by law professor Kimberlé Crenshaw, the term intersectionality describes how different forms of discrimination can interact and overlap—and it has gained new currency, often as a critique of a mainstream feminism that tends to address the needs of relatively privileged middle-class white women over those also oppressed by race, sexuality, nationality, or religion. For Scheherazade and me, intersectionality embraced a narrative of feminism that explained how racism and sexism worked together to make female college students of color especially vulnerable to sexual violence. Our work was also in
conversation with feminist activist Aishah Shahidah Simmons, who began visiting colleges in 2006 with her groundbreaking film on intraracial rape in the African American community, *NO! A Rape Documentary*. Our intervention built on the decades-long art and activism of black women, which included the work of writers like Maya Angelou, Toni Morrison, and Alice Walker—who bravely wrote stories about the impact of rape on the lives of African-American girls and women—as well as the work of the black feminist Combahee River Collective in the 1970s. We also wanted to change the dominant face associated with rape survivors and challenge the exclusion of women of color from leadership in the mainstream anti-rape movement. As Robin Warshaw aptly noted in the 1994 foreword of *I Never Called It Rape* (which follows this essay), acquaintance rape was initially framed as a college-focused, middle-class issue. It would take many more years and the emergence of new social media-driven movements for a more intersectional narrative of sexual violence victimization and inclusive feminism to take hold.

By 2011, a new generation of student activists had adopted more litigious and collective efforts to address sexual assault. In April of that year, a group of students and alumni filed a thirty-page complaint against Yale University with the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) in the Department of Education for failing to eliminate a hostile sexual environment and for violating Title IX, the antigender discrimination legislation. The complaint noted several examples that contributed to a culture of hostility, including a 2007 petition signed by 150 students in the Yale School of Medicine that charged sexual harassment among professors and peers such as groping, intimidation, verbal abuse, and rape (allegations to which the university did not sufficiently respond). It also cited the circulation of a “Preseason Scouting Report” email ranking fifty-three freshwomen by name, hometown, college residence, and “how many beers it would take to have sex with them,” and a fraternity pledge prank that involved dozens of men gathering on campus to insult female students with derogatory and sexually explicit comments.

In response, OCR announced that it would open an investigation into the allegations, a move that prompted more students on more campuses to follow suit, and more sexual assault survivors to go public. OCR followed up with a “Dear Colleagues” letter sent to all colleges, highlighting the longstanding legal provision in Title IX against sex-based discrimination.
The letter reminded colleges of obligations that many of them had ignored and signaled that the law would be enforced under the Obama administration. These guidelines required institutions to have a coordinator in charge of investigation into and prevention of sex discrimination and sexual violence, to have a written policy that explains the investigation process, and to provide students who report experiencing harassment or violence with counseling or changes in campus housing or class schedule. As a result, survivors of sexual harassment and violence on campus could file a complaint with OCR if they believed the university had violated the guidelines.

By March 2013, the New York Times published an article, “College Groups Connect to Fight Sexual Assault,” which detailed how students and faculty from Occidental College, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Amherst College, and Yale University consulted with each other online to strategize about how best to use Title IX to express their frustration and disappointment with their campuses’ responses to sexual assault. Featuring Chapel Hill student leaders Andrea Pino and Annie Clark, the article noted, “The victims’ advocates have talked of creating a formal national organization, but much of their success so far stems from their use of modern media, allowing them to connect, collect information and draw attention in a way that would have been impossible a few years ago.” Moreover, it is hard to imagine that Columbia University student Emma Sulkowicz’s Mattress Performance (Carry That Weight), which memorialized the site of her own sexual assault and publicly demanded that her university hold her alleged perpetrator accountable, would have become the singular face of this movement in a pre-Twitter, pre-meme age.

Likewise, Time magazine in May 2014 spotlighted a string of sexual assaults at the University of Montana in its cover story “The Sexual Assault Crisis on American Campuses.” Featuring Vice President Joe Biden, who made awareness about campus sexual assault a signature White House issue during the Obama administration, the article drew upon data that was long familiar to rape victim advocates and student activists all over the country. “If you knew your son had a 20 percent chance of being held up at gunpoint, you’d think twice before dropping your kids off” at college, Biden remarked incredulously. “Well, my God, you drop a daughter off, it’s one in five she could be raped or physically abused. It is just outrageous.”
By the end of 2014, when OCR first publicly named the colleges under investigation, fifty-five were on the list.

Inspired by the success of campus protests and Title IX antigender discrimination lawsuits launched by alumni and students all over the country, President Barack Obama established the first White House Task Force to Protect College Students from Sexual Assault. At the same time, a bipartisan team of legislators led by Senators Claire McCaskill and Barbara Mikulski proposed the Campus Accountability and Safety Act, while Senator Barbara Boxer and Representative Susan Davis introduced the Survivor Outreach and Support Campus Act. Both bills died in committee at the end of the session without reaching a floor vote in either house.

Nevertheless, with each new headline and each proposed piece of legislation, we were clearly taking a leap forward. Even “no means no,” the phrase that was so pivotal to the prosecutor declining my case in 1997, was reconsidered as California lawmakers passed a trailblazing measure requiring all colleges that received public funds to set a standard for when “yes means yes.” But the urgency that sparked campus rape reform was a stark reminder that sexual assault remained an epidemic, as widespread a problem as it was almost thirty years ago when Ms. magazine published *I Never Called It Rape* and flipped the conventional understanding of rape on its head. Then, as now, the anti-rape movement experienced a huge backlash.

The backlash doesn’t just come in the form of television and the internet. Despite the fact that no college to date has had federal funding withheld because of a Title IX violation, the critics of campus sexual assault reform have attacked the use of it to advocate for campus reform as politically motivated. This significant countermovement casts the reforms as “anti-due process” and criticizes college administrators, activists, and even Obama himself for going “too far” in the effort to punish rapists, violating the rights of those accused and criminalizing consensual sex acts.

There have been significant criticisms from politicians, professors, and journalists who believe that federal legislation to combat campus sexual assault would be an overreach of governmental authority and a violation of due process of law. In October 2014, for example, twenty-eight members of the Harvard Law School faculty wrote an op-ed in the *Boston Globe* critiquing Harvard’s new university-wide policy aimed at preventing sexual harassment and sexual violence based on gender, sexual orientation, and
gender identity. “Our many concerns are the following,” they wrote. “Harvard has adopted procedures for deciding cases of alleged sexual misconduct which lack the most basic elements of fairness and due process, are overwhelmingly stacked against the accused, and are in no way required by Title IX law or regulation.” That same year, *New Republic* journalist Judith Shulevitz published the essay “Accused College Rapists Have Rights, Too,” in which she described the campus sexual assault reform movement as a “shadow judicial system becoming the norm on college campuses.” In turn, parents whose sons have been accused of campus sexual assault launched FACE (Families Advocating for Campus Equality) and Save Our Sons, two organizations created by mothers to protect their sons from allegedly false accusations.

On the Save Our Sons home page, there is a link to *The Campus Rape Frenzy: The Attack on Due Process at America’s Universities*, a book by authors K. C. Johnson and Stuart Taylor Jr. that builds on the premise of their earlier book *Until Proven Innocent: Political Correctness and the Shameful Injustices of the Duke Lacrosse Rape Case* (2008). The authors contend that what they consider the current frenzy about campus rape forces colleges and universities essentially to presume the guilt of accused students. The result, in their estimation, “has been a widespread disregard of such bedrock American principles as the presumption of innocence, access to exculpatory evidence, the right to cross examine one’s accuser, and due process.” Their primary critique is that the campus judicial process, rather than protecting female college students in cases of sexual assault, serves as a forum or “crusade to eliminate due process” for those accused because of the myth that “anyone claiming to be a victim must be believed and the accused must be guilty.”

Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos, appointed by President Donald Trump, has been highly sympathetic to these counterarguments. At her confirmation hearings in January 2017, DeVos was asked by Senator Robert Casey if she would commit to a “preponderance of the evidence” standard (rather than the “beyond a reasonable doubt” standard used in criminal cases) in deciding whether a student is responsible for sexual assault, a verdict that can lead to discipline and even expulsion. In July 2017, Paul Nungesser, the Columbia University alumnus whom Emma Sulkowicz accused of rape, not only settled a case against his school, but his case marked a trend of male students who were accused of sexual assault being
able to sue their schools successfully for mishandling their cases in ways that violate Title IX. And by the fall of that year, DeVos announced that colleges and universities no longer had to adhere to the “preponderance of evidence” standard. In response, the survivor advocacy organization End Rape on Campus created the hashtag #DearBetsy to urge posting messages on Twitter in support of sexual assault survivors and others protected from discrimination by Title IX.

Then, just as the campus sexual assault reform movement appeared to be at a standstill, another movement went viral. And this one has the potential to squelch the latest backlash. In October 2017, the first of more than eighty allegations of sexual harassment and rape by film producer Harvey Weinstein were made public. In response, thousands of women and men who had survived sexual harassment and assault publicized their experiences online using the hashtag #MeToo. The movement was made up of everyone from Hollywood celebrities to hotel workers, whose sexual assailants not only sought to dominate their victims’ bodies and careers but also to steal their right to speak our truth. In the wake of those accusations, a slew of other high-profile men were accused of sexual assault or harassment, many of whom were forced to step down from positions of power, including news anchor Matt Lauer; actors Bill Cosby, Kevin Spacey, Dustin Hoffman, and Jeremy Piven; comedian Louis C. K.; Senator Al Franken; and President Donald Trump.

One of the most powerful things about the #MeToo movement, which can be seen as a sister to, if not downright descendant of the campus sexual assault movement, is that it is constantly self-correcting. It prioritized the leadership of Tarana Burke, the African-American woman who created the phrase “Me Too” over a decade ago. One outgrowth of #MeToo has been Time’s Up, a solution-based, action-oriented organization that more than 300 Hollywood women have formed to focus on safety and equity in the workplace. Unlike past sexual assault and harassment campaigns, which have too often privileged the face of a singular, white, middle-class female victim, #MeToo offers a model of inclusivity, intersectionality, and intergenerational solidarity. In response to a letter of solidarity from Alianza Nacional de Campesinas, an organization of current and former farmworker women, Hollywood actresses and filmmakers created the Time’s Up Legal Defense Fund.
Whether #MeToo will be able to sustain this degree of coalition building at all levels—leadership, legislative, and of course, membership—is our challenge. On its one-year anniversary, the movement confronted significant setbacks. In October 2018, the Senate, by a vote of 50–48, confirmed Brett Kavanaugh’s appointment to the Supreme Court. This vote came in the wake of Dr. Christine Ford’s public testimony before the Senate Judiciary committee that he sexually assaulted her in high school as well accusations that he harassed Debbie Ramirez during his college years. During the same time, Secretary DeVos considered a proposal that not only encouraged schools to provide more support for sexual assault victims, but also bolstered the rights of students accused of assault, harassment, or rape and reduced liability for institutions of higher education. These proposed rules narrowed the definition of sexual harassment as well as established a higher legal standard by which students could formally complain that their schools improperly addressed their accusations. Against this institutionalized resistance, more and more survivors of sexual violence came forward publicly, turning their experiences of trauma into a galvanizing force of electoral and social change. Ultimately, we must all build on the success and the limitations of the college sexual assault movement by continuing to value those most vulnerable—girls of color, transgender and gender-nonconforming girls, and undocumented communities—as #MeToo seeks to remake the world. Until then, I Never Called It Rape continues to be our guide, shepherding us through old and new struggles, and sharing our survivor stories for the whole world to believe.
Foreword to the 1994 Edition

Robin Warshaw

There’s a mixed joy in knowing that this book is going into a new edition. As a writer, I’m pleased that the words and thoughts continue to have strength and value. At the same time, I’m sorry that there’s still so much need for the message.

The idea for the book began simple: to tell the truth about acquaintance rape. Through my reporting and writing, the personal stories of many women, and Mary P. Koss’s rigorous research, I hope to let women who had been raped—by their friends, dates, neighbors, church associates, coworkers, classmates, former lovers, and others—understand that they had experienced the most common form of rape, albeit rarely disclosed or discussed. From the heartfelt letters I received from women, I know the book achieved that goal.

But I wanted everyone, female and male, whether they ever had been raped or not, whether they knew anyone who had endured a rape or not, to understand: Most women who are raped are raped by men they know.

Most. Raped. Men they know.

I had no idea then how fiercely each element of that basic truth would be attacked. Those denying the reality of acquaintance rape are both female and male, but they share several traits: a profound suspicion of women, a severe empathy deficiency and a dizzying disdain for statistical facts that get in the way of their beliefs. Some rape-deniers have argued their views
publicly by wildly mischaracterizing what I and others have written or said about rape, sex, and gender roles. Thus basing their attacks on bogus assumptions, the rape-denial troops did battle with straw ideas. No matter: they received lots of supportive attention anyway.

On the plus side, much of the public debate surrounding acquaintance rape and date rape helped widen acceptance and concern. Well-publicized cases got the nation talking, and arguing, just as Anita Hill’s testimony during the Clarence Thomas Supreme Court nomination hearings sparked dialogue about sexual harassment. The attention created by the Hill/Thomas conflict led more women to report past and present harassments, showing not only greater resolve to tell, but also an improved environment for reporting. Likewise, as public awareness grows, more acquaintance-rape charges are being filed and more prosecutors are agreeing to pursue cases.

Some juries, however, are still swayed by mistrust of the woman bringing acquaintance-rape accusations into court. She is criticized for what she did, or who she is, rather than the man being condemned for his criminal actions. Although knowledge of acquaintance rape has grown, public opinion still shifts easily to those two ready-for-talk-show reactions: denial and blame. Even as the years pass, we remain never too far from either.

And acquaintance rape is still being framed as a college-focused, middle-class issue. That emphasis has disregarded the many rape experiences of older, younger, and non-college-educated women, as well as those who are poor or from racial and ethnic groups not well represented on campuses. The link between acquaintance rape and universities in the public’s mind was, perhaps, inevitable. Much of the research so far has involved college students, although good community-based investigations exist showing that campuses are no worse than society at large for the risk of acquaintance rape.

The focus on the collegiate hothouse has produced what academic communities often do: a target easy to lampoon. Many colleges, in response to the prevalence of acquaintance rape among young people, have established rape-education programs. Student groups often find these efforts inadequate and the colleges’ motives suspect. They agitate publicly, sometimes raucously, for more and better commitment. The discord rises if budgets are cut, popular staff members lose jobs and emotions heat up. Other students become resentful that so much official attention is given to
rape and other gender-linked issues. Campus politics, notoriously self-immolating, are ignited. Some colleges now have also seen related conflicts over codes to govern sexual interactions and potentially offensive speech.

The events taking place today remind me of Vietnam-era campuses, when some universities led changing public opinion. The young did what they were supposed to do, question and challenge authority and one another. Some were extreme in their views, at both ends of the political spectrum. The majority of students, though, listened and appraised, a process often called learning.

Colleges are again providing the lesson plan for the nation, this time for issues related to acquaintance rape. Under the Higher Education Reauthorization Act of 1992, colleges receiving federal funds must now have a written policy on sexual assault. This is good for several reasons. Institutional opposition to sexual violence tells victims that they will be (or should be) treated supportively and tells perpetrators that their behavior is wrong and deserves punishment. Requiring schools to formulate a policy also compels some administrators and board trustees to think about a subject they might have chosen to ignore.

However, it’s easy for many people to think that acquaintance rape has no relevance beyond campus life, unlike the way Vietnam was viewed. That trivialization continues to discredit the widespread occurrence of such rape. This is especially odd since three of the best-known recent cases charging acquaintance rape—the William Kennedy Smith/Patricia Bowman case, the Mike Tyson/Desiree Washington case, and the gang assault of a mentally retarded New Jersey girl—involved incidents that did not happen on university campuses. These episodes also highlighted issues that will continue to affect acceptance of the reality of acquaintance rape, in the courts and in the public consciousness.

“I am not a blue blob. I’m a person,” said Patricia Bowman on television in late 1991, just days after William Kennedy Smith was found not guilty of raping her. During the trial, Bowman’s face had been shielded by an electronic smudge and her name was bleeped out when mentioned. She finally went public, I think, so she could regain control of both.

The proceedings against Smith turned into Patricia Bowman’s trial, too, long before court convened. Prosecution investigators questioned her over and over about her claim against Smith, a member of the prominent
Kennedy clan. They asked about her illegal drug use, her mental health, even why she hadn’t paid an allergist’s bill nine years before. But those probings were nothing compared to her public dissection by a ravenous media, both print and electronic. This was, after all, a Kennedy story, and although the details of the case were woefully average, the way the press treated it was not. While Smith was portrayed mostly as a medical student/playboy following in his male relatives’ testosterone-fired footsteps (nudge, nudge, wink, wink), Bowman’s personal history was disclosed in excruciating, judgmental detail.

From the *New York Times*, the nation’s and possibly the world’s most important newspaper, readers learned the messy particulars of Bowman’s parents’ divorce, that she “had a little wild streak” in high school, “held jobs sporadically,” and never married the father of her child. The censorious tone of the *Times* piece was captured by its headline, “For Woman in Florida Rape Inquiry, a Fast Jump Up the Economic Ladder.” The implication was clear: question the motives of a woman with working-class roots who files rape charges against a Kennedy.

And one thing more: the *Times* printed Bowman’s name, contrary to its policy of shielding the identities of those alleging sex crimes. The paper justified its action by noting that two newspapers, both tabloids known for scandal, had published her name and photograph and that NBC News named her. The *San Francisco Chronicle*, *Des Moines Register*, and Reuters news service followed the lead and identified her, although other news organizations criticized the move.

Thus began a national debate over naming rape victims that paralleled the ongoing Smith/Bowman drama. The arguments for naming were made mostly by media moguls and were self-serving. Although the subject of naming alleged rape victims had been discussed in journalistic circles before, it’s doubtful that the *Times* and others would have changed their policies if Bowman’s name hadn’t been a juicy nugget in a high-profile case. Instead of acknowledging competitive market pressure, some editors argued (and, perhaps, some believed) that the press must publish what it knows. That sounds good, but there are countless other times when news organizations withhold information. Some lawyers favor naming rape complainants as well, citing that accusers should not be anonymous. True, but they aren’t: women’s identities are known to the court. A cynic could suppose that defense attorneys understand how many cases would be
dropped if victims thought they might be publicly identified. After all, rape still carries a heavy social stigma for the raped.

Then there was the pseudo-feminist argument/guilt trip that contended naming victims will somehow help other women find the strength to press rape charges. Women should be able to step forward and be named if they so choose, but control of that choice must remain with them. With typical deft clarity, writer Katha Pollitt summed up the many reasons for not naming rape complainants without their consent. “Naming cannot be divorced from blaming,” she wrote in a June 1991 essay in The Nation.

At Smith’s December 1991 trial, more than 200 reporters competed for press room space. The New York Times resumed withholding Bowman’s name “because editors now believe her privacy is being effectively shielded.” The proceedings were televised live.

On the stand, Bowman told her story: She met Smith at a bar, didn’t realize he was Senator Edward Kennedy’s nephew at first, danced with him, and gave him a ride to his family’s beachfront home at his request. They walked on the sand, kissed, and then Smith tackled and raped her. There were gaps and inconsistencies in her account. The judge refused to allow testimony from three women who said they had been assaulted by Smith under similar circumstances.

The following week, Smith told his version: He danced with Bowman, they kissed, then she offered him a ride home. He thought she was acting confused and disoriented, but he had sex with her anyway. When he called her by another woman’s name, she “snapped” and hit him. He then went swimming. When he saw Bowman a few minutes later, she accused him of raping her. Smith said he didn’t know where bruises later evident on her body came from.

It took only 77 minutes for the jury to find Smith not guilty. Legal observers said the lack of other credible witnesses on Bowman’s behalf and inconclusive physical evidence created reasonable doubt. Eight days after the verdict, Patricia Bowman went on national TV without obscuring her identity. “I’m a human being,” she said. “I have nothing to be ashamed of.” Reasserting that Smith had raped her, Bowman said she didn’t regret filing charges against him. Going to court was “how I got my dignity back. Millions of people believe me.”

Then she added, “I believe me.”
In July 1991, the William Kennedy Smith case was in the press but had not come to trial when rape charges were brought against another man with a famous name. Mike Tyson, a boxer who won the heavyweight championship at 20, was accused of raping a beauty pageant contestant he had just met. Unlike Smith, Tyson would be convicted.

Outwardly, the defendants in the two cases seemed to share virtually nothing except celebrity and wealth. Tyson had grown up a street kid; by his early adolescence, he was an accomplished mugger. His boxing skill won him a place in the home of a famous fight trainer, where he learned to become a champion. He also was expelled from high school and had public scrapes that included sexually offensive behavior. At the time of his arrest at age 25, Tyson had earned about $60 million. By contrast, Smith was raised a rich, privileged kid, with a family whose influence was far greater than its wealth. He went to prep school, college, and medical school.

Yet the allegations against Smith and Tyson sounded similar. Throughout the stories both Bowman and Washington told, the men seemed to assume that they were entitled to sex, that the women they were with were inconsequential, and that resistance was to be ignored. In Tyson’s case, his attitudes were buttressed by his history of violence, his overwhelming strength, and his own defense, which portrayed him as a sex-focused aggressor. Some believe, too, that because Tyson is African-American (Smith is white), the jury found it easier to convict him of rape. But, after the trial, one of the two black jurors commented, “It wasn’t a question of color.”

Desiree Washington was an 18-year-old college freshman and Miss Black America contestant from Rhode Island, who had traveled to Indianapolis for the 1991 pageant. She and other contestants met Tyson and asked him to pose for a photo. When he asked Washington for a date, she gave him her hotel room telephone number. He called after midnight and offered her a ride in his limousine.

Tyson tried to kiss her in the limo. When she pulled back, he commented that she was “a good Christian girl.” He then said he had to return to his room to make a call. It was there that he grabbed her, they fought, and he raped her. An emergency-room doctor said Washington’s injuries were consistent with rape. Tyson’s chauffeur testified the woman was distraught when she left the boxer’s hotel room.
Tyson denied the charges and said Washington had sex with him willingly. The defense argued she was conniving to get money. They contended Tyson’s reputation as a callow womanizer was so well known that she knew that accepting a date with him meant agreeing to have sex with him.

Tyson was found guilty of rape and criminal deviate conduct. Washington then allowed her photograph and name to be used on the cover of People magazine. In March 1992, Tyson began a six-year jail sentence.

The boxer appealed that conviction, and within that appeal lies the potential to affect future acquaintance-rape cases. Tyson’s lawyer, Harvard law professor Alan M. Dershowitz, asked the U.S. Supreme Court to review the case. He wanted to challenge the constitutionality of rape-shield laws, state and federal statutes that keep a rape complainant’s sexual history from being aired in court except under certain circumstances. Dershowitz and others believe such laws violate the Sixth Amendment, which provides that those charged with crimes be able to challenge their accusers and prepare a full defense. (Tyson’s previous defense team wanted to present evidence of Washington’s sexual history, to argue that she lied about being raped to avoid her father’s anger, which they believed had flared before over her sexual activity.)

Prior to the enactment of rape-shield laws, women risked having their sex lives used against them as proof that they consented to the episode in question. Without such legal protection, many acquaintance-rape and date-rape cases—which differ from stranger-rape cases in that the issue usually is whether sex was consensual, not whether the correct defendant has been charged—could be weakened by the so-called loose woman defense. That would convince many women, as well as prosecutors, not to pursue cases.

A few recent challenges to shield laws have been successful. In 1993, the law in Indiana, where Tyson was convicted, was found unconstitutional in a child sexual-assault case. (That has no bearing on Tyson’s case.) And a Michigan appeals court ruled in 1991 that the state’s law allows a defendant to present evidence that the woman charging him with rape had engaged in sexually provocative behavior with other men before the alleged assault.

The Supreme Court decided not to review Tyson’s case. (At this writing, lower courts are considering other Tyson appeals motions.) Although unreviewed by the Supreme Court in this case, rape-shield laws will undoubtedly continue to be attacked in federal and state proceedings.
Just how flimsy a state’s rape-shield law already may be, especially when applied in an acquaintance-rape case, was evident during a 1992 New Jersey trial that drew national attention. It centered on a 1989 event, when 13 teenage boys from the comfortable suburb of Glen Ridge met a 17-year-old girl they knew. They promised her a date with one of them if she would follow them to a home basement. There, the boys asked the girl to take off her clothes, fondle herself, and perform oral sex on several of them. She did. Then a few of the teenagers inserted a broom handle, a thin “fungo” baseball bat, and a stick, one at a time, into her vagina, while those watching urged, “Go further!”

That hideous sequence was made worse by the central fact of the case: the girl was mildly retarded, with an I.Q. of 64 and the social functioning level of an 8-year-old. Throughout her life, she did whatever her peers had asked her to. The young men knew her history. Because of her mental limitations, what happened was not merely a sick teenage sado-sex fantasy come to life at the expense of an acquiescent girl—it was gang rape.

But the prosecutor faced a difficult task. Although more acquaintance-rape cases were succeeding in court, victory often relied on convincing a jury that when a woman says, “No,” she means, “No,” even when she knows the man and willingly goes with him to his territory. The prosecution in the Glen Ridge proceeding had to prove that when the teenage girl, in effect, said, “Yes,” she didn’t mean it because she was incapable of meaning it. To many observers that argument seemed patently obvious, yet the details provided in court weighed against it.

Four men went to trial on sexual-assault and conspiracy charges: Kevin and Kyle Scherzer, Christopher Archer, and Bryant Grober. Three were 21 when the trial began; one was 20. Their defense received a major boost when a pretrial judge ruled that the woman’s rape-shield rights had to give way to the men’s fair-trial rights. Her sexual history was relevant, he said, because the prosecution was arguing that she couldn’t consent to sex. The defense wanted to counter that with evidence of previous sexual activity.

From opening arguments onward, defense attorneys portrayed the young woman as a sexual aggressor who willingly performed sex acts, was on birth-control pills, and “craved” sexual contact. They cited her lifting her shirt in a music class and propositioning several athletes to show that she pursued sexual experiences and enjoyed them. A psychologist appearing for
the state argued how such evidence showed, instead, the young woman’s vulnerability.

On the stand, the woman had a childlike demeanor and responses, despite now being 21. Her testimony underscored the prosecutor’s point that she understood the “mechanics” of sex acts but couldn’t grasp what consenting to them meant, especially with people she still described as “sort of” her friends. When the prosecutor asked why she didn’t tell the boys to leave her alone, she said, “I didn’t want to hurt their feelings.”

The jury had fewer compunctions. It determined that she was mentally defective and convicted the men of the most serious charges. The state’s rape-shield law was trampled in this case, but the prosecution forged new territory in defining consent that could benefit certain other women.

Most women who are raped are raped by men they know. That truth holds whether you are college-educated and a beauty pageant contestant or mentally limited and socially ostracized. Yet there must be something tremendously threatening in that truth. Why else would a handful of detractors deny its reality and be able to harness fervent public regard for their views?

Maybe we haven’t come very far after all. In her 1991 instant classic, Backlash, Susan Faludi detailed how with each victory women achieved in the 1980s, there was a corresponding reaction that undercut it. This “undeclared war against women” blamed feminism for making women unhappy, a view that did away with the messy work of eliminating economic, social, legal, educational, medical, and political inequalities due to gender. When women succeeded, the backlash found a hidden punishment. When women spoke up, the backlash pooh-poohed them. The media promulgated those messages because they grabbed reader and viewer interest. “The backlash decade produced one long, painful, and unremitting campaign to thwart women’s progress,” Faludi wrote.

And, so, in this decade, it continues. According to backlash rape-denial theory, acquaintance rape and date rape rarely happen. Instead, the reasoning goes, any affront or postcoital regret is being called rape and counted as assault. Either women are lying or the “new” definition of rape is lying for them. Moreover, those who pushed for recognition of acquaintance rape are being portrayed by the rape-denial camp as women’s— and feminism’s—enemies. We are charged with being antisex,
antiromance and antimale, with inflating statistics to terrify women and make them feel helpless and with wanting to bring back chastity belts or, at the very least, the 1950s. And, of course, we are called hysterical.

The rape-deniers have always been among us, and vocal. That’s why few women ever talked about acquaintance rape and why so many women and men never heard of it at all until recent years. As I worked on the book, I heard denial everywhere, from the magazine editor who told me I was pursuing a phony issue created by women with “morning-after” regrets to the Veterans’ Administration psychiatrist, my seatmate on an airplane, who confidently assured me that women who claimed rape against men they knew were usually lying. Indeed, not accepting that acquaintance rape really happens, and happens much more often than stranger rape, was always society’s normative thinking. By establishing the facts, we disturbed a lot of well-preserved beliefs.

Much of the rape-denial attack has been aimed at psychologist Mary P. Koss and her research, which provided statistical support to my reporting. Koss, a tenured professor in the Department of Family and Community Medicine at the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson, is cochair of the American Psychological Association’s Violence Against Women Taskforce. She has extensive research and professional credits, including serving as a consultant on women’s health to The World Bank and providing expert testimony before both the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee and the U.S. Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee.

Koss’s study of acquaintance rape, funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, found that one in four college women had experienced rape or attempted rape (of the 3,187 women surveyed, 15 percent had been raped) and that 84 percent of the raped women knew their attacker. (The survey and its results are described more fully in the main text and Afterword of this book.) Her findings have undergone the scrutiny of peer-review journals and have been deemed worthy of publication many times (see Selected Bibliography). The work also has been presented at professional conferences, in scholarly books and invited papers.

Other researchers conducting studies on college campuses have found prevalence rates similar to the Koss survey’s 15 percent rape rate. And recent community-based studies of adult women show higher rape rates than the Koss survey, including a Los Angeles study in 1992 in the Journal
of Social Issues that found a 20 percent rate for white women and 25 percent rate for African-American women.

Criticism of the Koss survey in a 1990 Playboy article by writer Stephanie Gutmann was adapted from an article that first appeared in Reason, a Libertarian magazine. Gutmann voiced the basic rape-denial argument against Koss’s work: that the definition of rape used was too broad; that the wording of one question assumed that women take alcohol or drugs only because men give those to them; and that women are being counted as rape victims when they don’t call what happened to them rape (in the study, only 27 percent of raped women thought of themselves as rape victims).

Then, Neil Gilbert, the man who would quickly become the godfather of acquaintance-rape denial because of his academic credentials, stepped to the fore. In spring 1991, Gilbert, a social-welfare professor at the University of California, Berkeley, published an article in a social-policy journal, Public Interest, attacking the Koss survey and claiming that there was a “phantom epidemic of sexual assault.” (According to a Los Angeles Times report, one student who helped organize a demonstration against his views recalled Gilbert telling her class, “Comparing real rape to date rape is like comparing cancer to the common cold.”) His criticism of Koss’s work also appeared in a June 1991 Wall Street Journal editorial page article he wrote. In June 1993, Gilbert appeared in that respected space again to attack the proposed federal Violence Against Women Act and once more derided Koss’s findings. In his writings, Gilbert reiterated the rape-denial objections to the reality of acquaintance rape and claimed that since such rapes were rarely reported to police, they couldn’t be occurring. Moreover, he added, since 42 percent of the raped women in Koss’s survey had sex with their attackers again, how could anyone think they actually had been raped?

The canon of denial got its greatest boost later in 1993, with the publication of The Morning After: Sex, Fear and Feminism on Campus by Katie Roiphe. With a title that echoed the perennial charge of postcoital regret, not rape, and an author who was young and female and proclaiming that date rape couldn’t be happening because she didn’t know anyone it had happened to, Roiphe’s slight book attracted lots of positive media attention. The New York Times was especially helpful: the book was excerpted as a cover story in the paper’s prestigious Sunday magazine (title: “Rape Hype Betrays Feminism”), received a positive review in the daily newspaper that
labeled Roiphe “courageous” and more praise in a front-page critique (which called the book “brave”) in the all-powerful Sunday book review section.

In good backlash form, Roiphe claims that feminists are ruining things for women. She mouths the basic tenets of rape-denial dogma and adds a few notions of her own. Instead of seeing rape-awareness education as empowering women by showing them how to retain control of their lives and bodies, Roiphe interprets it as promoting an image of women as weak, fragile creatures without sexual desire. She insists that those who argue that acquaintance rape is a reality are perpetrating a loss-of-innocence myth that consigns women to a stereotyped role of sexual passivity.

This book and the Koss survey are among Roiphe’s targets. Her fractured interpretations of my views left me not recognizing either myself or my work. Citing a passage I wrote as a historical explanation of how colleges used to act in students’ lives, Roiphe sniffily notes that I’m showing “nostalgia for days of greater social control.” (My parents would find that extremely amusing.) My suggestion that schools “provide at least the option of single-sex dormitories” is characterized as a blanket recommendation that will “help push college life back into the fifties.” And, in what appears meant to be an insult, I’m charged with being like her grandmother (who, Roiphe writes, “lived in a world of manicures, hair salons and no place to go in the morning” and warned Roiphe’s mother to avoid dimly lit streets) when I advise women to go to public places such as restaurants when on a date with a new acquaintance.

Roiphe makes little attempt to talk with rape victims, counselors, or researchers to test her analyses. She quotes Gilbert to attack Koss. She shows no evidence that she has read the Koss study or its published data (she never spoke with Koss directly) and she misstates the results as well. She takes the statistic that one in four college women had been the victim of rape or attempted rape sometime since age 14 and converts it into the deliberately laughable idea that “sex is, in one in four cases, against your will.” (This would mean that every time a woman engaged in sex, there was a 25 percent chance it would be rape!) Although, as that misreading shows, Roiphe is not a social scientist or research scholar (she was a graduate student in English while writing her book), the approving press never questioned her ability to evaluate scientific material.
The rape-denial arguments against the reality of acquaintance rape simply don’t stand up. First, the Koss survey did not use a broad definition of the word “rape.” There was no elasticity of meaning. Rapes were measured according to which incidents fit a definition of rape consistent with most North American statutes: unwanted sexual penetration perpetrated by force, threat of harm, or mental or physical inability to give consent (including intoxication). Both Koss and I have heard nonrape incidents called rape, especially by a few hyperbolic students. We have seen occasional materials that support applying a broader definition to rape, but the empirical data in the survey does not. Nor do we. Postcoital regret is not rape. Neither are offensive behaviors that do not fit the legal definition of rape.

Second, legal rape includes unwanted penetration when the victim is incapacitated by alcohol or drugs. Some men purposely give drinks to women in order to render them unable to object to sex. Roiphe and others seem to feel that recognition of this fact turns women into passive, defenseless children with no minds of their own (which is exactly what those men are trying to do) and also doesn’t acknowledge the women’s “complicity” in their own rapes by choosing to drink until they get drunk. Why should men be held responsible for what happens when they drink, rape-denial rhetoric asks, when women are not?

Stating that women are sometimes “fed” alcohol intentionally doesn’t mean that women don’t have the ability to choose for themselves whether to drink or not. The survey description identified a type of rape by its legal elements, as did other questions, so that respondents could accurately specify incidents. Although Gilbert and others have implied that Koss’s statistics are grossly inflated due to this question, if removed, it only changes the victimization level from one in four to one in five. But since the question identified legal rape, there is no reason to disregard it.

As to women’s “complicity,” when you drink and get drunk, you are responsible for what happens when you throw up or are too sick to go to work. In our society, though, responsibility for crime falls on those who commit it. Women don’t “deserve” rape because they are intoxicated, but if they drive drunk and injure or kill someone, they are guilty of a crime. Likewise, men who are drunk when they rape are legally responsible for the crime of hurting someone else, even if she was drunk, too.
How can women be counted as rape victims if they don’t call themselves that? Criminal justice experts know that the public often doesn’t use the appropriate legal terms for crimes committed against them. But not knowing the right label for an experience doesn’t mean it didn’t happen. Of the women Koss surveyed whose experiences met the legal definition of rape, 90 percent said what happened to them fit one of these descriptions: it was rape; it was some kind of crime, but they didn’t know it qualified as rape; it was sexual assault, but they didn’t know it was a crime. Only 10 percent said they did not feel victimized. Clearly, the majority felt abused, even if they didn’t know the precise legal term for it. Indeed, the title of this book came from my interviews with women who, again and again, told me they knew something bad had happened to them, but they didn’t call it rape because it had happened with someone they knew.

The rape-denial camp also asks why so many women had sex again with men the study says raped them. For women raped by a boyfriend, subsequent sex may have been consensual. (I interviewed women who dated and sometimes married their rapists in order to “legitimize” what had happened.) Many women see the rapist again out of misguided self-blame; they feel if they make themselves clearer, the situation will be different. Compounding that, 38 percent of the raped women in the study were 14 to 17 at the time of their assaults: for many, rape was their first sexual intercourse. Their inexperience, though, may have led to the same result, since many were raped twice. Most then stopped seeing the man altogether.

Unlike one of Roiphe’s most repulsive assertions, acquaintance rape is not a class-distinguished “miscommunication” that happens, as she writes, “when the southern heiress goes out with the plumber’s son from the Bronx.” Her own class prejudices are showing here, since it’s as likely to be the northern heir doing the raping and the plumber’s daughter being victimized. Community-based research shows that poor and working-class women are raped by men they know just as frequently as other women are.

It also escapes Roiphe’s notice that knowledge is freeing, not restricting. Women prepared for the possibility of acquaintance rape are better able to avoid it altogether, or to get out of a predicament before it becomes rape, or to fight back. That certainly doesn’t encourage passivity. Neither does advising women on risks, such as being alone with a new acquaintance. Those suggestions—rather than returning us to days of social suffocation—
help women maintain equal control in situations with men who might not be interested in such equality.

It’s true that acquaintance rapes aren’t reported to police at anywhere near the levels that Koss and other researchers have shown they occur. Crime experts recognize that the number of rapes reported is very low, especially for acquaintance rapes, although law-enforcement officials estimate that rapes between people who know each other are far and away the most common type of rape. As long as rape-denial doctrine thrives, women will fear that their claims of rape will be met with disbelief and scorn—and, so, they will continue to avoid reporting.

Are we really ruining everyone’s fun by talking about acquaintance rape? I don’t think so.

Sex is pleasurable. Isn’t that exactly why acquaintance rape and date rape are so disturbing? They imprint violence, forced contact, and the denial of personal rights onto social and sexual spheres that ought to be sources of relaxed playfulness, sensuality, reciprocated desire, enjoyment, and caring.

We’d all rather live in a world with no rape, where rapes between people who know each other never happen. But since they do occur, do we put an end to them by not mentioning them? Are we being Victorian by educating women and men about acquaintance rape? Are we casting women into passive roles by discussing risky situations? Hardly.

We are not placing women and men on different sides. There is only one side, the humane one, built on true equality and respect. But it may take some work to get there.

Information gives women strength and men empathy. Some already have it. Others are willing to receive it. The rest we still need to worry about.

Robin Warshaw
May 1994
In the beginning—that is, the early and mid-1970s—rape awareness meant women learning where to kick and how hard.

America was just starting to acknowledge its rape problem. Rape counseling centers and support groups opened in many cities and towns, and women began talking about their experiences and working in positive ways to fight back against the effects of sexual assault. *Ms.* magazine documented the growth of this organized response and provided a forum for the personal voices of rape victims. The very act of speaking out—on the printed page and at public meetings—was a courageous first step for many women in naming the unnameable and identifying rape as an act of violence and hatred against all women. Although official response was still slow in coming, police and prosecutorial procedures in many states changed to offer more support for victims. Rape laws were rewritten to place a greater emphasis on protecting victims’ rights, and some states developed more effective ways to investigate and prosecute rape complaints.

Women joined self-defense classes. They were cautioned to carry whistles, air horns, or simply their car keys gripped firmly in their hands when walking alone, at night, down empty corridors, through parking lots, on elevators. These were the places they were told to fear. There were undoubtedly few women who had not worked out a “what if” scenario of sexual self-defense for themselves.

The crime, the criminal, and the victim of rape all began to come into focus. Women understood that they had to be wary of strange men. They locked the doors of their cars and homes, checked over their shoulders as they walked down the street, learned to react defensively and even aggressively if a suspicious-looking man loitered in the lobby of their
apartment building or stood on their porch asking to use the telephone. For many women, becoming aware of the threat of rape meant limiting activities, staying indoors, even pretending to have a husband or boyfriend in the house to provide a threat of force greater than their own. Thus armed—or limited—by their defensive strategies, most women felt they had done as much as they could to prevent an attack.

But as the awareness of rape grew, so too did the understanding of it as a phenomenon that reaches beyond dark hallways and alleys. In September 1982, Ms. magazine published an article that offered disturbing evidence of a still hidden type of rape—popularly called “date rape”—that involved men and women who knew each other. Preliminary research indicated that there were more victims of this kind of rape than of what was believed to be more common, rapes by strangers. Scores of responses from readers proved the magazine was on the right track.

To explore that possibility, Ms. approached the National Institute for Mental Health for a grant to do a major national study. The Center for the Prevention and Control of Rape teamed the magazine with Mary P. Koss, Ph.D., then a psychology professor at Kent State University in Ohio, who had already conducted research for NIMH in the field. There followed three years of exhaustive work by Koss, her team of researchers, and Ms. staff, with surveys administered on 32 college campuses to more than 6,100 undergraduate women and men. The Ms. project—the largest scientific investigation ever undertaken on the subject—revealed some disquieting statistics, including this astonishing fact: One in four female respondents had had an experience that met the legal definition of rape or attempted rape.

By that point, the phenomenon was starting to be called by the broader term “acquaintance rape,” a more accurate label for rapes that occur between people who know each other, whether from dating relationships or otherwise. Indeed, women are being raped by a wide range of men they know: by dates, by friends, by fellow students, by men they know from work or whom they meet at parties, in bars, at religious functions, or in their neighborhoods.

A word about the scope of this book: Incest, “authority rapes” (by doctors and teachers), spousal rape, and the rape of children under age 14 have been excluded from the acquaintance-rape umbrella, although these are subjects
that also figure prominently in the overall phenomenon of violence against women. Also, although some rape centers now say that 10 percent of victims reporting to them are male (nearly all from male-against-male rapes), this book addresses male-against-female assaults because those constitute the overwhelming majority of acquaintance rapes and are the types of rape measured in the Ms. survey. (Chapter 5, however, contains a section on male victims.)

If the early chapters of this book seem to dwell on establishing the reality of acquaintance rape, that’s because acquaintance rape continues to be unknown, ignored, or denied by most people. Indeed, study after study has shown that women who are raped by men they know often don’t even identify their experiences as rape. Moreover, most people, male and female, still don’t recognize that acquaintance rape is a crime—an admonition that would be unnecessary to make if we were discussing robbery, forgery, arson, embezzlement, or even now, thankfully, stranger rape. It is hoped that I Never Called It Rape will help change all that.

The intent here is not only to define and demonstrate the prevalence of acquaintance rape, but to point toward ways to reduce such assault. Acquaintance rape can be avoided. Knowledge is power: By the time you finish reading this book, you should be better equipped to prevent acquaintance rape from happening to you or someone you love. This book has been written for women and men, parents, educators, counselors, and those in the legal system. A Resources section has been included to help readers with a variety of interests, from learning more about the dynamics of acquaintance rape to setting up a campus or community program for prevention. In addition, a Technical Afterword by researcher Mary P. Koss explains the scientific methodology of the Ms. study.

Although the Ms. survey focused on college campuses according to the requirements of the NIMH grant, the editors had always believed the scope of the problem went far beyond university walls. Indeed, while college campuses are petri dishes of date rape and acquaintance rape, due to their demographics, many letters received by Ms. offered testimony to the fact that these rapes occur throughout society and affect women both younger and older than the traditional undergraduate. From its inception, the purpose of this book was to draw a fuller picture of acquaintance rape, one that documented how often women—regardless of their ages, ethnicities, schooling, or income—are raped by men they know. Acquaintance rape
remains largely hidden because few people identify it for what it is—a crime punishable by law. Because the assault occurs between individuals who know each other, within the context of the often confused personal and sexual relationships between men and women, it’s difficult for many people to label it correctly.

But acquaintance rape is a crime. And it is no less a crime simply because the perpetrator has a familiar face.

It was a low point in my life. The war in Vietnam, which I, along with hundreds of thousands of other college students, took to the streets to oppose, was becoming more bloody—at home and abroad. In unrelated violence, a friend I loved was murdered that spring by a teenage gang. A few weeks after my friend’s murder, I ended a relationship with my boyfriend, whom I will call Carl. Carl and I parted on unpleasant terms—with me wanting a clean break, him wanting another chance. He left town and traveled for a while, with no clear plans.

One day, about two months after our breakup, Carl appeared at my apartment door entreat ing me to talk to him, to get back together. I told him I wasn’t interested in reviving the relationship. He began to shout that he would kill himself if I wouldn’t speak with him.

I had loved this man once and felt guilty that I was making him so unhappy. I thought that he really might try to commit suicide. I agreed to go outside to talk with him. Once outside, he insisted that I go with him to a mutual friend’s apartment where he was staying. According to Carl, that friend wanted to see me and had planned that we would all have dinner together. We could talk there, he said.

It never occurred to me that Carl was lying. I thought that maybe our friend could help me convince Carl that the relationship was really over. The friend’s apartment was in a part of the city that I wasn’t very familiar with. I can still remember climbing up the stairs to the apartment, thinking how glad I was that our friend would be there. I stepped into the apartment, calling out his name. Behind me, I heard the thunk of a door bolt.

I turned and Carl was standing, grinning. He held a large knife he must have retrieved from the kitchen as we walked in. Needless to say, our friend was not in the apartment—Carl had known that when he brought me there. I immediately believed that I could die. If I had any doubts, he removed them moments later by telling me that he was going to kill me.
As the night progressed, he continued to threaten to kill me and himself if I refused to renew our relationship. We talked around and around that subject for hours. He only let me out of his sight to use the bathroom, where I discovered the window had bars across it. I could have yelled out it for help, but I did not. My reasons are contradictory, yet very like the reasons I heard from many of the women I interviewed for this book: I didn’t know where I was or who might come; I didn’t want to embarrass Carl or myself; I still felt I could talk him out of the situation and I was afraid that my yelling would only make him angrier and put me in more danger.

When, late into the night, he motioned to the bedroom with the knife, I followed. In bed, he draped his arm across me, holding the knife on the far side of the pillow all night. He had intercourse with me at least once, but I think it might have been more than that. It seemed to go on for a long time. I felt like I was in a corner of the room, watching the bed from a distance. Eventually, he fell asleep. I did not move. I did not holler. I did not try to leave. In the morning, Carl walked me back to my apartment. We parted company about a block from my door at my insistence, although now I think he agreed because he didn’t want to risk running into my roommates. When I finally got inside, I stripped off my clothes and stood in the shower for an hour. I did not go to work that day.

Several times in the next week or two, Carl intercepted me on the way to my job. My boss, who was also a friend, called the security office so I would have an escort. I had told no one about what happened, but she could tell that I was frightened by Carl’s hanging around. After a few more weeks, he was gone, but my fears that he would reappear were not. For months, I dreaded going anywhere he might be—and that was everywhere.

It took me about three years to realize I had been raped. Before that, all I focused on about the assault was the feeling that I could die. Since my attacker had been my boyfriend, with whom I had had sexual intercourse before, I never attached the word “rape” to what happened. Rape, after all, was what vile strangers did to you. Then one day, after a close friend became head of a local rape-crisis group, I was listening to her tell me about some of her group’s recent cases. They were all rapes committed by strangers, but the stories evoked a rush of feelings about my own experience. Then I knew: I had been raped.

I’d like to say that naming it helped, but it didn’t, not for a long time. The rape contributed to problems I had for the next several years.
Eventually, counseling helped overcome the cumulative effect of those years.

Ten years after the episode, I finally felt that I had worked it all through. Of course, I harbored my revenge fantasies—I daydreamed of encountering Carl in a public place and proclaiming him to be a rapist, which, most certainly, he would loudly deny—but I felt that at least I now understood what had happened, although I shared my story with very few people.

It was Christmas Eve and I was home alone when the phone rang. I picked it up and a man said, “I bet you don’t know who this is. This is a voice from your past.” I recognized Carl’s voice immediately, which seemed to flatter him.

He then told me he had been reading the articles I was writing. I felt angry and afraid. Carl obviously knew where I lived and probably still lived in the area, since much of my writing at that time was for local publications. I asked him questions to try to figure out where he was and to determine how much of a danger he posed. He gave me little information about himself. I wanted to hang up, but I wanted to confront him even more. He had attacked me again, this time by telephone, and this would probably be my only chance to strike back. I steadied myself.

“Do you realize that the last time you saw me you raped me?”

There, I had said it to him, just as I always hoped I would. Now I braced myself for the outraged denial that I knew would come. I could feel my whole body tighten, waiting for the blow.

After a long pause, his voice came over the line.

“Yes,” he said, and then, after another pause, he added, “but the statute of limitations is up.”

I became enraged and warned him never to contact me again or I would call the police. Then I slammed down the phone. I couldn’t believe it: I had confronted him and he had admitted that, yes, he had raped me.

When I finally calmed down, there was still anger. But most of it was anger at myself. I had really thought I was done with it. But after the phone call I realized that over the years I had still harbored some doubts: How could it be rape if you knew him? If you dated him? If you had had sex with him before?

By answering “yes” to my question, Carl gave a power to my belief in what happened that it had not had before. I was angry and disappointed in myself that his corroboration could mean so much.
That was seven years ago. When Ms. editor Ellen Sweet and I first talked about my writing this book, she did not know that I had been raped by a man I knew. I would not tell her that for several months. I needed time to think about the project. What would it be like for me to concentrate my efforts for more than a year on a subject that had already personally caused me pain, confusion, and anger? I realized, too, that my interviewing could dredge up pain for my subjects—much more than I, as a reporter, liked to stir. I am, after all, not a therapist or a rape-crisis counselor. Could I take women back over their experiences without causing more damage? I also knew I would have to write about my own acquaintance-rape experience. I could not ask other women to reveal what I was unwilling to show. As the book’s author, I knew I would be asked if I had ever been the victim of such rape. I could not imagine lying about that. Writing the book would also mean, finally, that I would have to tell my parents I had been raped.

When I decided to go ahead, I talked with and listened to date-rape and acquaintance-rape survivors around the country. To find a fuller range of women who had been raped by men they knew, I purchased advertisements in local newspapers, received some help from rape-crisis workers, and placed a small notice in Ms. seeking women willing to talk about their experiences. (It elicited scores of responses.) Some women I interviewed in person, others wrote eloquent narratives. In all, I talked to or heard from more than 150 women. It is these women who are quoted throughout this book. For many of the women I interviewed, it was the first time they had talked with anyone other than a counselor about their incidents. Most said they agreed to talk with me to educate other women and to encourage acquaintance-rape survivors who may be suffering in solitude to seek help. I also spoke with men who were sympathetic and unsympathetic about women’s experiences with date and acquaintance rape as well as with male and female sociologists, psychologists, educators and crisis workers who are looking for solutions to the problem.

When I began my research, I thought I understood my own rape experience fully. But, time and again, while working on this book, I realized that I did not. Talking with other women who had been raped by men they knew, I learned much more about what happened to me. Nothing follows a formula, but I discovered how my experience—which I always thought to be one of a kind—was a typical acquaintance rape in many aspects (it was planned by the man, it happened in an isolated location, I didn’t identify it
as rape because I knew my attacker). Although most acquaintance rapes and
date rapes don’t involve a weapon as mine did, many of the women I
interviewed spoke of how they feared for their lives during their assaults,
how they truly believed that they were going to die. The tales of recovery
that many women shared with me also helped me examine my own
aftermath.

I mention all of this, in part, because it is a fondly held belief among
journalists that we come to our subjects with no particular opinion or ax to
grind. When we do have a bias, we like to make it clearly known up-front. I
know that my having been raped makes a difference—not necessarily to my
editors or to the experts I spoke with, but to the women who shared their
stories with me. Early on in each interview, I mentioned briefly that I had
been raped by a man I knew. Each time, my listener visibly relaxed. That
piece of information was powerful enough to remove the ever-present fear
among acquaintance-rape survivors—the fear of not being believed.
Chapter 1

The Reality of Acquaintance Rape

“I never heard of anybody having that happen to them.”
— Lori, raped at 19 by a date

Women raped by men they know—acquaintance rape—is not an aberrant quirk of male-female relations. If you are a woman, your risk of being raped by someone you know is four times greater than your risk of being raped by a stranger.

A recent scientific study of acquaintance rape on 32 college campuses conducted by Ms. magazine and psychologist Mary P. Koss showed that significant numbers of women are raped on dates or by acquaintances, although most victims never report their attacks.

Ms. Survey Stats

- 1 in 4 women surveyed were victims of rape or attempted rape.
- 84 percent of those raped knew their attacker.
- 57 percent of the rapes happened on dates.

Those figures make acquaintance rape and date rape more common than left-handedness or heart attacks or alcoholism. These rapes are no recent
campus fad or the fantasy of a few jilted females. They are real. And they are happening all around us.

The Extent of “Hidden” Rape

Most states define rape as sexual assault in which a man uses his penis to commit vaginal penetration of a victim against her will, by force or threats of force or when she is physically or mentally unable to give her consent. Many states now also include unwanted anal and oral intercourse in that definition and some have removed gender-specific language to broaden the applicability of rape laws.

In acquaintance rape, the rapist and victim may know each other casually—having met through a common activity, mutual friend, at a party, as neighbors, as students in the same class, at work, on a blind date, or while traveling. Or they may have a closer relationship—as steady dates or former sexual partners. Although largely a hidden phenomenon because it’s the least reported type of rape (and rape, in general, is the most underreported crime against a person), many organizations, counselors, and social researchers agree that acquaintance rape is the most prevalent rape crime today.

Only 90,434 rapes were reported to U.S. law enforcement agencies in 1986, a number that is conservatively believed to represent a minority of the actual rapes of all types taking place. Government estimates find that anywhere from three to ten rapes are committed for every one rape reported. And while rapes by strangers are still underreported, rapes by acquaintances are virtually nonreported. Yet, based on intake observations made by staff at various rape-counseling centers (where victims come for treatment, but do not have to file police reports), 70 to 80 percent of all rape crimes are acquaintance rapes.

Those rapes are happening in a social environment in which sexual aggression occurs regularly. Indeed, less than half the college women questioned in the Ms. survey reported that they had experienced no sexual victimization in their lives thus far (the average age of respondents was 21). Many had experienced more than one episode of unwanted sexual touching, coercion, attempted rape, or rape. Using the data collected in the study (see the Afterword for an explanation of how the survey was conducted), the
following profile can be drawn of what happens in just one year of “social life” on America’s college campuses:

**Ms. SURVEY STATS**

In one year 3,187 women reported suffering:
- 328 rapes (as defined by law)
- 534 attempted rapes (as defined by law)
- 837 episodes of sexual coercion (sexual intercourse obtained through the aggressor’s continual arguments or pressure)
- 2,024 experiences of unwanted sexual contact (fondling, kissing, or petting committed against the woman’s will)

Over the years, other researchers have documented the phenomenon of acquaintance rape. In 1957, a study conducted by Eugene J. Kanin of Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana, showed that 30 percent of women surveyed had suffered attempted or completed forced sexual intercourse while on a high school date. Ten years later, in 1967, while young people donned flowers and beads and talked of love and peace, Kanin found that more than 25 percent of the male college students surveyed had attempted to force sexual intercourse on a woman to the point that she cried or fought back. In 1977, after the blossoming of the women’s movement and countless pop-culture attempts to extol the virtues of becoming a “sensitive man,” Kanin found that 26 percent of the men he surveyed had tried to force intercourse on a woman and that 25 percent of the women questioned had suffered attempted or completed rape. In other words, two decades had passed since Kanin’s first study, yet women were being raped by men they knew as frequently as before.

In 1982, a doctoral student at Auburn University in Auburn, Alabama, found that 25 percent of the undergraduate women surveyed had at least one experience of forced intercourse and that 93 percent of those episodes involved acquaintances. That same year, Auburn psychology professor and acquaintance-rape expert Barry R. Burkhart conducted a study in which 61 percent of the men said they had sexually touched a woman against her will.
Further north, at St. Cloud State University in St. Cloud, Minnesota, research in 1982 showed 29 percent of women surveyed reported being physically or psychologically forced to have sexual intercourse.

In 1984, 20 percent of the female students questioned in a study at the University of South Dakota in Vermillion, South Dakota, said they had been physically forced to have intercourse while on a date. At Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island, 16 percent of the women surveyed reported they were raped by an acquaintance and 11 percent of the men said they had forced sexual intercourse on a woman. And another study coauthored by Auburn’s Burkhart showed 15 percent of the male respondents reporting having raped a date.

That same year, the study of acquaintance rape moved beyond the serenity of leafy college quadrangles into the hard reality of the “dangerous” outside world. A random sample survey of 930 women living in San Francisco, conducted by researcher Diana Russell, showed that 44 percent of the women questioned had been victims of rape or attempted rape—and that 88 percent of the rape victims knew their attackers. A Massachusetts Department of Public Health study, released in 1986, showed that two-thirds of the rapes reported at crisis centers were committed by acquaintances.

These numbers stand in stark contrast to what most people think of as rape: that is, a stranger (usually a black, Hispanic, or other minority) jumping out of the bushes at an unsuspecting female, brandishing a weapon, and assaulting her. The truth about rape—that it usually happens between people who know each other and is often committed by “regular” guys—is difficult to accept.

Most people never learn the truth until rape affects them or someone they care about. And many women are so confused by the dichotomy between their acquaintance-rape experience and what they thought rape really was that they are left with an awful new reality: Where once they feared strange men as they were taught to, they now fear strange men and all the men they know.

Lori’s Story

How can a date be a rape?
The pairing of the word “date,” which conjures up an image of fun shared by two companions, with the word “rape,” which evokes the total loss of control by one person to the will of another, results in the creation of a new phrase that is nearly impossible for most people to comprehend. To understand how date rape happens, let’s look at a classic case.

**THE SETUP:** It was natural. Normal. Lori’s friend Amy wanted to go out with Paul, but felt awkward and shy about going out with him alone. So when Paul’s roommate, Eric, suggested that he and Lori join Amy and Paul for a double date, it made sense. “I didn’t feel anything for Eric except as a friend,” Lori says of her reaction to the plan. “I said, ‘Okay, maybe it will make Amy feel better.’”

Agreeing to go out with Eric was no great act of charity on Lori’s part. He was attractive—tall, good-looking, in his mid-20s and from a wealthy family. Lori, who was 19 at the time, knew Eric and Paul as frequent customers at the popular Tampa Bay restaurant where she worked as a waitress when she was between college semesters.

On the day of the date, Eric called several times to change their plans. Finally, he phoned to say that they would be having a barbecue with several of his friends at the house he and Paul shared. Lori agreed.

We went to his house and I mentioned something about Paul and Amy and he kind of threw it off, like, “Yeah, yeah.” I didn’t think anything of it. There we are, fixing steaks, and he was saying, “Well, this is obviously something to help Amy.”

He kept making drinks all night long. He kept saying, “Here, have a drink,” “Here, drink this.” I didn’t because I didn’t want it. He was just downing them right and left.

**THE ATTACK:** Unknown to Lori, Amy had canceled her plans to see Paul the day before. Paul told Eric, but Eric never told Lori. As the barbecue party progressed and her friend failed to show up, Lori questioned Eric again. He then lied, telling her that Paul had just called to say he and Amy weren’t coming.

I was thinking to myself, “Well, okay.” Not in my wildest dreams would I have thought he was plotting something. Then all of his friends started leaving. I began to think, “Something is wrong, something is going on,” but I’ve been known to overreact to things, so I ignored it.
After his friends left, we’re sitting on the couch and he leans over and he kisses me and I’m thinking, “It’s a date, it’s no big deal.” So then we started kissing a little bit more and I’m thinking, “I’m starting to enjoy this, maybe this isn’t so bad.” Then the phone rang and when he came back I was standing up. He grabbed me from behind and picked me up. He had his hands over my eyes and we were walking through his house. It was really dark and I didn’t know where on earth he was taking me. I had never actually walked through his house.

He laid me down (on a bed) and kissed me. . . . He starts taking off my clothes and I said, “Wait — time out! This is not what I want, you know,” and he said to me something like this is what I owed him because he made me dinner.

I said, “This is wrong, don’t do this. I didn’t go out with you with this intent.”
He said, “What do you call that on the couch?”
I said, “I call it a kiss, period.”
And he said, “Well, I don’t.”

The two struggled until Eric rolled off her momentarily. Lori jumped up and went into the bathroom. Her plan was to come out in a few minutes and tell him it was time to take her home.

The whole time I’m thinking, “I don’t believe this is happening to me.” I didn’t even have time to walk fully out of the bathroom door when he grabbed me and threw me on the bed and started taking my clothes off. I’m yelling and hitting and pushing on him and he just liked that. He says, “I know you must like this because a lot of women like this kind of thing.” Then he says, “This is the adult world. Maybe you ought to grow up some.”

I finally got to the point where there was nothing I could do.

Eric pushed his penis into her and, after a few minutes, ejaculated. Lori had had only one other experience with sexual intercourse, about a year before with a longtime boyfriend.

Then Eric just rolled over and I started to get my clothes together. He said, “Don’t tell me you didn’t like that.” I looked at him and said, “No,” and by this time I’m crying because I don’t know what else to do. I never heard of anybody having that happen to them.

THE AFTERMATH: Finally, Eric took her home.

In the car he said, “Can I call you tomorrow? Can I see you next weekend?” I just looked at him and he just looked at me and started laughing.
My mom had gone out and I just laid on my bed with the covers up. Everything I could possibly put on I think I put on that night — leg warmers, thermal underwear — everything imaginable in the middle of summer I put on my body. That night I dreamed it was all happening again. I dreamed I was standing there watching him do it.

For two weeks I couldn't talk. People would talk to me and I felt nothing. I felt like a zombie. I couldn't cry, I couldn't smile, I couldn't eat. My mom said, “What’s wrong with you? Is something going on?” I said, “Nothing’s wrong.”

I thought it was my fault. What did I do to make him think he could do something like that? Was I wrong in kissing him? Was I wrong to go out with him, to go over to his house?

After two weeks, she told her mother what happened and they talked about what to do. Lori decided not to report it to the police for fear Eric would blame her. Eric continued to frequent the restaurant where she worked. Several weeks after their date, he cornered her in a hallway near the kitchen.

He touched me and I said, “Get your hands off me.” At first, he thought it was funny. He said, “What’s wrong?” then he started pulling me, trying to hug me. I pushed him and said, “Leave me alone,” and I was starting to get a little loud. As I was walking away, he said, “Oh, I guess you didn’t get enough.”

I walked in the kitchen and I picked up this tray full of food. I don’t know how it happened, I just dropped the whole tray and it went everywhere. My friend, another waitress, went to the manager and said, “She’s not going to be much good to you tonight,” so they sent me home.

Lori decided to move to a town about 150 miles away to avoid continued encounters with Eric. There she found work as an office assistant and cashier and enrolled for a few classes at a new college.

Sitting in a darkened restaurant on her lunch break one year after the rape, Lori is still looking for answers.

When I moved here, nobody knew about it. I just figured, this only happened to me. Then my roommate told me it happened to her in Ohio. We talked about it once and that was it. It just upset me too much to talk about it anymore. I mean, she understood, it upset her a lot, too, so we just don’t bring it up.

How do other women handle it? I work two jobs and I go to school because I don’t want to have to deal with the situation of having somebody
ask me on a date. If I go out with a guy, I’m wondering, is he thinking dinner means “I’ll get you into bed”?

I’m not going to be stupid enough to put myself in that situation again. I grew out of being naive just like that. This experience grew me up in about two weeks.

**The Myths About Acquaintance Rape**

Like most women with date-rape or acquaintance-rape experiences, Lori did not report the incident to police and did not, at first, even understand it to be rape. Instead, she felt almost totally isolated and blamed herself for what happened. She changed her life in order to feel physically safe from her attacker. She is now filled with doubts about her own judgment, fears socializing with men, and despairs about her ability to have a “normal” relationship.

But ask a group of college students what they think of a story like Lori’s and they might tell you:

- “She deserved it.”
- “What did she expect? After all, she went to his house.”
- “That’s not rape. Rape is when a guy you don’t know grabs you and holds a gun to your head.”
- “She wasn’t a virgin, so no harm was done.”
- “He bought her dinner. She owed him.”
- “She liked kissing him. What’s the big deal if he went farther?”
- “She just ‘cried rape’ later because she felt guilty about having sex.”

Those are the kinds of comments heard recently on all kinds of campuses—Ivy League, state universities, small schools—when date rape was discussed by both male and female undergraduates. But let’s not blame college students alone for their views: Their parents, indeed most of our society, would agree with one or more of those statements.

These are the myths that have formed what we believe to be the truth about women who are raped by men they know. But the actual truth is different indeed. Here are several of the most common myths about acquaintance rape juxtaposed with the reality:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Myth</strong></th>
<th><strong>Reality</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rape is committed by crazed strangers.</td>
<td>Most women are raped by “normal” acquaintances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A woman who gets raped deserves it, especially if she agreed to go to the man’s house or ride in his car.</td>
<td>No one, male or female, deserves to be raped. Being in a man’s house or car does not mean a woman has agreed to have sex with him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women who don’t fight back haven’t been raped.</td>
<td>You have been raped when you are forced to have sex against your will, whether you fight back or not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there’s no gun or knife, you haven’t been raped.</td>
<td>It’s rape whether the rapist uses a weapon or his fists, verbal threats, drugs or alcohol, physical isolation, your own diminished physical or mental state, or simply the weight of his body to overcome you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s not really rape if the victim isn’t a virgin.</td>
<td>Rape is rape, even if the woman isn’t a virgin, even if she willingly had sex with the man before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If a woman lets a man buy her dinner or pay for a movie or drinks, she owes him sex.</td>
<td>No one owes sex as a payment to anyone else, no matter how expensive the date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeing to kiss or neck or pet with a man means that a woman has agreed to have intercourse with him.</td>
<td>Everyone has the right to say “no” to sexual activity, regardless of what has preceded it, and to have that “no” respected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When men are sexually aroused, they need to have sex after becoming aroused any</td>
<td>Men don’t physically need to have sex after becoming aroused any</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sex or they will get “blue balls.” Also, once they get turned on, men can’t help themselves from forcing sex on a woman.

more than women do. Moreover, men are still able to control themselves even after becoming sexually excited.

| Women lie about being raped, especially when they accuse men they date or other acquaintances. | Rape really happens—to people you know, by people you know. |

Like most of our beliefs, we absorb these myths as we grow up: from the people around us, from the books we read, from the movies and television programs we watch, even from the way products are sold to us in advertisements.

Because of the myths, the reality of acquaintance rape is largely ignored. On college campuses, when a woman is raped in a dormitory or fraternity house by another student, university officials announce new plans for better lighting in the parking lots and expanded hours for escort services—positive safety precautions that have nothing to do with stopping acquaintance rape. The few women who report their date rapes (and whose cases are accepted for prosecution) are usually met with skepticism and disbelief from jurors and judges when they testify about being raped by a man they knew or chose to be with in a social setting.

No wonder that while many rape-prevention activists would like to see more prosecutions for acquaintance-rape cases, many admit privately that they counsel women not to press charges because of the difficulty of convincing jurors—whose views are shaped by the myths—that a rape has really taken place.

Rape Is Rape

Rape that occurs on dates or between people who know each other should not be seen as some sort of misguided sexual adventure: Rape is violence, not seduction. In stranger rape and acquaintance rape, the aggressor makes a decision to force his victim to submit to what he wants. The rapist believes he is entitled to force sexual intercourse from a woman and he sees
interpersonal violence (be it simply holding the woman down with his body or brandishing a gun) as an acceptable way to achieve his goal.

“All rape is an exercise in power,” writes Susan Brownmiller in her landmark book *Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape*. Specifically, Brownmiller and others argue, rape is an exercise in the imbalance of power that exists between most men and women, a relationship that has forged the social order from ancient times on.

Today, that relationship continues. Many men are socialized to be sexually aggressive—to score, as it were, regardless of how. Many women are socialized to submit to men’s wills, especially those men deemed desirable by society at large. Maintaining such roles helps set the stage for acquaintance rape.

But despite their socialization, most men are not rapists. That is the good news.

The bad news, of course, is that so many are.

---

**Ms. Survey Stat**

1 in 12 of the male students surveyed had committed acts that met the legal definitions of rape or attempted rape.

---

**Blaming the Acquaintance-Rape Victim**

Without question, many date rapes and acquaintance rapes could have been prevented by the woman—if she hadn’t trusted a seemingly nice guy, if she hadn’t gotten drunk, if she had acted earlier on the “bad feeling” that many victims later report they felt but ignored because they didn’t want to seem rude, unfriendly, or immature. But acknowledging that in some cases the woman might have prevented the rape by making a different decision does not make her responsible for the crime. Says a counselor for an Oregon rape-crisis agency: “We have a saying here: ‘Bad judgment is not a rapeable offense.’”

As a society, we don’t blame the victims of most crimes as we do acquaintance-rape survivors. A mugging victim is not believed to “deserve it” for wearing a watch or carrying a pocketbook on the street. Likewise, a
company is not “asking for it” when its profits are embezzled; a store owner is not to blame for handing over the cash drawer when threatened. These crimes occur because the perpetrator decides to commit them.

Acquaintance rape is no different. There are ways to reduce the odds, but, like all crimes, there is no way to be certain that it will not happen to you.

Yet acquaintance-rape victims are seen as responsible for the attacks, often more responsible than their assailants. “Date rape threatens the assumption that if you’re good, good things happen to you. Most of us believe that bad things don’t happen out of the blue,” says psychologist Koss, chief investigator of the *Ms.* study, now affiliated with the department of psychiatry at the University of Arizona Medical School in Tucson, Arizona. Society, in general, is so disturbed by the idea that a “regular guy” could do such a thing—and, to be sure, many “regular guys” are made uncomfortable by a concept that views their actions as a crime—that they would rather believe that something is wrong with the woman making such an outlandish claim: She is lying, she has emotional problems, she hates men, she is covering up her own promiscuous behavior. In fact, the research in the *Ms.* survey shows that women who have been raped by men they know are not appreciably different in any personal traits or behaviors than women who are not raped.

Should we ask women not to trust men who seem perfectly nice? Should we tell them not to go to parties or on dates? Should we tell them not to drink? Should we tell them not to feel sexual? Certainly not. It is not the victim who causes the rape.

But many persist in believing just that. An April 1987 letter to syndicated columnist Ann Landers from a woman who had been raped by two different men she dated reportedly drew heavy negative reader mail after Landers responded supportively to the woman. “Too bad you didn’t file charges against those creeps,” Landers wrote. “I urge you to go for counseling immediately to rid yourself of the feeling of guilt and rage. You must get it through your head that you were not to blame.”

So far, so good, but not for long. Three months later, Landers published a letter from an irate female reader who noted that the victim said she and the first man had “necked up a storm” before he raped her. Perhaps the raped woman hadn’t intended to have intercourse, the reader said, “but she certainly must accept responsibility for encouraging the guy and making
him think she was a willing partner. The trouble starts when she changes her mind after his passions are out of control. Then it’s too late.”

Landers bought this specious argument—a variant on the old “men can’t help themselves” nonsense. In her reply to the follow-up letter she wrote, “Now I’m convinced that I must rethink my position and go back to telling women, ‘If you don’t want a complete sexual experience, keep a lively conversation going and his hands off you.’”

In other words, if you get raped, it’s your own fault.

Date Rape and Acquaintance Rape on College Campuses

Despite philosophical and political changes brought about by the women’s movement, dating relationships between men and women are still often marked by passivity on the woman’s part and aggression on the man’s. Nowhere are these two seen in stronger contrast than among teenagers and young adults who often, out of their own fears, insecurity, and ignorance, adopt the worst sex-role stereotypes. Such an environment fosters a continuum of sexual victimization—from unwanted sexual touching to psychologically coerced sex to rape—that is tolerated as normal. “Because sexually coercive behavior is so common in our male-female interactions, rape by an acquaintance may not be perceived as rape,” says Py Bateman, director of Alternatives to Fear, a Seattle rape-education organization.

Indeed, we speak of “the battle of the sexes” and, for many, it is just that. In their teens, many boys are counseled by their friends and older males to practice the “4Fs” when dealing with women: “Find ’em; feel ’em; fuck ’em; forget ’em.” On the other hand, many girls, who have been admonished to “save it” for Mr. Right, want sexual intercourse to take place in the context of a relationship with some continuity attached to it. Kurt Weis and Sandra S. Borges, researchers at the University of California at Berkeley, pointed out in a 1973 paper that dating places individuals with these highly socialized but differing expectations into an ambiguous situation in which there is maximum privacy.

That is, dating can easily lead to rape.

Not surprising, then, that the risk of rape is four times higher for women aged 16 to 24, the prime dating age, than for any other population group.
Approximately half of all men arrested for rape are also 24 years old or younger. Since 26 percent of all 18- to 24-year-olds in the United States attend college, those institutions have become focal points for studying date rape and acquaintance rape, such as the Ms. research.

**Ms. SURVEY STAT**

- For both men and women, the average age when a rape incident occurred (either as perpetrator or victim) was 18½ years old.

Going to college often means going away from home, out from under parental control and protection and into a world of seemingly unlimited freedoms. The imperative to party and date, although strong in high school, burgeons in this environment. Alcohol is readily available and often used in stultifying amounts, encouraged by a college world that practically demands heavy drinking as proof of having fun. Marijuana, cocaine, LSD, methamphetamines, and other drugs are also often easy to obtain.

Up until the 1970s, colleges adopted a “substitute parent” attitude toward their students, complete with curfews (often more strict for females than males), liquor bans, and stringent disciplinary punishments. In that era, students were punished for violating the three-feet-on-the-floor rules during coed visiting hours in dormitories or for being caught with alcohol on college property. Although those regulations did not prevent acquaintance rape, they undoubtedly kept down the number of incidents by making women’s dorms havens of no-men-allowed safety.

Such regulations were swept out of most schools during the Vietnam War era. Today, many campuses have coed dorms, with men and women often housed in alternating rooms on the same floor, with socializing unchecked by curfews or meaningful controls on alcohol and drugs. Yet, say campus crisis counselors, many parents still believe that they have properly prepared their children for college by helping them open local bank accounts and making sure they have enough underwear to last until the first trip home. By ignoring the realities of social pressures at college on male and female students—and the often catastrophic effects of those pressures—parents help perpetuate the awareness vacuum in which date rape and acquaintance rape continue to happen with regularity.
“What’s changed for females is the illusion that they have control and they don’t,” says Claire P. Walsh, program director of the Sexual Assault Recovery Service at the University of Florida in Gainesville. “They know that they can go into chemical engineering or medical school and they’ve got their whole life planned, they’re on a roll. They transfer that feeling of control into social situations and that’s the illusion.”

When looking at the statistical results of the Ms. survey, it’s important to remember that many of these young people still have years of socializing and dating ahead of them, years in which they may encounter still more acquaintance rape. Students, parents of college students, and college administrators should be concerned. But many are not, lulled by the same myths that pervade our society at large: Rape is not committed by people you know, against “good” girls, in “safe” places like university campuses.

The Other Victims of Acquaintance Rape

Date rape and acquaintance rape aren’t confined to the college population, however. Interviews conducted across the country showed that women both younger and older than university students are frequently acquaintance-rape victims as well.

A significant number of teenage girls suffer date rape as their first or nearly first experience of sexual intercourse (see Chapter 8) and most tell no one about their attacks. Consider Nora, a high school junior, who was raped by a date as they watched TV in his parents’ house or Jenny, 16, who was raped after she drank too much at a party. Even before a girl officially begins dating, she may be raped by a schoolmate or friend.

Then there are the older women, the “hidden” population of “hidden” rape victims—women who are over 30 years old when their rapes occur. Most are socially experienced, yet unprepared for their attacks nonetheless. Many are recently divorced and just beginning to try the dating waters again; some are married; others have never married. They include women like Helene, a Colorado woman who was 37 and the mother of a 10-year-old when she was raped by a man on their third date, and Rae, who was 45 when she was raped by a man she knew after inviting him to her Oklahoma home for coffee.
“I Never Called It Rape”

**Ms. Survey Stat**

- Only 27 percent of the women whose sexual assault met the legal definition of rape thought of themselves as rape victims.

Because of her personal relationship with the attacker, however casual, it often takes a woman longer to perceive an action as rape when it involves a man she knows than it does when a stranger assaults her. For her to acknowledge her experience as rape would be to recognize the extent to which her trust was violated and her ability to control her own life destroyed.

Indeed, regardless of their age or background, many women interviewed for this book told no one about their rapes, never confronted their attackers, and never named their assaults as rape until months or years later.
Chapter 2
Women You Know

“Acquaintance rape was an unknown thing — at least in my world it was.”
— Paula, raped by a co-worker when she was 22

Look around the factory, office, or shop where you work, the classroom where you study, the place where you worship. Select any four women at random.

Now consider this: At least one of those women has probably had a rape or rape attempt committed against her by a man she knew.

You won’t be able to tell which one she is; acquaintance-rape victims aren’t different from other women. Yet in cases of date rape and acquaintance rape, outsiders often search for some flaw in the victim to explain the attack. Women especially often need to find a reason why the rape happened to a certain woman and why it could not happen to them.

But there are no hard and fast reasons. Witness the experiences of these four very different women, who represent the four most common categories of acquaintance-rape victims: teenagers, college students, young single working women, and older women.

Jill: A Teenager
Jill lives in a cottage in the fog-shrouded foothills of Washington state near where she grew up. Now 25, she works hard all day at her secretarial job and then comes home to help her 8-year-old son Donny with his homework. Jill loves her son, but she tries to block the memory of why she became a mother at such a young age: Donny is the result of a date rape that happened when Jill was 16, during the summer between her junior and senior year in high school.

She was on an outing with several male and female friends to a lake when she met the man who would later rape her.

We asked him to come over and sit with us. Later on, I gave him my phone number and he called me up to take me out. He was really cute, but he was older.

His seeming maturity (he was in his early 20s) made him attractive, as did his sandy-colored beard and hair and the fact that he was a carpenter, not a high schooler. But Jill worried about what her parents would think. She still didn’t date much, although, unknown to her mother and father, she had had one experience of sexual intercourse with a steady boyfriend her own age several months before.

The day of the date arrived and the sandy-haired man rode up to Jill’s house on a motorcycle. She climbed aboard and they drove further into the countryside, to a secluded spot near a river.

We were talking, it was just like a date, you know, when he pulled a gun out of the bag on the back of his motorcycle and started playing with it. I don’t like guns. My parents don’t have guns. I said, “Oh, gee, that’s not loaded, is it?” and he said, “Oh, yeah.”

I was very scared.

Jill’s date laid the gun down on the blanket they were sharing. He then put his arm around her and started kissing her, but just briefly. He almost immediately proceeded to have intercourse with her.

I remember at the time I thought, “Just go along, it doesn’t matter.” I didn’t want to take any chances. I just wanted to get home and get out of that situation.
Like date rapists then and now, the handsome carpenter never thought about birth control or the possibility of sexually transmitting disease to his victim. He drove her home and Jill was grounded for being late; she went to her room vowing to tell no one.

She made good on that vow for several months, until her pregnancy forced her to confide in a friend. Jill wanted to have an abortion until the medical procedure that would be used was explained to her. That, coupled with her parents’ feelings against abortion, led her to decide to remain pregnant and keep the child. Always a good student, Jill went through her senior year pregnant and maintained an A average. She went to graduation with her son in her arms and her dreams of going to art school set aside; instead, she faced the reality of supporting a child.

Rachel: A College Student

Rachel blends in easily with the attractive young crowd filling a downtown Boston street on a mild spring afternoon. Her spiky short brown hair is the arty fashion of the season; her big hoop earrings mimic the large roundness of her eyes. She comes from an intelligent and loving family. Her father is a lawyer; her mother teaches.

Rachel was raped during her freshman year in college. She has never told her parents.

I was at a big university. We had coed dorms, with two hallways on each floor being girls and two hallways were guys. This guy was a football player, about six foot five and 265 pounds. I knew he lived down the hall from me, but I didn't really know him. I thought he was an attractive guy. He was a junior.

There was a party on our floor with all the guys and girls from our floor. There were kegs and stuff. The drinking age was 18, but even though I wasn't quite 18 they let me into the party. We had already been drinking a lot and we got to the party and this guy (the football player] was talking to me.

Rachel was flattered by the attention.

He wasn't drinking, but he was feeding me alcohol. He asked me to come back to his room — it was right down the hall from where all of us were. I was just so out of it, I said, “Sure.” I had no idea. I didn't think he'd hurt me.
I thought there would be other people there. I thought it was just like, “Let’s get out of this party.” When we got to his room and I saw there was nobody there, I didn’t think I could do anything about it.

We started kissing and then he started taking off my clothes. I kept telling him to stop and I was crying. I was scared of him and thought he was going to hurt me. . . . He had a hand over my face. I was five foot two and weighed 110 pounds. I didn’t have any choice.

The assault lasted about half an hour. When it was over, Rachel went to her own room, just down the hall. She went to sleep praying that she wasn’t pregnant.

I just wanted to block it out. I felt ashamed because it happened. I just felt dirty, violated. I thought it was my fault. It wasn’t like he did something to me, it was like I let him do something to me, so I felt very bad about myself.

He came to my room the next day and wanted to go out with me. He felt that was the normal thing to do, I guess.

Rachel turned him down, but offered no explanation. She also did not report the rape.

Who would believe me? He was a really good football player. No one would have believed me if I said anything. I wouldn’t have dreamed of saying anything.

Rachel’s perception about not being believed would prove prescient. Later that year, her residence hall adviser (an older student) was raped by another athlete who came into her room as she lay in bed in a drunken stupor after a party. A university disciplinary board decided that since the woman was unconscious, the action could only be considered sexual misconduct, not rape. The male student received a light reprimand.

Four years later, Rachel finally began to tell people about the rape. Her friends, men and women, have been sympathetic and supportive. One friend even related her own date-rape experience. Talking about it has helped in Rachel’s recovery, helped her believe in herself again. “I made some stupid choices, but him hurting me is not my fault,” she says.

You know, you’re away from home for the first time and you want to go wild. You don’t know what you’re getting into. You just don’t think people are going to hurt you.
I just had no concept that anyone would do something like that to me.

**Paula: A Young Single Working Woman**

Paula is a social service professional who lives in the South with her young daughter. When she was 22, she worked as a hospital ward clerk at a Virginia medical facility. For several weeks, one of the young doctors, a resident specializing in the care of cancer patients, had been pressuring her to go out with him. “He had kind of a reputation (for dating a lot of women) around the hospital,” she says. “I was aware of that, which is probably why I resisted seeing him for so long.” But he was tall, good-looking, and successful, traits which probably had much to do with his popularity. “He had been bugging me for maybe two months, saying, ‘I just want you to come over for dinner. Nothing’s going to happen.’ I mean, he made a really big production out of assuring me of that,” she says.

Paula had recently broken up with her boyfriend. The doctor’s fiancée lived out of town. After talking with him several times, she decided that he was just trying to be friendly.

I thought how nice it would be to spend a platonic evening with a sympathetic ear. The first couple of hours were just that — good conversation, a wonderful meal, and a bottle of wine. He lived in a nice apartment with expensive furniture.

After we finished eating, I felt ready to go. He pleaded with me to stay a bit longer. He had some pot he wanted to share and told me that it would relax me and lift my spirits.

Paula had smoked marijuana before, but never anything this potent. Looking back now, she believes it was medical-strength marijuana, the kind that is sometimes given by prescription to chemotherapy patients to ease their pain.

I got real delusional. I felt like I was having hallucinations. I remember his face and it seemed disconnected from his body. It was distorted. I can remember losing muscular control.

Her date, however, was having no such problem. He took off her clothes and dragged her up some stairs to a bedroom.
I started to cry. It was the only coping mechanism I had. I remember saying, “No, no, no,” and crying profusely.

I remember feeling like it was never going to stop. He was able to maintain an erection for a long time without coming. I remember thinking, “Oh, I can’t stand this anymore. Either I have to die or he has to stop.” It got to the point where the crying wasn’t working; nothing was working. I was feeling like I was going to burst if he didn’t stop doing these things to me because it was oral sex and he tried anal sex. He was forcing me to have oral sex and I said something like, “I’m going to throw up,” and I think that’s what spurred him to finish.

He finished and that’s when I was really in shock. I was in denial and disbelief up to that point, but when it was over with, I was very much in shock and really quite unable to maneuver around much. I think he must have helped me get dressed and sort of dragged me to the door. His demeanor was real sheepish.

I remember somehow getting in my car, somehow driving home. I have no idea how I got home, none whatsoever. I’m lucky I didn’t kill somebody on the road.

Paula went home and told her sister-in-law, who immediately wanted to go back and confront the man. Instead, Paula made her promise that she wouldn’t tell anyone. Several days later, Paula saw the doctor at work; she glared ferociously at him, but said nothing.

Acquaintance rape was an unknown thing, at least in my world it was, so the anger at him was in the form of “You lied to me. You tricked me. You conned me.” I was aware of that, but I was totally unaware that what he had done to me was a crime. I had no idea I could report it to the police. I had no idea I could charge him with anything.

A month later I moved more than a thousand miles away and lived with my folks for a while. I couldn’t stand my father to touch me; I didn’t even like to be real close to him. I just didn’t want any bodily contact at all.

I cut off all my hair. I did not want to be attractive to men. I started wearing real androgynous clothes — nothing tight, nothing revealing — and reduced my makeup to almost nil. I just wanted to look neutered for a while because that felt safer.

It was several years before Paula started dating again, years filled with anger and distrust and sexual problems. As for the man who assaulted her, she did not speak to him before she quit her job and left town. But she has thought about him since.
At the time, it never crossed my mind that he would do this again and again. Now I am acutely aware that he probably used the same plan of action to rape a lot of women.

**Deborah: An Older Woman**

Deborah had been married for 15 years when she and her husband separated. Among her friends at the time was a man named Alex.

Alex and I had been good friends for about five years. We were both involved in community activities for children, mainly softball.

During the first four months [of the separation), Alex and I became closer. He helped me tremendously mentally. One thing led to another and we became sexually intimate. That lasted approximately six weeks.

Deborah, who was 34 at the time, and her husband decided to try to make their marriage work again. Alex was not happy with her decision. After six months, she and her husband again separated. Alex was ready to begin their relationship again, but she told him she needed time alone. One night, drunk and angry, Alex confronted her outside a restaurant near their California hometown. He threw her against a wall and started to choke her. She knee'd him in the crotch, broke free, and ran inside where a female friend was waiting. Alex jumped in his car and drove off.

My friend and I left. She wanted me to spend the night with her because she was afraid for me. I told her I'd be okay and went on home.

At 4:00 A.M., I woke up with a start. Alex was standing over me, just staring. I told him if he didn't leave, I would call the police. He made no response. I picked up the phone, he grabbed it, ripped it out of the wall, and came after me. He started hitting me, throwing me, and became verbally abusive.

At one point I grabbed a ceramic bowl and hit him on the head with it as hard as I could. He didn't even flinch. Blood was everywhere.

Finally he got me pinned down on the bed. There was no fight left in me.

Then, as sometimes happens in rapes, Alex lost his erection although he had partially penetrated Deborah. He screamed at her and began hitting her again. He told her to lie still on the bed. When she moved, he would hit her.
Finally, he got dressed and left, without ejaculating. He had been there for two hours.

There was enough evidence that I didn’t have to press charges — the D.A. did. Alex was arrested that morning . . . on charges of rape, burglary, assault, and destruction of telephone equipment. At the preliminary hearing he pleaded to assault with attempt to rape. He pleaded guilty and got four years. He's now in state prison.

My year anniversary [of the rape] is coming up, but I feel I'll do fine. I have a lot of family and friend support. The only exception is my ex-husband. He says I got what I deserved.
Chapter 3

Why Date Rape and Acquaintance Rape Are So Widespread

“When she finally says, ‘No,’ he simply may not listen, or he may convince himself that she is just ‘playing hard to get’ and that she really means ‘Yes’.”
— student Erik Johnke describing how dating rituals may lead to rape

Rapes between men and women who know each other are happening in big cities, small towns, and rural areas. They occur among all ethnic and religious groups, regardless of education or wealth. Many of these rapes are rooted in the social behavior men and women learn.

The story of Donna and Eli shows how adherence to such roles can escalate into rape. Donna was 18 and Eli was 20 when they met at a party and became interested in each other. Once they were alone, Donna knew what limits she wanted to place on their sexual activity and she voiced them, but not very clearly or assertively. Eli chose not to hear or interpreted her resistance (both verbal and, ultimately, physical) to mean something else. He decided to use force to get what he wanted.

The following is part of a report Donna gave to university police at her Illinois college:
I went to a party about 9:00 P.M. on Friday. My friends accompanied me to the party. When we arrived, we started to drink. We mingled and talked with our friends and met some new people. Among these new people was Eli.

All I had to drink all night were two beers, so I was totally sober. We were in a group of friends talking and I noticed him. He had on a blue hooded sweatshirt with white print on the front and Levi’s jeans. His friend introduced us and I began to talk about school and our hometowns.

Sometime around midnight, one of Donna’s friends left the party. The other stayed with her.

About 12:45 A.M. Eli asked me if I wanted to come over to his house and talk for a while. I talked to my friend and she wanted to go home, so he got his two friends who he was with and I got my friend and we all left together. Eli’s friend drove my friend to our dorm and then we proceeded to his house. We all went into the house and Eli and I went into the TV room.

He turned the TV on, changed channels, and then turned and kissed me. His friend came in and began to talk to us for a while. When his friend left, Eli asked me to go upstairs. I said to him, “I don’t want to do that. We are here to talk, I thought.” His response to me was, “We don’t have to do anything you don’t want to do.”

The next thing I said was, “I don’t want to do anything. I don’t even know you.” He said that was fine and we would just talk. We got up and went upstairs.

They went into Eli’s room, which, like college students’ rooms everywhere, held not much more than a bed and a bicycle, with clothes strewn around.

He motioned for me to sit down on his bed and he turned around and locked three locks on his door, and then sat down next to me. Immediately he started kissing me and I pulled away. He said again, “We don’t have to do anything you don’t want to do,” and again I said, “I don’t want to do anything.” He ignored my statement and started forcing himself on me.

He laid me out on the bed and got on top of me and started kissing me. I pushed away and verbally said no to him. He ignored me and kept on.

He kept asking me to spend the night and the first couple of times I ignored him, but finally I had to answer. I said, “No, I have to do lots of things tomorrow and I should go home.” He kept pleading with me and finally he stopped asking me. I thought at that point I would be able to leave soon.

I was wrong. He got up and began removing his clothes and then he forcibly removed my pants and put his body between my legs. At this point I was still pinned down and I couldn’t move. He was lying on me and begged
me to have sex with him. I verbally said, “No,” and I also had my hands on my pelvic bones with my palms up, pushing him away.

I forcibly pushed away like this for a while until he began to become more forceful to me. I didn’t want to get hurt, so I began to ease up from pushing, but I was still verbally saying no. At this point he had intercourse with me.

As he forced himself inside me, I tried to push away and to get him to stop, but he wouldn’t. I began to cry and he asked me what was wrong. I said, “I don’t want this. I don’t even know you.” Next he asked me, “Have you ever done this before?” and I never answered him. He then said, “Come on, can’t we have some fun?”

Finally he stopped and rolled off me and laid beside me with a firm grip on me. He looked in my eyes and said, “I’m sorry.” He then took my hand and wanted me to fondle him, but I refused. He then started masturbating with himself to the point of ejaculation. Next he began to fondle me and then placed himself on top of me again. Once more he pleaded to have sex with me. I refused many times, but nothing helped. I was still crying, but he ignored it totally. He then had intercourse with me again against my will.

He finally got off me and took his arms away and laid beside me. Again, he said, “I am sorry, Donna.” I said I had to leave and by this time it was 7:30 A.M. He said okay and got up and went to the bathroom.

While Eli was gone, Donna got dressed. He returned and drove her back to her dormitory.

When we got to the dorm, he kissed me and said, “Call me sometime.” I immediately got out of the car and went to my room.

In tears, she told her roommate what had happened. Her roommate took her to the student health center and then they went to a hospital for a rape examination. Donna decided not to press criminal charges against Eli, but brought the case before a university judicial board, comprised of a college administrator, a professor, and two students. After a three-hour hearing, the board found Eli in violation of the school’s behavioral conduct code. But although the college code called for suspension as the punishment for rape for a first-time offender, he was merely put on probation and ordered to write a paper on sexual assault.

Analyze Donna’s story for a moment. After saying “no” several times to Eli’s entreaties for sex and recognizing that her wishes were being ignored, she told him, “I have to do lots of things tomorrow and I should go home.” Why didn’t she just tell him flat out to let her up or insist that she wanted to
go home? Why didn’t she scream? Why didn’t she bite him? Why didn’t she pound on the locked door and try to get away? Granted, none of these options might have saved her from being raped, but Donna would never have thought of them then. That’s because she was handicapped from the start by the way men and women are taught to interact with each other.

Dating Rituals

This interaction comes into sharpest focus in traditional dating behavior where the male initiates the date by asking the woman out, with him paying all of the expenses or buying the liquor, food, or entertainment. When this happens, the man may expect sexual activity or intercourse, with or without a serious attachment between himself and the woman; she, on the other hand, may want intimacy only after a relationship has developed over a period of time. Even when the woman wants sex without a developed relationship, she may put up a protest because she has been trained that only “bad girls” have sex willingly. Her date, on the other hand, has learned from seeing such behavior (or from the advice of other men) that women often say no when they mean yes.

If the male is nonaggressive sexually, there’s no problem. But if he is aggressive, the female enters into a contest with him—either because she really doesn’t want to have sex with him or because she feels she must put up some resistance to maintain a good reputation. Dating then becomes a game which each side tries to win. And date rape may be the result.

Listen to Erik Johnke, one of a group of male students at Haverford College, near Philadelphia, who sought to open other young men’s eyes to acquaintance rape. In his 1987 senior thesis, Johnke described, with the clear vision of an insider, the often imperceptible gender-role transactions that go on between a man and a woman on a date.

The man is taught to look upon his actions on a date as a carefully constructed strategy for gaining the most territory. Every action is evaluated in terms of the final goal — intercourse. He continually pushes to see “how far he can get.” Every time she (his date) submits to his will, he has “advanced” and every time she does not he has suffered a “retreat.” Since he already sees her as the opponent, and the date as a game or a battle, he anticipates resistance. He knows that “good girls don’t,” and so she will probably say “no.”
But he has learned to separate himself from her and her interests. He is more concerned with winning the game. Instead of trying to communicate with her, he attempts to pressure her into saying “yes.”

Every time she submits to his will, he sees it as a small victory (getting the date, buying her a drink, getting a kiss, or fondling her breasts). He plays upon her indecisiveness, using it as an opportunity to tell her “what she really wants,” which is, in fact, what he wants. If her behavior is inconsistent, he tells her that she is “fickle” or “a tease.” If he is disinterested in her desires and he believes that she is inconsistent, he is likely to ignore her even when she does express her desires directly. When she finally says, “no,” he simply may not listen, or he may convince himself that she is just “playing hard to get” and that she really means “yes.” With such a miserable failure in communication, a man can rape a woman even when she is resisting vocally and physically, and still believe that it was not rape.

And so the game is afoot from the outset of many traditional dates, with the man pressing his attempts at seduction and the woman keeping a check on how sexually involved the couple will become. This balance might be maintained for a long time in a way that is satisfactory to both people. But if the man moves from trying to cajole the woman into sexual activity to forcing her to comply by raping her, he may encounter what seems to him little resistance. That’s because the woman’s socialization has most likely taught her that she must not express her own wishes forcefully, that she should not hurt other people’s feelings or reject them, that she should be quiet, polite, and never make a scene. And, as a girl, she has also learned not to be physical.

“I never considered punching him or doing something really drastic,” says Abby of the acquaintance who raped her. “I guess I was a ‘nice girl’ and you didn’t do that, even if somebody was being un-nice to you.”

### Interpersonal Violence

All it takes to solidify the aggressor/victim relationship of the dating couple is the addition of a belief in using violence to deal with personal conflict. Studies show that may not be a great leap.

A Minnesota survey of 202 male and female college students revealed that, in dating relationships:

- nearly 13 percent had either slapped their date or been slapped
14 percent were pushed or did the pushing
4 percent were punched or did the punching
3.5 percent were struck with an object or did the striking
1.5 percent were choked or did the choking
1 percent were assaulted with a weapon or committed such an assault

Study author James M. Makepeace, a sociology professor at the College of St. Benedict/St. John’s University, St. Joseph, Minnesota, notes that “if the 4-percent incidence of assault with closed fists (punching) is typical, then 800 of the students on a 20,000-student campus would have experienced this form of violence” in a social-sexual relationship. Overall, the report showed that more than one in five students had direct experience of dating violence.

The same strong evidence of violence in dating couples has been found elsewhere. A University of South Dakota study showed that 10 percent of the undergraduate women questioned had been physically abused in one or more relationships. Still other researchers have seen a corollary between cultural depictions of violence against women, such as in some movies, and an increased desensitization to such violence, indirectly resulting in acceptance of it off the screen, even among dating partners.

**Communication**

Miscommunication contributes to the factual and perceptual fogs that cloud acquaintance-rape incidents. This miscommunication may occur because men and women often interpret behavior cues and even direct conversation differently. In general, men give a more sexual reading to behavior and conversation than women do. In a 1982 study conducted by Antonia Abbey of Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, male and female subjects watched a male and female actor talk to each other, and the males rated the female actor as being more seductive and promiscuous than did the women. Another study, this one with high school students in California, showed that males consistently rated various dating behaviors, types of dress, and dating activities as signals for sex more often than females did.
Male and female subjects in a 1983 research project read scenarios about college students who went on dates, then evaluated whether the date participants wanted sex from each other. Regardless of who had initiated the date, who had paid for it, or where the couple went, the male students were more likely than their female counterparts to think that the woman in the scenario wanted sex from the man she was with. “It seems likely that a man might misinterpret a woman’s behavior and think that she is more interested in him than she really is,” writes the study’s author, Charlene L. Muehlenhard of Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas. Indeed, many men only ask a woman out after they’ve decided that they’d like to have sex with her, whereas many women view dates, especially the first few dates, as opportunities to socialize and learn more about the man.

Some people hope that improving the woman’s ability to clearly communicate what she wants will naturally lead the man to understand how to proceed. Although the “deafness” of some males involved in acquaintance rapes may, in part, be due to not being told in a decisive way what the woman wants, many men simply discount what a woman is saying or reinterpret it to fit what they want to hear. They have been raised to believe that women will always resist sex to avoid the appearance of being promiscuous (and, indeed, some do), will always say “no” when they really mean “yes,” and always want men to dominate them and show that they are in control. Further, many men have been conditioned to simply ignore women—whether those women are responding positively to sexual interactions or pushing, fighting, kicking, crying, or otherwise resisting them.

When it comes to sexual relations, saying “no” is often meaningless when the words are spoken by a female.

**Belief in the “Justifiable” Rape**

The result of these conflicts in communication—the socialized “deafness” of men toward women and the likelihood that a man will interpret a situation to have stronger sexual overtones than a woman will—leads to the belief among many men (and some women) in “justifiable rape,” somewhat along the lines of “justifiable homicide.” In “justifiable rape,” the victim’s behavior is seen as being responsible for triggering the man’s action.
Although there is no legal concept as there is in “justifiable homicide,” the idea of “justifiable rape” influences the opinions of everyone from the rape victim’s own family to the jury who may sit in judgment of her attacker. Recent studies show that men believe date rape is more justifiable if one of these circumstances occurs:

- the woman invites the man out on the date
- the man pays for the date
- she dresses “suggestively”
- they go to his place rather than to a movie
- she drinks alcohol or does drugs

Men with traditional attitudes toward women rate these situations as justifying rape significantly more often than do men who hold nontraditional attitudes.

The research also shows that many times men will feel “led on” while women will not have the slightest clue that their actions are being interpreted as sexual. In a 1967 study by Purdue’s Eugene Kanin, sexually aggressive college men said they believed their aggression was justified if the woman was “a tease.” A 1979 survey of California high school boys showed 54 percent thought rape was justifiable if the girl “leads a boy on.”

In a study exploring correlations between people who rated rape as justifiable under certain circumstances and people who actually were involved in sexually aggressive incidents, Texas A&M’s Muehlenhard found that men were much more likely than women to say that the woman had hinted beforehand that she wanted the man to ask her out. When she looked at just those subjects whose dates involved sexual aggression, Muehlenhard saw this difference in high relief: 60 percent of men reported that the woman had hinted she was interested in dating him; only 16 percent of the women said they had so hinted. Those men clearly felt “led on” by the women who refused them sex, a feeling which many of them may have regarded as justification for committing rape.

**The Role of Alcohol and Drugs**
It’s impossible to consider why acquaintance rape is so widespread without mentioning the correlation between drug and alcohol use and sexual assault.

Although it is certainly possible to drink alcohol without becoming intoxicated, in many social settings—particularly those involving teenagers and young adults—getting drunk is the point of drinking. And because there is really no drug-taking corollary to drinking just one glass of beer, using drugs like marijuana, hashish, cocaine, crack, methamphetamines, LSD, angel dust, and heroin almost always means becoming intoxicated or “high,” although the depth of that intoxication may vary from drug to drug.

**Ms. Survey Stat**

- **About 75 percent of the men and at least 55 percent of the women involved in acquaintance rapes had been drinking or taking drugs just before the attack.**

As has been seen in federal highway safety tests, alcohol begins to affect people in negative ways long before they believe they are actually drunk. Alcohol and drugs distort reality, cloud judgment, and slow reactions, causing men and women to expose themselves to dangers or disregard social constraints that might otherwise influence them.

When intoxicated, a woman’s perceptions about what is happening around her and to her become blurred. Her ability to resist an attack is lessened as her verbal and physical response mechanisms become sedated. She may rely on other people to take care of her, to see that she gets home safely, and to protect her from harm. Some men purposely “feed” a woman alcohol or drugs before forcing her to have sex to reduce her defenses. That’s what happened to Patty, who was joined at a restaurant dinner with two female friends by a man she knew casually, a man who would rape her later that night.

We proceeded to drink a lot, but, looking back, I notice he didn’t drink a lot, just the women did. After a couple of hours, we decided we were going to go in town and go dancing and he said, “Why don’t you ride with me?” I said, “Okay, fine.” We started smoking weed in his pickup on the way back into town and, again, looking back, I notice he didn’t have any. But he kept piling this weed down me.
By the time we got to the place where we were going, I couldn’t think. I mean, I didn’t hardly know who I was, let alone was I able to make a decision about anything. So we got out and . . . he said to me, “Come on, we’re going to go up to my place.” Well, I didn’t want to go, but I did not have the capability to say, “No, I don’t want to do that.”

Moreover, women who have become obviously drunk or high on their own often become targets for individual men or groups of men scouting for a victim. And the fact that a woman is drinking, even if she’s not drunk, is often believed by men to be a justification for rape (since “good girls” aren’t supposed to drink). It also makes police and prosecutors less inclined to press charges in acquaintance and date rapes.

An intoxicated man may become more sexually aggressive, more violent and less interested in what the woman wants than when he’s sober. And many men who commit acquaintance rape excuse their acts because they were drunk or under the influence of drugs.

**Social Cultures That Support Rape and Violence**

Rape-supportive attitudes occur in abundance among men who rape, yet these attitudes are also held by a wide cross section of society. In a 1977 study of 598 Minnesota adults conducted by Martha R. Burt of The Urban Institute in Washington, D.C., more than half agreed with the statements that: “A woman who goes to the home or apartment of a man on the first date implies she is willing to have sex” and “In the majority of rapes, the victim was promiscuous or had a bad reputation.” More than half those adults also believed that 50 percent or more of reported rapes are reported only because the woman was trying to get back at a man she was angry with or to cover up an out-of-wedlock pregnancy.

Research shows, though, that while women often believe these myths, many more men believe them, with far greater intensity. Because men often associate with friends and peers who also hold these beliefs, they are reinforced in their ideas that women are responsible for rape, that rape is only committed by mentally ill strangers, and that women lie about being raped.

A survey of 400 undergraduate students (200 male/200 female) conducted by Nona J. Barnett of the University of Miami School of Law
and Hubert S. Feild of Auburn University showed the following attitudes on rape:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF MEN AGREEING</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN AGREEING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In most cases, when a woman was raped, she was asking for it.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If a woman is going to be raped, she might as well relax and enjoy it.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women provoke rape by their appearance or behavior.</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A woman should be responsible for preventing her victimization in a rape.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The degree of a woman’s resistance should be the major factor in determining if a rape has occurred.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In order to protect the male, it should be difficult to prove that a rape has occurred.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would do some women some good to get raped.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such beliefs help form a social reality among many people that is antifemale and rape supportive. Often those beliefs will spill out in a public way. In April 1987, about 200 marchers, many of them women, walked to protest Princeton University’s handling of a sexual harassment complaint brought by a female student against a male student. As the protestors passed in front of several all-male collegiate eating clubs, they had cups of beer hurled at them and were met with cries of, “Go get raped!”

Some dismiss acquaintance rape as just a case of boys being boys—that is, men exuberantly displaying the natural male sexual imperative to rape when aroused. Nothing could be farther from the truth of what is “natural.” As anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sanday of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia explained in a cross-cultural study of rape: “It is important to understand that violence is socially and not biologically programmed. Rape is not an integral part of male nature, but the means by which men programmed for violence express their sexual selves. Men who are
conditioned to respect the female virtues of growth and the sacredness of life do not violate women.”

**Toward Reducing Acquaintance Rape**

How do we eliminate acquaintance rape? Certainly not by ending dating, but by redefining it and the other social interactions between men and women—how we relate as parents, siblings, friends, peers, co-workers. That means teaching young children long before they begin to date to break the model of aggression/passivity that marks male/female relations: by promoting constructive, nonviolent ways to deal with personal conflict and anger as well as by teaching young people the responsible use of alcohol, the dangers of drugs, and rejection of the myths that contribute to belief in “justifiable” rape.

Says researcher Burt, “Only by promoting the idea of sex as a mutually undertaken, freely chosen, fully conscious interaction . . . can society create an atmosphere free of the threat of rape.”
Chapter 4

Why Women Are “Safe” Victims

“I felt raped, but I didn’t realize I had been raped.”
— Carol, who was raped as a college freshman

Stacks and stacks of research papers from social scientists across the country attest to the fact that sexual assault is a common experience for women. How common is it?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ms. SURVEY STATS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of the 3,187 female college students questioned:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ 15.3 percent had been raped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ 11.8 percent were victims of attempted rape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ 11.2 percent had experienced sexual coercion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ 14.5 percent had been touched sexually against their will</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the students who participated in the Ms. study were in randomly selected classes at campuses that reflected a cross section of regions and cultures (see Afterword) and the survey was administered by clinical psychologists. Only 45.6 percent of the young women polled by the study had never experienced sexual victimization.

It’s important to note that although the purpose of the Ms. survey was to determine the frequency of acquaintance rape, the word “rape” did not
appear in any of the descriptions of aggression or victimization contained in the 71-page questionnaire. The reason was simple: Many women and most men involved in acquaintance rape don’t label it as rape. To ask, “Have you ever been raped?” or “Have you ever raped anyone?” would have greatly—and falsely—reduced the number of affirmative responses. Instead, clearly worded descriptions of activities that met the most common legal definitions of rape were used to classify respondents’ experiences.

Who were the women identified as victims? On the whole, they were no different than the nonvictims in personality and family-background characteristics. However, the rape victims were somewhat more likely to have been the recipients of physical violence in their homes, to have lived without their mothers for a period of time, and to have run away from home. Forty-one percent of the women who were raped were virgins at the time of their attacks.

How did the rapes occur? Nearly all (95 percent) involved only one rapist. Most of the women (84 percent) knew the men who attacked them, with more than half the assaults happening on dates. On the average, consensual sexual intimacy to the point of petting above the waist had occurred some time before. Nonetheless, most of the raped women reported that they had made it “quite clear” to the men involved that they did not want to have sexual intercourse with them.

Most of the rapes happened off campus and were as likely to occur in the woman’s home or car as in the man’s. Women said that 73 percent of their attackers were under the influence of drugs or alcohol and 55 percent said they themselves were intoxicated. The average amount of force used by the men was rated as moderate, usually twisting the victim’s arm or holding her down. Only 9 percent of the women said their rapists hit them; 5 percent were threatened with weapons. Most (84 percent) tried unsuccessfully to reason with the men and many (70 percent) put up some form of physical resistance.

Nonetheless, these women were raped, at a rate far exceeding the national crime statistical average of 37.5 rapes per 100,000 inhabitants. But very few of the rapes uncovered by the Ms. study were counted in those federal records, because very few of the women involved officially reported their experiences.
Ms. SURVEY STATS

- 42 percent of the rape victims told no one about their assaults.
- Only 5 percent reported their rapes to the police.
- Only 5 percent sought help at rape-crisis centers.

The Ms. Study found three chief characteristics that kept women from identifying what happened to them as rape or from reporting it to authorities:

- when the rape took place between dating partners
- when prior consensual sexual intimacy occurred between the rapist and victim
- when minimal violence was involved

In interviews for this book with women of various ages and backgrounds, other reasons for not calling it rape or keeping silent about an attack emerged: Women didn’t want to get men they knew in trouble; they were embarrassed about the details of the rape (leaving a bar with a man, taking drugs, etc.) and felt they would be blamed for what occurred, or they simply felt the men involved had too much social status for their stories to be believed.

No wonder acquaintance rape continues to be a largely hidden phenomenon.

What Makes a “Safe” Victim?

Women raped by men they are dating or whom they know are what sociologists and psychologists sometimes call “safe” victims—“safe,” that is, for the rapists. These women are ideal candidates for victimization because they are unlikely to report their rapes or offer serious resistance.

Various researchers have tried to theorize why some women become rape victims and others don’t. Ms. study researcher Mary Koss sought to determine if there were predictive factors associated with acquaintance rapes. Koss grouped information gathered from victims in three blocks:
experiences such as family violence, childhood sexual experiences, and age of first sexual intercourse; social-psychological characteristics such as rape-supportive beliefs; and other variables such as alcohol and drug use. She then compared those findings with the most commonly held theories about rape victimization, with the following results:

- **Theory #1—Victim precipitation**—asserts that certain personality characteristics such as having a “bad” reputation or stereotyped gender behavior such as passivity in women predicts the likelihood of being raped.

  *Ms. study finding:* Acquaintance-rape victims showed no significant personality differences from women who were not raped. In fact, analysis showed these women actually were more socially poised, forceful, and confident than nonvictims.

- **Theory #2—Social control**—postulates that women are vulnerable to rape because they accept rape-supportive beliefs. (This is seen as a corollary to the fact that men who rape score high in their adherence to rape-supportive statements.)

  *Ms. study finding:* Acquaintance-rape victims do not believe more strongly in myths about rape than nonvictimized women.

- **Theory #3—Situational model**—suggests that rape is more likely to occur in certain environments (isolated areas, the male’s territory) after particular behavior by the victim and perpetrator (drinking, previous sexual contact). These factors may increase a woman’s “exposure” risk to rape by putting her in situations in which she meets more men and is more likely to become drunk.

  *Ms. study finding:* Raped women showed somewhat more liberal sexual values (they believe intercourse may be appropriate if a couple is dating regularly rather than only if the couple is formally engaged or married), a slightly higher number of sexual partners and somewhat higher alcohol use.

Although situational factors contribute to greater exposure to the risk of acquaintance rape, they are not sufficient to explain why so many women are raped by men they know. Consider that 41 percent of the rape victims in the *Ms.* study were virgins and 45 percent were sober. It becomes clear, then, that no one theoretical model fits when it comes to explaining why women experience acquaintance rape.
The Story of a “Safe” Victim

Carol sits at her kitchen table in an affluent New Jersey suburb. Her toddler son is upstairs napping, a clothes washer chugs in the laundry room, and her answering machine is switched on, taking messages for her at-home business. At 33, she has her life happily in order.

But she is talking about a different Carol—an 18-year-old college freshman whose dating and sexual experiences were limited. That Carol was home from college for midwinter break when she received a call from a boy she knew, inviting her to join him, his girlfriend (Carol’s friend Terri), and his roommate at a New Year’s Eve party at the boys’ fraternity house. She would, in effect, be the roommate’s date.

He was some nice boy from the next suburb over from me. I had known his cousin in high school. He was this perfectly acceptable person that you could bring home and not be ashamed to be dating.

She agreed to join them. At the party, the fraternity members concocted a punch, using wine and a little fruit juice. Carol had never drunk alcohol before.

The night wore on and I was drinking this punch — it was great, delicious. I had no idea what it was doing to me and I ended up rip-roaring drunk.

We went back to the guys’ apartment and my friend Terri went too. It never occurred to me that anything was going to be going on. We were just going to be sleeping there. I had actually spent the night with men, but never had sex with them, as strange as that may seem. We just slept together.

But just sleeping together is not what Carol’s date had in mind. After they got into bed, he started kissing her, then escalated his sexual attention. Despite her repeated, “No, no, no” and her physically pushing him away, he used the advantage of his six-foot-three body to overpower her five-foot frame.

I just realized I had no choice. I didn’t feel that I could hurt him. It was unpleasant . . . a really painful experience.

He drove me home to my parents’ house the next day. We didn’t say anything on the entire ride. I think he was embarrassed.

I felt raped, but I didn’t realize I had been raped. I felt I had been an unwilling participant and that the woman was always guilty until it had been
proven that she had been knocked unconscious or doped and mutilated before being raped and then murdered.

It didn’t occur to me that it was okay to hurt him, to kick him in the balls, or punch him in the eye. Good girls don’t do that. You sort of just lie back and let this happen and then you deal with the consequences.

**How Women Are Taught to Be “Safe” Victims**

The average woman, when faced with an impending acquaintance rape, is unable to use the full force of her real power to fight back. That’s because, like Carol, she was raised not to believe in that power or to think that she had the right to assert it, especially against a socially acceptable man. Most girls are still being brought up to think like this. They are taught directly and indirectly (by parents, teachers, playmates, and pop culture role models) to be passive, weak, and opinionless. They are expected to remain in this state—that is, childlike—even after they mature and become young adults and women. They are expected to be fearful and inhibited and are not encouraged to develop independence and self-reliance. Rather, they learn to look to men for their physical and economic protection.

Girls quickly learn from this socialization that as women they will grant men sexual favors in exchange for these protections, preferably with the permanence of marriage attached. As discussed in Chapter 3, this reduces dating, which precedes marriage, to a transaction in which the man tries to get a little bit more sexually from the woman than she is willing to give. The woman’s reluctance may be built not on a lack of sexual desire (in the case of a man she may be attracted to), but on the training which has taught her to protect her sexuality because it represents her “market value.” Girls learn to control the dispensing of their sexual “favors” so that they do not appear to give in too quickly and therefore end up with a reduced worth.

Girls are thus taught what is basically a good lesson—that sexuality should occur within the context of a loving relationship—for a bad reason—that is, because as defenseless women they need men to support and protect them. Sex is understood to be the medium of exchange they will use to secure that protection.

Such conditioning helps produce “safe” victims—women who react with denial, dissociation, self-blame, and rejection of their own misgivings as acquaintance rape threatens, who cannot fight back during the rape or
report it to the police afterwards, and who, often, become victims again
later.

**Victim Reaction #1: Denial**

Most women raped by an acquaintance recall denying to themselves that a
rape was happening even as the situation was worsening. Disbelief and
denial by the victim often occur even in the face of the most excruciating
evidence: violence, forceful isolation, restraint, verbal abuse, and, of course,
the man’s disregard of any negative reaction by the woman. This denial by
the victim is rooted in the simple fact that she knows her attacker. If her
assailant was a stranger, she’d have little difficulty in identifying what was
happening. Instead, she believes that if she just talks to the man and tries to
dissuade him, he’ll become reasonable. She searches frantically for some
explanation of what the man’s behavior means—any explanation that does
not include calling what’s happening rape.

Jodie, for example, had spent a lonely year at a new school. In that time,
however, she had become friends with one male student, with whom she
had had sex twice. They decided not to continue their sexual relationship,
but remained friendly. By late spring, Jodie was dating the man’s best
friend, seemingly with no ill feelings. When the first man invited her to his
place for a drink to celebrate his new job, she thought nothing was odd
about it: It was how friends reacted to each other’s good news. Once there,
though, he began to reach for her in a sexual way and Jodie decided to
leave. That was when he attacked her, forcing her into his bedroom and
throwing her against a wall.

All I could think was that he really wasn’t going to do it. . . . He’d said that I
was his friend. I was also interested in someone else, someone he had known
and been friends with for years.

Regardless of all those good reasons not to rape her, the man did.

For many women, denial works as a way to protect themselves against
the pain of what they’re experiencing, in much the same way that children
who are abused bury their experiences deep inside. Indeed, several of the
women interviewed for this book spoke of how they repressed their
acquaintance-rape episodes for years until a conversation, a news article, or
another emotionally disturbing event brought the reality of the rape rushing back at them.

Bonnie was raped on her family’s farm in Iowa by a man she had been dating for three weeks. It was her first experience with sexual intercourse. She felt “incredibly violated,” but she told no one. Five years later, a stranger broke into Bonnie’s apartment and sexually assaulted her and a roommate. That experience she talked about freely. But she never identified her first sexual experience as rape, not even after she participated in a rape-victim support group following her rape by the stranger. Then she read an article on acquaintance rape, nine years after the incident in her apartment and 14 years after her date rape. “It was like being freed, like a tremendous insight,” she says. “Things fell into place and started making sense. That allowed me to talk about it for the first time.”

**Victim Reaction #2: Dissociation**

Along with disbelief and denial comes a phase during the actual rape when the woman may feel physically and mentally removed from what is happening. This dissociation may slow down or block her ability to respond to what’s happening. As with denial, dissociation is a protective reaction that helps the victim survive the experience by not feeling it completely. Some women remember most clearly the part of the rape that happened during the time in which they felt dissociated, as if they were watching a movie about the rape rather than experiencing it firsthand.

Maggie was punched and dragged through several rooms of the house where she was staying by a man whom she had dated several times and then stopped seeing. They fought until he dragged her into the bedroom and threw her on the bed.

I left my body at that point. I was over next to the bed, watching this happen. So there’s a period of time where my memory of the rape is real different than my other memories of the rape . . . I wasn’t in my body. I dissociated from the helplessness. I was standing next to me and there was just this shell on the bed.

There wasn’t a feeling of dispassion or not caring, there was a feeling of flatness. I was just there.

When I repicture the room, I don’t picture it from the bed. I picture it from the side of the bed. That's where I was watching from.
Victim Reaction #3: Self-Blame

Acquaintance-rape victims feel betrayed by their own judgment because men that they know, men to whom they have often been attracted, men they have sometimes chosen, have turned on them in such a terrible way. The feelings of self-blame begin as the woman recognizes her inability to make the man stop. Immediately after the rape, self-blame leads many women to try to shut the episode out of their minds, not reporting it to police and not even turning to close friends for comfort, for fear that others will blame them just as they blame themselves.

There are multiple reasons for these feelings of self-blame. Women who willingly accepted drinks or drugs from the man before the rape, or who became drunk or stoned on their own, fault themselves for being too debilitated to figure out what was going on.

Even when the woman hasn’t been drinking or taking drugs, she’s likely to blame herself for an acquaintance rape. Nina was 20 and had been home from the hospital for two weeks after undergoing major surgery that had removed one ovary and left her with only a partially functioning second one. The incisions were still healing when she agreed to go to a local club with friends. It was a welcome break from being cooped up in her apartment.

At the club, Larry, who had been one of the most popular boys in high school, came by her table and asked Nina where she had been hiding lately. Nina told him she had been in the hospital. When he pressed her for details, citing his interest as a paramedic, she briefly described her recent operation. Larry then invited Nina back to his house for a party celebrating his roommate’s birthday. He drove to a house out in the Illinois countryside. Nina soon became tired. When others started leaving the party, she asked Larry to drive her home.

He told me he was too tired to drive, that there were extra bedrooms upstairs and would I mind just sleeping over and he’d take me back in the morning. Normally I would have been suspicious, but because he knew all the details of my surgery, I knew that he must realize that sex was out of the question. I was exhausted, so I told him to just show me where I could sleep. By this time, all the guests had left and his roommate had gone to bed.
When they went upstairs, Larry wanted sex. Astonished, Nina told him she couldn’t even if she wanted to because of her surgery.

He turned into a monster. He grabbed me and yanked down my slacks, exposing my abdomen and the ugly incision and said, “It's no big deal.”

I fought him at first and told him to stop. Then he said I'd better not scream for his roommate because his roommate had the hots for me and knew what was going on and would just join in. That was hard for me to believe, but then so was what was happening.

I stopped fighting and began begging when I realized that one good punch to the stomach might start me hemorrhaging and either ruin the small chance I still had left to have children or I might bleed to death.

After he ejaculated, Larry fell asleep. Nina crept downstairs and was so shook up that she had to call directory information to get the number for her own apartment. Her roommate picked her up, then drove Nina to the hospital. There a police detective asked her what had happened.

I was afraid to tell him the story because there were so many places in it where I felt I could be judged and that I was naive and stupid. I was really blaming myself.

Why did I go with him? Why didn’t I drive my own car? Why didn’t I scream for his roommate? Why didn’t I know that he was this kind of guy?

Like a good “safe” victim, Nina decided not to press charges against Larry. She felt she wasn’t emotionally strong enough to endure a trial.

**Victim Reaction #4: Ignoring the “Little Voice”**

Somewhere inside of most women, no matter how thoroughly socialized they are to respond to others’ needs, lives a creature of the self, an independent force—however small—that can sense danger and send out a warning signal. Most women have learned to discount this “bad feeling” over the years. After all, their inner self may be urging them to be careful, but their socialized self believes in giving people the benefit of the doubt. Young girls learn to “go along,” to defer to a boy’s wishes in part because a good girl doesn’t disappoint people. She’s supposed to be nice regardless of her own feelings.

*Regardless of her own feelings.*
Time and again during the interviews for this book, women spoke about how, before their rapes, they disregarded their own feelings, inner signals that were telling them something was wrong with the guy, the place, the situation. A few women turned down the man’s invitations for a date several times because of “a bad feeling” about him. Unfortunately, later they relented.

Some of the soon-to-be-rapists gave verbal clues about their attitudes of hostility and aggression toward women, clues that their eventual victims decided to ignore. “When we went out to his car (after an evening dancing), I opened my own car door,” Meryl says. “After he started up the car, he almost exploded at me, ‘You’ll never open up your own car door again when you’re with me!’” Meryl decided to ignore the outburst since she had already decided never to go out with the man again. When they arrived at her house, he raped her. Tonya’s date, who would later try to rape her, also made remarks that she decided to overlook. “At dinner, when I tried to express some opinions, he said, ‘You’re too cute to be talking about such things.’ . . . [later] he admired my necklace, asking, ‘What did you do to deserve that?’”

Often there are no clear clues from the man. The “bad feeling” that women talk about comes solely from within, seemingly triggered by nothing.

Vera had known Steven for years. Their families belonged to the same church and lived in the same community. Vera became a professional singer and Steven a professional trumpet player; when she was 18, they played with the same band.

Vera was 20 and out of work when she ran into Steven one day. He said the band he was with was auditioning singers the next day—was she interested? Of course she was. He said he’d call to get directions to her place in order to give her a lift.

I don’t know why . . . but from the moment he said he would take me to the audition, I felt dread. He hadn’t acted or spoken strangely, yet I was scared. A voice, quietly at first, began to whisper, “Don’t go!” By the following day I had a massive headache, and this voice was shouting, “DON’T GO!”

I have had experiences of intuition before, but this was actually frightening, it was so strong, and did not seem to be the same as intuition I was so scared, I decided that when Steven called, I would tell him I wasn’t interested. Once that decision was made, I began to feel a little better.
Two hours before the audition, and without a phone call, Steven and a friend of his showed up at Vera’s front door.

“How did you find out where I lived?” I asked. [Now how am I going to tell him I’m taking a pass, I thought.]

“Oh, I have my ways,” Steven said. “Listen, I know it’s early, but I have a couple of things to do and your place was on the way. Are you ready to go?”

By this time the voice (inside) was pleading and screaming, “DON’T GO!” I thought to myself, “You must be paranoid, Vera. Why would you be afraid of Steven? You’ve known him for years. You need a job. Go to the audition.”

The moment I decided to go, I heard, clearly and with great sadness, the voice say, “Oh no. Oh no.” And then it faded away.

On the way to the audition, Steven said he had to stop at his apartment and wouldn’t Vera join him and his friend for some coffee? They went inside, but the friend quickly disappeared on an errand. Steven then raped Vera.

Victim Reaction #5: Not Fighting Back

After being raped, many victims are angry with themselves for not fighting back harder, even though, at the time of the rape, most report feeling afraid for their lives. With the calm vision of retrospect, they think of ways they could have fought off the attack, screamed for help, or escaped. They often replay their mental videotapes of the episode, trying to give it a different ending. Says Imani, who was raped by a date in her brother’s Philadelphia home while she was baby-sitting: “I would like to believe that night, had my nephews not been there, it would have been a fight to the finish.”

Some women talk about how the rape occurred at a low point in their lives—after a breakup or divorce, being away from home for the first time, losing a job—during a time when they were feeling powerless and suffering from low self-esteem. For these women, the thought of fighting back is particularly fleeting since they do not feel in control of much in their lives.

But not fighting back—or even raising an alarm—is a well-ingrained female tradition. In general, girls are raised to care about other people, to sacrifice their own concerns for what other people want. These are not necessarily bad things to learn. But when a woman applies these “female” characteristics in an acquaintance-rape situation, they serve only to harm her. Barry Burkhart, a psychologist and date-rape expert from Auburn
University, reports that one victim, raped in a man’s room at a fraternity house, when asked why she hadn’t screamed during the attack said that she didn’t want to embarrass the man in front of his fraternity brothers.

For nearly all women, not fighting back is rooted in plain old physical fear. The reality is that men are stronger than women. Most women walk around knowing that just about any male over the age of 14 could physically overpower them if he wanted to. The threat of violence from a man, even just an angry glare or a muttered obscenity, is enough to make most women feel afraid. When that threat comes in an isolated location, even from someone they know, it is terrifying.

Nonetheless, acquaintance-rape victims try many forms of resistance. Analysis of the Ms. study data shows that of the women who were raped by men they knew, 83 percent tried to reason or plead with their attacker, 77 percent turned cold in hopes of repelling him, 70 percent physically struggled, 11 percent screamed for help, and 11 percent tried running away.

Many acquaintance rapes are accomplished by the man simply using the weight of his body to hold the woman down. Wrestlers and boxers know that being equally matched in weight to your opponent is the only way to have a fair fight. An edge of 10 pounds is a lot between professional fighters. With the average man weighing 40 to 50 pounds more than the average woman, the “fight” in a date rape is likely to be no contest from the start. And many men know how to fight, having been encouraged to punch or wrestle their way through quarrels as they were growing up. Many women, however, have never struck anyone, in anger or play. And they are afraid to start with someone who is bigger, stronger, and acting violently and abusively.

Meryl, who weighs 105 pounds, yelled when her date attacked her in her home. She also put up a physical struggle, but only for a short while.

He said he would hurt me if I didn’t quit fighting him. I knew I was going to be raped, and I decided I could make the choice of being raped, or being raped and beat up or perhaps worse. . . . The uppermost thought in my mind was that my son would come home and find his mother dead and how traumatic that would be for him. I decided my best chance for survival was to “play along” with this guy.

To a certain degree, women overestimate men’s strength and that fear incapacitates them. It is possible for a woman to fight off a man, but she
needs to be prepared—practically and emotionally—for that possibility in advance.

**Victim Reaction #6: Not Reporting the Attack**

Many women do not want to undergo police or medical scrutiny immediately following a rape and therefore don’t report their experiences. This group includes the vast majority of acquaintance-rape survivors. They think the police won’t believe their stories, will blame them, or not consider the episode rape. In short, they expect the police to react the way much of society will react—with disbelief and recriminations.

Those fears by date-rape and acquaintance-rape victims are hardly unfounded. Police and prosecutors may simply tell the woman that the circumstances preclude being able to make a rape charge stick. After Nina was raped, she says, “The detective told me that since I had also been drinking and had gone with the man willingly, and because I knew him, that it was unlikely the State’s Attorney would charge him with rape. But he [the detective] said he would charge him with aggravated battery.” Sometimes police attitudes move from indifference to outright rejection of the woman’s story. Anna recalls, “One evening, this detective, whom I had counted on to conduct an impartial and intelligent investigation, called and said I was a liar and accused me of ‘making it’ with my attacker at the party. I was devastated!”

Most women raped by men they know don’t bother going to the police. And so they remain “safe” victims, indeed. Helene, raped at 37 by a date, knew the police in her Colorado town would be unsympathetic—she had seen them deal with other victims when she worked as a rape-crisis counselor. “They would have thought I was stupid,” she says, “that it was just a date that ‘got out of hand.’”

**Victim Reaction #7: Becoming a Victim Again**

Among the most disturbing figures to emerge from the *Ms.* study are these:

---

*Ms.* survey stats
42 percent of the women who were raped said they had sex again with the men who assaulted them.

55 percent of the men who raped said they had sex again with their victims.

What could explain the phenomenon of women having sex with their attackers after a rape? The answer lies in the confusion that date-rape and acquaintance-rape victims feel about their rapes. Because most don’t know what to call what happened to them, they fall back on typically self-blaming female explanations: “I must have misunderstood him,” “I didn’t make myself clear,” “I’m wrong for feeling bad about this. He must really like me, because he asked me out again.”

Because the rape victim doesn’t believe that what has happened to her is rape, she sometimes decides to give her attacker another chance. After all, he’s nice-looking, has a good job or belongs to the right fraternity, and everyone else seems to think he’s a great guy.

What happens? Often, the same thing: He rapes her again. That’s when most women bail out of continuing to see the men involved. In the Ms. survey, women who were raped had a mean average of 2.02 episodes; men who committed rape said they had done the behavior to the same woman a mean average of 2.29 times.

Sometimes a woman sees the man who raped her again in order to turn the rape into an experience of sexual intercourse that happened in the context of an ongoing relationship and, therefore, to make it acceptable. For example, after being raped by a man she had dated for three weeks, Bonnie then had intercourse with him (she had been a virgin at the time of the rape). She explains her action as an attempt to “sort of legitimize what happened.” That attempt didn’t work and they stopped dating soon afterward. Researchers Weis and Borges note that in the case of rape by a former boyfriend, the man may be trying to “establish old rights” and force the woman back into a relationship or make her suffer for rejecting him. The woman may then feel tied to the man because of their “shared ‘guilty secret.’”

Ruth eventually married the man who raped her on their second date after she had passed out from too much drinking.
In my naiveté, I thought that he truly did care for me and I blamed myself for what happened. I wish I had known about date rape then; maybe I wouldn’t have felt like I was such a tramp, that it was my fault. Unfortunately, I believed he cared about me and married him six months later. We were married for 10 years. I found out after the divorce that he had tried this (getting a woman drunk and then trying to rape her) on both of my sisters too.

It’s likely that most of these women would not have gone out with their rapists again if they had been able to correctly label their experiences as rape in the first place. Indeed, the women interviewed for this book who clearly identified their assaults as rapes when they occurred did not have sex with their attackers again.

But most women don’t have that realization and are easily set up for revictimization. That helps contribute to the saddest statistic of all to emerge from the study, a statistic that shows the power of date rape and acquaintance rape to strip a woman’s belief in her ability to control her own life:

**Ms. Survey Stats**

- **41 percent of the raped women said they expect to be raped again.**
Chapter 5

The Aftereffects of Acquaintance Rape

“I felt as if my whole world had been kicked out from under me.”
— Georgette, raped by a man who lived in her dorm

Many people would like to believe that because date rape and acquaintance rape usually involve little “real” violence—such as brutal beatings or the use or threatened use of weapons—victims are likely to be less profoundly traumatized than women raped by strangers. In fact, the opposite may be true. According to Bonnie L. Katz and Martha R. Burt, researchers with The Urban Institute in Washington, D.C., acquaintance-rape victims rate themselves less recovered than do stranger-rape victims for up to three years following their rape experiences. One explanation for such results, says Andrea Parrot, a date-rape expert from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, may be that since an acquaintance-rape victim often represses recognition of her experience, she may carry the effects of the assault for a longer time than a stranger-rape victim who may seek counseling or other support help more quickly.

In any rape, a woman feels invaded and violated, her comfortable reality shattered because she has not been able to control her own physical safety. Yet a woman raped by a stranger can often hold on to a sense—even if it is very fragile—that the people she knows provide a zone of protection and
support. Her experience as a victim may be validated by the sympathetic reactions of the people close to her.

For a woman raped by a man she knows, this zone is often missing. Like a stranger-rape victim, her confidence in the world has been upended; unlike a stranger-rape victim, few people will offer her sympathy due to social myths about acquaintance rape, the tendency to blame the victim, and her own likelihood to keep silent about the rape.

Psychologists and rape-crisis counselors know that talking about an attack helps the woman understand her post-rape reactions and steers her toward recovery. Although women raped by strangers are often reluctant to discuss their experiences, many do reach out for help from professionals, friends, and relatives. But women raped by acquaintances are most likely to tell no one, thereby blocking the road to recovery. Indeed, because so many of these women don’t understand that they have been raped, they do not even internally deal with what has happened to them.

A comparison of women identified as rape survivors by the Ms. study found that those raped by men they knew reported the same levels of psychological impact as those raped by strangers. The two groups also scored the same in the clarity with which they communicated their nonconsent, the degree of resistance they offered, and their feelings of anger and depression during the assault. In both groups, the effects of rape were profound, reflecting feelings of diminished self-worth, heightened fear and anxiety as well as depressed expectations for the future.

**Ms. Survey Stats**

- Whether they acknowledged their experience as rape or not, 30 percent of the women identified in the study as rape victims contemplated suicide after the incident
- 31 percent sought psychotherapy
- 22 percent took self-defense courses
- 82 percent said the experience had permanently changed them

Alice’s story demonstrates the similarity between the aftereffects of rape by a stranger and rape by an acquaintance. Recently, Alice, who is 30, was raped by an unknown man who broke into her California home, woke her,
and threatened her with a knife. Twelve years ago, as an 18-year-old, Alice was raped by a boy she worked with. “I went through several months of very deep depression after the first rape,” she says. “My symptoms were very similar to the ones I have this time around. I overate, gained weight, and spent a lot of nights crying. This time I’m seeing a doctor and taking an antidepressant—that time (after the first rape) I often seriously considered suicide.”

If Alice’s experiences had happened in reverse order, things might have been different. Women who have been raped by strangers and later find themselves in rape-threatening situations with men they know say that they are able to quickly identify what is happening as rape because it “feels like what happened before.” Thus alerted, they sometimes are able to get away.

**Emotional Consequences of Acquaintance Rape**

Georgette was 18, a freshman at a state university in North Carolina. Mel was one of the resident assistants in her dormitory, an older student employed as an on-site adviser and watchdog. About 2:00 A.M., Georgette was standing outside the dorm. She had been drinking a little at a party but was not drunk. Mel approached and, in her words, “started making advances.” After she repeatedly told him no, he grabbed her arm and dragged her inside to his room. They fought, but it did Georgette little good. She now remembers the physical pain of the rape and the shadows that played on the wall during their struggle. But the pain that was to follow was even greater.

I didn’t tell anyone. In fact, I wouldn’t even admit it to myself until about four months later when the guilt and fear that had been eating at me became too much to hide and I came very close to a complete nervous breakdown. I tried to kill myself, but fortunately I chickened out at the last minute.

There’s no way to describe what was going on inside me. I was losing control and I’d never been so terrified and helpless in my life. I felt as if my whole world had been kicked out from under me and I had been left to drift all alone in the darkness. I had horrible nightmares in which I relived the rape and others which were even worse. I was terrified of being with people and terrified of being alone. I couldn’t concentrate on anything and began failing several classes. Deciding what to wear in the morning was enough to make
me panic and cry uncontrollably. I was convinced I was going crazy, and I’m still convinced I almost did.

Georgette has accurately described what the American Psychiatric Association in 1980 identified as posttraumatic stress disorder. This syndrome is evident in survivors of both stranger and acquaintance rapes. It manifests itself in a wide range of emotion and behavior. The victim may react openly to her experience or she may control her response, appearing outwardly calm and composed. Regardless, she may be experiencing a generalized sense of fear or a specific fear of death, anger, guilt, depression, a fear of men, anxiety, humiliation, embarrassment, shame, or self-blame. She may feel one or more of these, at varying times and intensities, accompanied by radical mood swings. She may consider suicide. Having just survived a life-threatening experience, she may also feel euphoric for a brief time. She might be unable to concentrate or set her mind to perform simple tasks or, conversely, she may be fixated on one thought, such as the assault itself or the fear of encountering the rapist again. The woman may be jumpy or edgy, suffer shakiness, trembling, rapid pulse, or hot and cold flashes. She also may have trouble sleeping, lose the desire to eat, and suffer various medical complaints, some of which might be specifically related to the assault.

For many of the acquaintance-rape victims interviewed for this book, the first emotional reaction to their experience after they were free from the rapist was the feeling that they would never get clean again. Vera, the professional singer raped by a longtime friend, recalls, “The first thing I did was take a shower. A hot one. Then a bath. A really hot one. Then another shower. Another bath. I couldn’t get clean. I couldn’t get his smell, his touch, his semen, his skin, away from me.”

Emma, now 31, was raped at age 17 by a boy who lived on her dormitory floor at a New York state university. Like Vera, she too went through the washing ritual.

I locked the door and I cried. Then I went into the bathroom and I took a bath and I took a shower and another bath and another shower. It wasn’t until I was drying myself off that I caught a look at myself in the mirror and realized that my whole upper body, my neck, my chest, was covered with marks — hickeys. I was repulsed. I was so disgusted. I felt dirty and violated. I didn’t want to leave the bathroom, so I just sat on the floor with my towel around me, crying.
Additionally, some women may suffer other immediate emotional impacts of the rape. Women who endured a previous trauma (serious illness, psychological problem) may have a compounded reaction to the rape—one that includes symptoms of the rape as well as symptoms of the earlier trauma. Women who were sexually victimized as children or adults but who had not resolved their feelings about those incidents may now suffer a strong reaction to the earlier victimizations as well as to the present one.

The behavior of some victims may change for months or even years. They may have uncharacteristic personality shifts: Women who were careful and controlled in their sexual activity now may become undiscerning about whom they sleep with and under what circumstances; outgoing women may become withdrawn; women who once attended closely to their appearance now may dress themselves with the deliberate intention of going unnoticed. Women who work or go to school with the men who raped them may quit their jobs or change colleges. Some rape survivors move or get new unlisted telephone numbers in order to feel safe. Some may become more dependent on their families. Women who loved running or taking long walks give up these activities. All of these changes may go on in such a quiet, deliberate manner that they seem imperceptible to others.

Susan was a 23-year-old reporter in Iowa, accustomed to working late into the evening and then going out for beers with her coworkers. One night, one of the male reporters offered to see her home for her protection. He walked her to her door and then asked to use the bathroom. When he emerged, his pants were undone. He hit her, raising a black eye. They fought and he raped her. “I thought exactly what we all thought then: ‘You slut, you must have led him on.’ I blamed myself for having a drink with him. I thought I must have appeared to have been teasing him at work,” Susan says. Her reaction to the assault? “I stopped going out for a drink with the other reporters. I studied harder.” Probably all that her coworkers noticed was that Susan had become less fun to be around.

Sometimes the fears become debilitating. The raped woman may become afraid of being in crowds or of being alone (or both). She may become distrustful of even close friends or paranoid about the motives of strangers. Triggers related to the rape—a song that may have been playing during the assault, the smell of the liquor the man was drinking or his
cologne, just seeing someone resembling him—may make her feel anxious and afraid.

These fears are especially understandable given the unique nature of date rape and acquaintance rape. Both the woman’s personal world and the world at large are now seen as threatening: There is nowhere that is safe, no one who may be trusted. Without positive support, the victim may begin to rebuild her life based on the new (and erroneous) knowledge that she is worthless, helpless, and alone.

For some women who have been raped by men they know, rape-trauma syndrome does not emerge until years later, much the way that posttraumatic stress disorders have been shown to emerge a decade or more after the fighting ended for Vietnam veterans. “I put such a tight lid on all my feelings that I didn’t have to deal with any feelings. They were all buried very, very deep,” says Connie, a 35-year-old Illinois woman who was raped at 19 by a man she met at a local hangout.

Those feelings — anger, rage, and guilt — remained suppressed and buried for nearly 16 years. But then, just this year, the lid flew off, and suddenly I was experiencing all those horrible emotions and fears. I actually had genuine anxiety attacks with physical symptoms.

It took me several months to figure out that I was going to have to deal with what had happened so long ago. Those 16 years had allowed those feelings to magnify, to fester, to boil. I was a real basket case. Finally, fearing an emotional breakdown, I decided to seek professional help. Within the last few months, I've been learning to deal with a lot. I'm changing my attitude and my perspective about myself. I'm even learning to like myself for the first time in 16 years.

But I’m still angry that such a single mindless act of violence against a woman can cause such havoc.

**Physical Consequences of Acquaintance Rape:**
**Injury, Pregnancy, Abortion**

Of all the aftereffects of acquaintance rape, the ones women usually attend to most quickly are the “real” ones—physical problems related to the rape. Such was the case with Wendy. When Wendy’s date finally stopped raping her, there was blood all over the bed in his apartment. [A woman may bleed after rape, even when she isn’t a hymen-intact virgin or menstruating, due
to the roughness of the man, her own physical resistance, or lack of lubrication.] She continued to bleed after she went home; it worsened the next day. Finally, she went to the college infirmary.

They cleaned me up, stuffed a huge wad of gauze up inside my vagina, and told me to come back the next day. They also prescribed what they called a “morning-after pill,” which turned out to be DES [diethylstilbestrol, a synthetic estrogen, now less frequently prescribed due to its correlation with cancer in the children of women who used it].

I went back in the morning and they removed the gauze. The bleeding had stopped. I took those awful pills for five days. It was utter agony. Although I was sick and nauseous the whole time, I did not want to be pregnant.

A few days after the pills were all gone, I got very sick. My stomach hurt so bad I could not eat, sleep, or drink. After a week of torture and several trips to the infirmary, someone found the problem. I had an ulcer and had to be hospitalized for a week.

Like Wendy, the women who go for medical help after an acquaintance rape are often worried about pregnancy. Some are also concerned about the possibility that they might have contracted a sexually transmitted disease. Despite the recent media attention to AIDS and campus involvement in AIDS-prevention programs, there seems to be no great worry among assaultive males that they might become infected with the disease during the rape. In part, that may be due to the myth that AIDS only affects homosexual men. Also, since many young rape victims are virgins, the men who rape them are somewhat assured of the “safety” of the encounter. An acquaintance rapist also usually shows no interest in protecting the woman from an unwanted pregnancy, a concern he might have if he and the woman were having consensual sex, as the few men who are apprehended claim.

For women, pregnancy as the result of a date rape can be a riveting fear. Their hopes of telling no one about the assault may disappear as the unmistakable signs of pregnancy increase. On occasion, those signs may be misleading, the result of other elements of rape-trauma syndrome. Emma a 17-year-old virgin at the time she was raped, had a “hysterical” pregnancy, complete with weight gain and nausea following her attack. She didn’t get her period for three months. “I was really terrified,” she says. Finally, she confided in her dorm director, who took a sample of Emma’s urine for pregnancy testing. The results came back negative. The next day, Emma got her period.
The stories don’t always turn out that way. At 21, Caitlin was in her senior year at college. She came from a strict Irish Catholic New England family. She was not a virgin, but was accustomed to setting sexual limits with men and having them respected. Over Christmas break, she started dating a man she knew from high school. He raped her on their third date after she refused to have sex with him. Caitlin went home in shock.

About two weeks later, she started feeling bloated. She went to a doctor who treated her for an intestinal virus. When she didn’t improve, Caitlin told an older female friend, who urged her to have a pregnancy test. It was positive. Caitlin went to a local Planned Parenthood clinic and had an abortion.

I think I had a harder time dealing with the abortion decision in the beginning than I did with the actual incident itself. It took me a long time. I’m Catholic and I had to go to confession about it.

I told my parents about it six months later. . . . My father’s never really brought it up (since) except in terms of, “Have you been to confession yet?” For a long time, for two years, that’s all I heard, “Have you been to confession?”

I don’t really want to get into it anymore with anyone. There’s no need for anybody else to really know about it. It just makes me feel sad when I talk about it.

**Sexual Consequences of Acquaintance Rape**

The fears that most women experience after date rape or acquaintance rape are often focused on men and sex. Despite being, perhaps, the source of pleasure and joy before, both of these now may evoke dread, anger, or disgust in the rape victim’s mind.

Rape survivors in general often have difficulty with sex after their attacks. Acquaintance-rape victims may have an even more difficult time due to the new loss of trust in men who are close to them. “I felt there was danger everywhere because I realized that any man, any time, could and would hurt me or even kill me,” says Anna, who was raped at 32 by a man she met at an adult education class.

Many victims experience sexual difficulties caused by physical injuries or emotional worries about their partners’ reactions. They suffer a range of sex-related problems—the inability to relax, diminished arousal, sexual
disinterest or discomfort—which may last for as little as a few days or as long as several years. Kim, a Maryland woman, was raped by a date five years ago while she was a foreign exchange student. “Three years after the rape, I had a one-night stand. It was the first time I had any physical contact with any man [after the rape],” she says. “Three years and five months after being raped, I was able to make love with my current boyfriend.”

Patty repressed the memory of her acquaintance rape for four years. The sexual consequences of her experience didn’t appear until after she started examining what had happened to her. “Last fall, when I really started processing it, I had nightmares all the time. I would be sitting doing nothing and having flashbacks,” she says. “Every time my husband would touch me, I would see this other man’s face. Sex was out of the question, just totally. Somehow, we made it through.”

Most women do make it through, although not totally unscathed. Rachel, for example, has had few long-term problems with men or sex, but she will not go out with tall or big men (her rapist was a varsity football player) and she feels panicky if a man holds her down playfully during sex. Some women choose not to have sex for a while. Others begin to have sex more often than before. In that latter group are often found many prerape virgins who feel “devalued” by their experience: Since someone took what they were taught to protect, they feel they now have nothing left that’s worth protecting. For these women, who are just beginning their sexual lives, the effects of being raped by a man they know may be profound. Some walk away from the experience believing that their rape experience is what sex is supposed to be. Others walk away wondering whether sex is anything they are ever going to want.

Leona was raised in a fundamentalist Christian home. By age 29 she had still never had a date, so she decided to use a dating service. Through it she met a Los Angeles police officer and they began dating. Mostly their dates consisted of her going to his house and getting into bed for an hour. “I didn’t know how else to act,” she says. “I was afraid if I didn’t, he wouldn’t like me anymore.”

After several months, Leona decided to move and not give the man her new address. Four months later, he appeared on her doorstep, telling her he had used his police connections to find her. He walked through the door, wearing his guns, forced Leona to the floor, and had her perform oral sex on
him, something she had never done. Fearing that he would shoot her or that the guns would go off accidentally, she didn’t struggle.

Leona remained celibate for three years after that assault, then met a man she lived with for two years whom she describes as “very, very, very gentle and kind and very slow and very patient.” That man died. Now Leona lives with a close woman friend.

I have not dated. I’m working now on my choice of not having sex or being in a sexual relationship with anybody. I’m not sure what sexuality is about for me. I live with a person right now who I love a whole lot. We are not physical with each other, but I imagine if there were anybody that I would be in a relationship with, it would be her.

At some levels, I can see myself living out in the middle of the desert and for the rest of my life not being with anybody. I was really hurt by the trust issue (in relation to the man who raped her).

The “trust issue” has shaped Irene’s life too. She was raped by a date at age 18 and again by her brother-in-law five years later. “I have never been married nor do I intend to,” she says. “I guess I feel that, since I cannot trust men, I could never put my future in a man’s hands, never trust a man for my security. . . . I am currently involved with a married man and for the nine years previous to this relationship, I was involved with women as sexual partners.”

Some women feel guilty or repulsed by the sex acts they were forced to commit during rape and may resist participating in them in a consensual relationship. Also, since some women experience involuntary orgasm during rape, their feelings of self-blame and guilt may be compounded by a sense of sexual self-betrayal.

Many acquaintance-rape survivors wonder whether they will ever have a loving relationship with a man again. Among the women interviewed for this book, those who had several good relationships with men before the rape seem better able to see a bright future than do younger or less experienced women. “One thing I’ll never get over is my distrust of men,” says Alice, who was an 18-year-old virgin when she was raped by a boy who worked with her in a fast-food restaurant. “I may not seem fair to deny all men the benefit of the doubt, but I have to. The costs are too high if I make a mistake the other way.”
The Consequences of Telling Boyfriends and Husbands

It is always difficult for a woman to tell her boyfriend or husband about her acquaintance-rape experience. When she does, the readjustment to their prerape sexual and emotional life may prove rocky. It may be impossible for her male partner to see what has happened as rape. He may blame her. He may feel angry and confused about the rape and agonized that he was unable to protect her, even though he wasn’t nearby. He may feel that someone else has robbed what is “his” and, if the rapist is someone he knows, he may feel shown up or cuckolded. He may be anxious to have sex again, to ascertain that everything is still “normal,” or he may be unable to have sex with the woman.

Many times, the questions and doubts raised by an acquaintance rape cause the end of a relationship. When Jodie told her college boyfriend that she had been raped by his best friend, he was quiet for a long time. When she got up to leave, he told her she should spend the night in his room, that he wouldn’t touch her.

During the night, I woke up to find him on top of me. At first I thought [the rapist] was back and I panicked. My boyfriend said that he was just trying to get me “used to things” again, so that I wouldn’t be frigid for the rest of my life. I was too drained to fight or argue, so I let him. My mind was completely blank during it. I felt nothing.

The next day I took my last exam, packed up my things, and left. I broke up with my boyfriend over the summer.

Women in long-term relationships may assume support from their partners that is not there. Even when a woman tries to resume a feeling of emotional closeness or sexual activity, the man still may be unable to deal with the rape. Holly, raped two years ago by a man she met in an Oregon bar, was hopeful that her boyfriend, Al, would react well when she told him about the attack. After all, she knew that Al’s former wife had been raped by an acquaintance while they were still married. She believed he would understand what she was feeling.

When Holly told Al about the rape, he telephoned her attacker to confront him. The man freely admitted having forced her to have sex against her will. But Al became angry with Holly when the rapist told him
that, after the rape, they had passed a police car and Holly had not screamed for help.

He really keyed in on that . . . and was real weird that night and real mean.
   I thought — now or never — we’ve got to get sexual with each other again or he’s really going to think he’s losing out on something. So we got sexual and things seemed pretty normal. We went on for three or four more weeks and then broke up.
   He says now it had nothing to do with the rape. I don’t believe that. I never believed that. I will always think this guy (the rapist) cost me the relationship. Since then I’ve never really been close to anybody for a long term. Al was the love of my life.

For women who hid their date-rape episodes deep inside and who have just begun to examine them, there’s still the problem of telling male partners, even loving ones. Although the rape may have occurred years before, these men experience many of the same confused emotions as men faced with handling the news of a recent attack. Bonnie, a 34-year-old Cambridge, Massachusetts, woman, waited several months after realizing that she had been raped at age 20 before telling her husband. “His initial reaction was very comforting and supportive and very surprised,” she says. “Then, over a little bit of time, he was sort of angry, sort of scared that I hadn’t told him before. That we’d been together as long as we have and that I couldn’t talk to him about it.”

**Aftereffects on Friendships and Family Relations**

At a time when women most need friends and family around them, they often find those sources of emotional support and comfort shut to them. The reason is simple: Acquaintance-rape victims aren’t believed or are blamed for what happened, even by those who are close to them.

Caitlin told her roommate about her rape after she found out that she was pregnant. “She said, ‘I can’t believe he did that’ . . . because he was such a popular guy in high school and had so many girls who would readily have gone to bed with him. She said I shouldn’t be feeling like this,” Caitlin recalls. “It kind of took validity away from what I thought I felt and what my gut feelings were.”
Sometimes friends, particularly women friends, need to distance themselves from the victim in order to feel safe. Consider what she’s telling them: A “respectable” man, very possibly someone they know and like, is sexually violent. That’s too much for many women to acknowledge since it implies that they too could be in danger. Bettina was raped 20 years ago while a student in Ann Arbor, Michigan. “A week or so later, I told my friend what happened because she knew Chris and Joe [the two men involved] and I felt she should know,” she says. “Her response was denial that they could have done such a thing. That shut me up. I reasoned that if a friend would not believe me, there was no point in reporting it to police or anyone else.”

Sometimes friends treat the rape lightly, as if it were a sexual escapade. “No big deal,” they tell the victim. Indeed, virgins are often congratulated and told, “Well, it’s about time!” as if they should celebrate having finally gotten rid of their great burden, regardless of how that unburdening occurred. Alice, a virgin and a teenager at the time of her rape, remembers her friend’s reaction the morning after. “She thought it was funny and about time. It bothered her that I was so square,” she says.

The most logical place for acquaintance-rape survivors to seek support is from their families, but they often don’t find it there. In part, that’s because parents and other relatives often reflect religious, cultural, and social values that are unsympathetic to rape victims. “I told my mother what had happened . . . and to this day, I wish I had never told her,” says Wendy, who was date raped in college. “In her mind, her ‘little girl’ was ruined. I am afraid I thought the same thing. After all, I was now ‘ruined goods.’ Unfortunately, she later told my father who said he was ‘disappointed’.”

Sex is never an easy topic between children and parents. In addition, conflicts with parents over independence and choice of partners may have also arisen before the rape. For such a woman to tell her parents about being raped by a man she knows—perhaps one she selected over their objections—would only open her to attack. Divorced or separated women often have also had prior family conflicts. “I knew my parents would not be the most supportive in the world,” says Holly, “because they were not pleased I was separated. They were not pleased that I was dating or going out.” It was only after she decided to press charges against the man who raped her that Holly told her mother what happened.
The first thing I can remember her saying was, “Well, Holly, I don’t know what you expected . . .” and that just crushed me. I wanted someone to say, “We still love you, it’s okay.”

I said, “Mom, you know, I wish I was having the fun you think I’m having.”

Some families with strong religious beliefs may see the rape as something the woman brought on herself and the man, much as Eve was blamed for Adam’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden. If the woman is an unmarried nonvirgin, many religions and family members may believe that she got what she deserved.

Most of the women interviewed for this book did not tell their families about their acquaintance-rape incidents. Some fear doing so now for the pain it would bring, both the pain of learning about the rape and of learning that the woman kept quiet about it. “I think it would hurt my parents deeply to know that I had a terrible experience like this and chose to deal with it alone,” says Jodie.

Fortunately, there are a few positive stories. In the weeks after her date rape, Lori, a normally outgoing 19-year-old, was acting unnaturally silent and depressed. Her mother kept asking her what was wrong and Lori kept insisting that she was fine. One night, Lori’s mother and her mother’s close friend took Lori out for dinner. During the meal, the friend launched into a story about the time she went out with a man who raped her.

My mom just looked at me and said, “Is that what happened to you? Is that what's wrong?”

I just said, “Yeah.”

She asked me to tell her about it and I did.

Later, her mother gave her an article about date rape to read. “I read it and then I understood what it was and what had happened to me,” Lori says.

Confronting the Rapist and Other Postrape Fantasies

Facing the rapist and denouncing him is a fantasy harbored by many acquaintance-rape survivors and born out of the anger they feel. Many hope to put the demons of guilt and self-blame to rest by finally laying
responsibility where it belongs. Often that fantasy involves confronting the man in a social or business setting, where he is known and well respected. Says Paula, raped by a doctor with whom she worked, “I wanted to publicly humiliate him by screaming at him in the [hospital] hallway, with all the other doctors and nurses around. I had that fantasy for years, of somehow publicly humiliating him or telling his chief of staff.”

Of course, many acquaintance-rape victims do encounter their attacker later because the man is often from the same community. Donna went to the campus police at her Illinois college and filed charges against the male student who raped her. Because he was not removed from school, she ran into him several times afterward. “He would just look at me and try to scare me, kind of glare and smile,” she says. “One time he physically ran into me at a Hardee’s [restaurant]. We had already had eye contact, so he knew I was there. Later, I turned around and he was right behind me. That was very icky.” But facing him down eventually helped Donna. She went to a party and discovered, after she arrived, that the man was there. She stayed for a short time and then left, feeling as if she proved—at least to herself and him—that he couldn’t scare her away. “It was bad to see him, but it was good to see him, because it helped me get past some things,” she says.

Some men wisely disappear, leaving their victims unable to “gain closure,” as the psychologists refer to it, through confrontation. Fantasizing about that confrontation, therefore, becomes an aspect of recovery that helps the woman work off feelings of anger as well as understand what has happened. It took Carol 10 years to “cycle through” the aftereffects of being raped as an 18-year-old virgin. She has her speech ready in case she ever runs into the man who assaulted her. “I think I would really light into him and tell him, ‘This is what you did to me. Maybe you’ll never feel bad about that, maybe you date raped other women and don’t have any remorse, but you probably have ruined 50 years of living for five women.’ It probably wouldn’t affect him, but I think it would help me to say that.”

Alice’s fantasy: She daydreams about women carrying government-issued Uzi semiautomatic weapons to use against men who show “the slightest hint of violence or condescension.” Leona did more than daydream: One night she went and urinated on her attacker’s front lawn.

Sometimes a substitute experience provides the woman with another outlet for her feelings. Patty participated in a session in which rape survivors confronted convicted rapists in a therapeutic setting.
When I turned off the car to walk in there, I was shaking. I thought, “What have you done now? You’re going to have to go bare your soul.” But I wanted to do this.

We walked in and those men were terrified of us. It was bizarre. It was real evidence that we had power and they didn’t. They were spilling their coffee, they wouldn’t look at us . . . they were very nervous.

We sat down and they had to face us and tell their first names and what crimes they had committed. That’s all they were allowed to say. They couldn’t ask us questions. They had to sit and listen to us. It lasted about four hours and it was really intense.

**The Long Road to Recovery**

The exact process of recovering and healing from acquaintance rape is still something of a mystery. It is as personal as each woman and her story. The most potential damage lies in not recognizing the rape as rape, but instead burying it. This is what hundreds of thousands of women have done. Many of them have not as yet faced their experience and called it by name.

Fran, now 33, was 17 when she was raped by a staff member she was attracted to at the camp where she worked. She was rebuffed when she tried to talk about the rape with the camp director’s wife and later with her mother.

Nine years passed. Often, in intimate situations, I would shake uncontrollably. Sometimes I would cry after sex was over; once or twice, I became nauseous. For a long time, pain was always there, despite the reality of my own desires and the gentleness of caring partners.

When she found herself irrationally disliking a new employee at work, Fran realized it was because he looked like her attacker.

I was shocked when I understood that he made me think of [the rapist] and of the rape. I was very angry. And because I was angry, I thought that I was free.

After two more years, I felt sufficiently detached from my experience to consider volunteering to do crisis intervention counseling with rape survivors. But at the training seminar, when a film was shown of a simulated rape, I had to look away. It was too real for me.

I flashed back to that summer night and to the girl that I had been. From my new vantage point, I was able to see how my ability to trust had been stunted and that my healthy curiosity had been twisted by guilt and fear. And
with this recognition, I realized that there was still one more thing that I had to do.
   And so I began, at last, to grieve for all that I had lost.
“Both of the guys were Joe Average types. . . . Nothing about their exterior packaging spelled RAPIST.”
— Karen, who was raped on two separate occasions by men she knew

Rape is not natural to men. If it were, most men would be rapists and they are not. Nonetheless, the answers given by the male college students who participated in the Ms. study delineate a sobering incidence of sexual aggression and assault in a predominantly middle-class, educated population.

As was done for the women surveyed, the word “rape” was not used in questions asked of the men about their sexual behavior; instead, descriptions of specific acts were given (for example, “Have you ever engaged in sexual intercourse with a woman when she didn’t want to by threatening or using some degree of physical force?”). The final tally:

**Ms. Survey Stats**

In the year prior to the survey, 2,971 college men reported that they had committed:
- 187 rapes;
- 157 attempted rapes;
327 episodes of sexual coercion;
854 incidents of unwanted sexual contact.

About 8 percent of the men surveyed had raped or attempted to rape a woman sometime since the age of 14. Of those questioned, 75 percent said they had never forced any unwanted sexual act on a woman.

The rapists differed from the nonassaultive males in several ways. They drank one to two times a week and became drunk one to three times a month—more than the rates for nonrapists—and were more likely to describe their family backgrounds as quite strict, with family violence (parents hitting children or each other) occurring once or twice a month.

Sexual values also differed. The rapists said they talked daily with their friends about “how a particular woman would be in bed” and they rated as “very frequently” how often they read Playboy, Penthouse, Chic, Club, Forum, Gallery, Genesis, Oui, or Hustler magazines. The men who raped also said they approved of sexual intercourse under any circumstances, regardless of how long the man and woman have known each other. They were, on the average, just over 15 years old when they first had intercourse, compared with nonaggressors, who were 17.

The study showed that men who committed rape were more likely to believe rape-supportive myths. They also saw women as adversaries, endorsed sex role stereotypes, saw rape prevention as women’s responsibility, and considered the mingling of aggression with sexuality as normal.

Just as the women reported how their rapes occurred, the men answered questions about the rapes in which they participated. On some points, there was agreement between the two groups. Most of the men knew the women they raped (85 percent) and more than half of the assaults occurred on dates. Most happened off campus and most of the men (74 percent) had been using drugs or alcohol beforehand. The rapes were reported to police in only 2 percent of the incidents described by the men.

But the profiles of rape drawn by rapists and rape victims diverged on many important features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC OF RAPE</th>
<th>MEN'S VERSION</th>
<th>WOMEN'S VERSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than one attacker</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapist hit victim</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman took drugs or drank beforehand</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree of petting before</td>
<td>below waist</td>
<td>above waist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of force man used</td>
<td>mild</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim tried to reason verbally with man</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim physically struggled</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident definitely was rape</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It wasn’t expected that male and female responses would be exactly equivalent, of course, since the men in the study were not necessarily the aggressors in the specific victimizations described by the women. However, the disparities above, especially in the last four items, are more likely caused by the men’s inability to perceive situations as being forceful that women find quite threatening and a male inclination to interpret female resistance as being less serious than it is. Moreover, while the women reported feeling fear, anger, and depression after their assaults, men said they experienced some feelings of pride.

Though acquaintance rapists often hold different attitudes than men who do not rape, to all appearances the two types of men may look the same. In a college setting, they may be sitting side by side in lecture halls and fraternity houses, on athletic teams and student government councils. In the “real” world, both types of men may hold good jobs and be well liked, even admired, by their peers. In most ways, the two groups of men are more similar than they are different.

**Just a Regular Guy**

Karen, now a lawyer living on the West Coast, was a senior at a prestigious East Coast women’s college when she was raped by a man she had met through friends on campus. Several years later, during her last year in law school, she was raped by another man she knew. Now, more than 10 years past her rapes, Karen realizes how unlike the stereotype of rapists her assailants were.
Both of the guys were Joe Average types. The first was reasonably attractive; the second, less so. Both were intelligent and articulate. Nothing about their exterior packaging spelled RAPIST. Neither one of them, especially in the free climate of the 1970s, needed to rape women in order to have sex.

But date rapists and acquaintance rapists are often more than just “Joe Average” guys. Tonya describes her attacker as “tall, good-looking, built, and charming.” She met him at a club. A friend who was with her pronounced him “gorgeous.” The man called several days later to make a date for the upcoming weekend. “I was feeling a bit of an ego boost,” Tonya says, “since he seemed really taken with me, and my sister and friend told me how lucky I was.” Later, Tonya had to vigorously fight off a rape attempt during her date with the “gorgeous” man.

It could be suggested that acquaintance rapists just take on the trappings of normalcy, that they’ve learned to project themselves to be “regular” guys as a cover-up. But research shows that’s not the case. Acquaintance rapists are regular guys. Nowhere is that more evident than in a study of 71 self-disclosed date rapists conducted by Eugene Kanin of Purdue University. The subjects, all white undergraduate students, volunteered themselves for study as possible rapists. The episodes in which they were involved all included sexual penetration accompanied by the applied or threatened use of force against a nonconsenting female.

The men were mostly from middle-class backgrounds and had had little contact with police. “With respect to prior criminal activity . . . these men look like ‘typical’ college students,” Kanin reports. “There is a scattering of vandalism, petty theft, and the usual proliferation of alcohol-marijuana and traffic violations. There is no conspicuous history of violence . . . Impulsive behavior and criminal tendencies which have been reported for convicted rapists are strikingly absent.” Only six of the 71 men had been reported to police by the women they raped and, in all cases, the women later decided not to prosecute. All of the rapists said they had planned or hoped for a seduction to result from their encounter.

There were differences between the date rapists and a control group of men used in the study: The rapists were more likely to falsely profess love and to get engaged or get a woman drunk in order to have sex with her. They also had more orgasms than did the controls: 1.5 per week versus .8 per month. Yet the men who exhibited, in Kanin’s words, “sexually
predatory behavior” were significantly more likely than the control group to rate their sexual achievements as unsatisfactory.

Only six of the rapists saw themselves as deserving (but not wanting) imprisonment. Two-thirds said that the fault for the incident was with their victims because of the women’s behavior. Some of the rapists focused on other circumstances that they believed justified their raping—such as how drunk they were or how sexually excited.

Kanin concluded that the date rapists were “products of a highly erotic-oriented peer group socialization which started during the junior high and high school years.” This socialization, he said, continued into college as the men sought out new peer groups to support and enhance their earlier learned values. “Sexual conquest, as a result,” Kanin stated, “becomes intimately associated with their feelings of worth.”

**Methods Used by Acquaintance Rapists**

Although most men who rape women they know don’t identify themselves as rapists, there is a strong element of “setting up” the situation. As has been mentioned in earlier chapters, the location of the rape is often isolated, chosen because it is out of earshot or view of other people. Even when the rape occurs in the victim’s home, it usually happens when the man knows that roommates or children are away and he and the victim are likely to be undisturbed.

Lydia’s story began at a potluck dinner for a group of nursing and medical students who had recently arrived in New York City. Lydia liked one of the men she met there, so when he invited her to dinner, she accepted. On their date, they talked about their lives before coming to the city. The man talked about a friend who was a doctor at a hospital on Long Island and how much he missed him. “It seemed like a spur of the moment idea at the time, but he said, ‘Why don’t we drive out tonight and surprise him?’” Lydia says. “I went along with the idea, providing we didn’t stay too long, as I had a babysitting job the next day.”

They drove out to see the friend who, curiously, disappeared shortly after their arrival. Lydia and her date were left in the friend’s apartment.

A decision was made to head back early the next morning rather than that night. I was to sleep on the couch; my date would sleep in his friend’s room.
As soon as I began drifting off to sleep, he was all over me, wanting sex. When I said no, he went back to bed in the other room. But he kept coming back, over and over, just as I had dozed off, so that I would be totally disoriented at first.

He became physically violent as the evening went on and he couldn’t get me to change my mind. He would pinch and slap me — I lost a contact lens — and he ripped my clothes trying to get them off. . . . It went on all night. Each time he became more threatening and violent.

No one would have heard if I had yelled. And if I had left — we were in the middle of Long Island in the middle of the night and I had no money or any idea of how to get back to New York City alone. Nor did I have friends or family there to turn to for help.

With the escalation of violence and the change in his personality, I began to fear for my life.

Lydia managed to keep her attacker from penetrating her. At dawn, when perhaps he tired of the assault, he drove her into the city. Looking back, she says now, “It wasn’t a spur-of-the-moment idea for him, but well orchestrated, with his friend in collusion.”

The man who attacked Lydia showed typical date rapist behavior and methods. To allay the woman’s worries, acquaintance rapists often lie about other people being present at the location where they want to go. Sometimes other people are in collusion with the rapist, as Lydia suspects was the case in her attack. Rapists also often invent errands in order to stop somewhere secluded or feign an emergency to get their victims to go with them.

Abby, for example, had dinner one night with a co-worker from a Philadelphia advertising agency. The man started drinking at the restaurant bar and soon seemed completely debilitated. “I’d never seen anybody get this drunk—sloppy, falling-down-off-the-stool drunk. I couldn’t believe my eyes,” she says. “I felt a responsibility to get him safely home. I had people help me get him into his car.”

She drove the man to his townhouse and half dragged him up the steps. He roused himself enough to unlock a security gate and she staggered in with him. “I asked if he was okay,” she says, “at which point he sprang upon me, completely undrunk.” They struggled, but Abby’s co-worker overpowered and then raped her.

Some men who rape women they know threaten them with physical harm. These threats are often not carried out: They don’t have to be, since a
large percentage of women will capitulate on verbal threats alone. “I felt physically threatened because of his anger . . . although he didn’t have a knife or gun,” says Kim, who was raped at 20 by a man she was dating. “He kept attacking me verbally, saying some really strange things. It was almost as though I, as a person, wasn’t there for him. I was just a body he felt like intruding upon.”

Some acquaintance rapists actually do injure their victims. Anna was 32, about the same age as her new date. They had been to a party and he had been drinking; when they left, he told her he needed to stop at his house for coffee before driving her home. Inside his home, Anna kept her coat on. When the man told her to take it off, she declined.

Then he menacingly told me to take it off. . . . It was then that I realized with unbelieving horror that he was going to rape me.

He began to undress. I thought to myself, “How much can it hurt to be hit? If I stand my ground, maybe he will back down even if he does hit me.” He was standing close to me, stripped to his shorts.

Suddenly his hands came up and he was hitting me on both sides of my head. His final blow lifted me off my feet, into the air, and sent me flying backward over the edge of the water bed, crashing into the TV stand with my head as I began to fall toward the floor.

In those few seconds my whole life changed. . . . I learned about violence, I learned about pain — and that I wasn’t strong enough to withstand it.

He pinned my body to the floor with his and told me that if he had to hit me again I would be very, very sorry. That he would hurt me more than I could imagine. I got up slowly, my head aching, totally defeated. . . . I had two young children at home and I wanted to live. More than anything, I didn’t want him to kill me.

The man was eventually prosecuted for raping Anna and was sentenced to five years’ probation.

On the other hand, a significant percentage of date rapists don’t physically harm the women they rape, but just ignore their protests. Another sizable group use the greater weight of their bodies to pin the women down, restrain them from escape, and force them into positions in which they may be sexually assaulted. In the Ms. survey, 64 percent of the men who raped were reported by their victims as simply holding the women down or using light physical aggression, such as arm twisting, to achieve their goal.
Men’s Perceptions and Behavior After Acquaintance Rape

How some men behave after committing rape against women they know often contradicts the hostility and aggression that their victims have just experienced. Some acquaintance rapists become oddly tender immediately afterward and try to dress the women or cover them. Some gallantly insist on walking or driving their victims home, telling the women that it’s dangerous for them to be out alone. Others profess love and talk about having an ongoing relationship. Another type kisses their victims good-bye and says they will call them again soon. (And some do call, apparently raring to go out on another “date.”) In short, many men fail to perceive what has just happened as rape.

Ms. Survey Stats

☐ 84 percent of the men who committed rape said that what they did was definitely not rape.

Denise and April agree that sometimes a man’s perceptions about a rape incident is the polar opposite of a woman’s. Denise was raped in the mid-1970s by a “friend of a friend” in her own apartment. He ignored her protests, pinned her to the bed with his body, and choked her. When he fell asleep after ejaculating, she escaped and drove to a friend’s house. The two women returned to Denise’s the following morning. The man was gone.

He left me a note with one of those smile faces drawn on it. The note read: “Denise, I woke up and you were gone. Catch ya later! Have a nice day! Bob” Minutes later, the phone rang. The voice belonged to a cheerful Bob. I think I called him a bastard or a fucker and I told him not to ever call me again, and then hung up. He called back, sounding surprised, asking, “Hey, what’s the matter?”

April, too, was raped by a man who showed no evidence of understanding what had happened. He was a recent acquaintance who offered to help her move into a new apartment. They had never dated or had any sexual relationship. He pushed her onto the floor, slammed her headfirst into a
corner, and they struggled until he raped her. “The penetration was very violent,” she says. “When it was all over, he asked me if I usually fight so much during sex. I don’t think it ever occurred to him that he had raped me.”

Sometimes, recognizing their actions as rape, acquaintance rapists launch a preemptive strike against the possibility that their victims will tell someone. Such a man may brag to his friends about having “gotten” the woman in order to quickly make it public knowledge that she willingly had sex with him. That’s what the man who raped Nina did—and when she reported the incident to police he sent her a letter from his attorney claiming that he would sue her for defamation of character. “I couldn’t believe it!” Nina says. “Finally I got terribly angry for the first time and began blaming him instead of myself for what happened, and began recovering.” Nina called the man’s lawyer. When she told him the story of the rape, he apologized and said he wouldn’t proceed with the case.

Women sometimes encounter their rapists again after the rape, and the men display a range of emotions from innocence to guilt to malevolence. Trisha was raped at 17 by a high school friend and continued to run into him at school and social events. “After about three months, he spoke to me,” she says. “He said, ‘I’m sorry, really sorry.’ I just walked away. I didn’t want to say a thing.”

Maggie’s rapist lived in her hometown and literally stalked her after she pressed charges. He would drive by her on the street and say menacing things, call her a “bitch,” or, even more unnerving, just laugh. He would follow her in his car when she was out driving or trail her through the local mall. Once he even sat outside an office where she was interviewing for a job. Finally, the district attorney spoke to the man’s lawyer and some of the harassment stopped. The man was eventually acquitted of the rape charges.

**How Men Are Taught to Rape**

“Rape is not some form of psychopathology that afflicts a very small number of men,” says acquaintance-rape educator Py Bateman. “In fact, rape is not that different from what we see as socially acceptable or socially laudable male behavior.”
What differentiates men who rape women they know from men who do not is, in part, how much they believe the dogma of what most boys learn it means to be male—“macho” in the worst sense of the word. Some researchers describe this variable as the “hypermasculinity” factor. Others have dubbed the men who embody this behavior “male zealots.”

Nearly all men are exposed to this sexual indoctrination, but fortunately only some truly adhere to it. These beliefs are chiefly promulgated by other men: fathers, uncles, grandfathers, coaches, youth group leaders, friends, fraternity brothers, even pop stars. Boys are taught through verbal and nonverbal cues to be self-centered and single-minded about sex, to view women as objects from whom sex is taken, not as equal partners with wishes and desires of their own. Boys learn that they must initiate sexual activity, that they may meet with reluctance from girls, but if they just persist, cajole, and refuse to let up, that ultimately they will get what they want. They view their relationships with women as adversarial challenges and learn to use both their physical and social power to overcome these smaller, less important people.

This is what most boys—not just future rapists—learn about being sexual. Little or no mention is made of sex as an interaction between two people who are mutually participating and enjoying it. And few boys have the benefit of learning what good sexual relations are by the example of the men around them.

Recent research by Virginia Greendlinger of Williams College in Williamstown, Massachusetts, and Donn Byrne of the State University of New York-Albany showed a strong adherence to male sexual socialization values among the 114 undergraduate men surveyed. In the study, the men were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with a series of statements about sex roles and sexuality. A few of the findings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENT</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE AGREEING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I prefer relatively small women.</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to dominate a woman.</td>
<td>91.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy the conquest part of sex.</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some women look like they’re just asking to be raped.</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These ways of viewing sex and women are reinforced vividly through various methods of expression. Consider the language that many men use. In his book, *Men On Rape*, a collection of interviews with men (most of them nonrapists) about sexual violence, Timothy Beneke explores how men’s language about sex is often couched in terms that frame sex as an achievement of a valued commodity: that is, gaining possession of a woman. For example:

*Sex as achievement:*
- “I’d like to make it with her.”
- “I hope I score tonight.”
- “I could teach her a thing or two.”
- “I really put it to her!”

*Woman as commodity:*
- “She wouldn’t give me any.”
- “I bet I could get her if I tried.”
- “She was the best piece of ass I ever had.”
- “How would you like a little bit of that?”

Beneke goes on to explain that men’s language often further objectifies women by reducing them to the status of children, animals, or, most simply, sexual organs: “Hey, baby!”; “Let’s see if we can shoot some beaver”; “She’s a cunt.”

This language, Beneke believes, expresses some of the forces that contribute to the making of an acquaintance rapist. Sex becomes synonymous only with gaining personal gratification; any interaction with the partner is unimportant and even undesirable (since it offers the potential for nonachievement of the man’s goal). “If men go out on dates with the idea that sex is achievement of possession of a valued commodity,” writes Beneke, “the woman’s consent is likely to be of peripheral concern.”

Most men have used this language at some time. Many ultimately reject the attitudes it expresses as they develop feelings of empathy, compassion, and love. Nonetheless, for most men, the imprint of such sexual socialization remains. “Not every man is a rapist,” Beneke writes, “but
every man who grows up in America and learns American English learns all too much to think like a rapist, to structure his experience of women and sex in terms of status, hostility, control, and dominance.”

Cassie, who was raped one summer by a patron she knew from the bar where she worked, remembers the language the man used during the assault.

As he was tugging away at my slacks, he kept saying, “I want some,” and when I said I didn’t want to, he repeated, insisting, “I want some!” and continued about the business of taking what he wanted.

It was clear that by saying, “I want some,” he was sending a message to me that he thought that he had the right to take whatever he wanted. . . . I was a commodity, a substance, as indicated by his use of the word “some.”

Language not only leads men to objectify women but to objectify—and so dissociate themselves from—their own sexual organs. The man’s penis becomes his “tool” and often he might even give it a name. It thus becomes a creature of its own, with a mind of its own, so the man is absolved of responsibility for its actions. This concept meshes with the popular myth of the male sexual imperative: that is, that once he is sexually aroused, a man cannot stop himself from forcing sex on a woman. Such a belief provides a handy rationalization for a man to use to coerce a woman into having sex (“See what you’ve done to me? Now we’ve gotta do it.”). Moreover, the dissociation of the man from his penis and the myth that he can’t be held responsible once he has been turned on makes many date rapes the woman’s fault, in the man’s view, for arousing him and his “friend.” (Belief in these myths isn’t limited to men. Studies of male and female college students have shown that both groups believe that sex is a biological drive for men but not for women.)

Reinforcing the effect of language on promulgating hypermasculine sexual behavior are the messages transmitted through popular culture such as movies and television. These messages often mix aggression, force, and sex. In the film Gone With the Wind (based on a book written by a woman), Rhett Butler and Scarlett O’Hara are seen drinking and fighting, displaying much anger toward each other. Suddenly, he lifts her off her feet, carries her up that dramatic staircase, and (presumably) to bed. “What happens the next morning?” asks rape educator Bateman. “She’s got a big smile on her face!”
Proof positive that women really want it, especially if you knock them around a little bit and then physically overpower them.

Bateman also likes to cite a scene from the movie *Saturday Night Fever* as reinforcing the belief that women’s wishes should be ignored. In that scene, star John Travolta has just offered to walk the woman of his dreams home (and, hopefully, into an intimate encounter), but she refuses. So he starts to walk away, in the direction of his house, as she turns to walk toward hers. She crosses the street, then turns back to him and calls out, “You shouldn’t have asked. You should’ve just done it.” The message to men, Bateman says, is, “If you ask, you’re gonna lose an opportunity.”

Such scenarios are not dated relics. There are dozens and dozens of recent examples. In 1987, the television program *Moonlighting*, supposedly written for a bright and hip audience, focused on the sexual tension between its lead characters, Maddie Hayes and David Addison, played by the very appealing Cybill Shepherd and Bruce Willis. For two years, *Moonlighting* fans had watched as Maddie and David danced around the issue of getting together sexually, even though everyone knew they wanted to. Finally, the much-awaited night of consummation arrived: ABC even ballyhooed it in TV ads for days in advance. “What happened is they had a fight,” Bateman says. “She calls him a bastard and slaps him across the face. He calls her a bitch. And then it’s onto the floor, breaking furniture, sweeping vases of flowers off. It was scary. My heart was pounding. I was extremely depressed and distressed.” The yuppie lovers battled angrily for several minutes before collapsing into sexual ecstasy. And out in TV viewerland, millions of boys and men saw that this is what women—even smart, independent women like Maddie—really want.

Every now and then there are glimmers of change. A 1988 *Cagney and Lacey* episode realistically dealt with date rape as a widespread phenomenon: The rapist was a successful businessman and the victim was a strong, independent, female cop.

Scenes in movies and TV that reflect acceptance of violence and force in sexual relationships relate directly to acquaintance rape. In a study of 201 college men, Auburn University’s Karen Rapaport and Barry Burkhart found that by measuring subjects’ attitudes toward the use of aggression in a sexual context, they could predict men who raped as well as those who engaged in sexually coercive behavior. The variables used in the study measured to what extent the men viewed women as manipulative and
nontrustworthy, to what degree they approved of using force to gain gratification, and to what extent they saw certain sexual situations as deserving the use of force.

The study revealed some illuminating data about how prevalent sexual touching and other activities—committed against the woman’s will—are among college men:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACTION COMMITTED AGAINST WOMAN’S WISHES</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF MEN WHO HAD DONE IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kissed her</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placed hand on her knee</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placed hand on her breast</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placed hand on her thigh or crotch</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed or disarranged her outer clothing</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed or disarranged her underwear</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touched her genitals</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had intercourse</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another study, conducted by Alfred B. Heilbrun, Jr., a psychology professor at Emory University in Atlanta, and Maura P. Loftus, a graduate student in psychology at Auburn University, investigated the role of sadism in the sexual aggression of male college students. To test this, subjects were shown 36 photographic slides of women’s faces expressing happiness, surprise, anger, fear, disgust, and sadness and then asked to rate the sexual attractiveness of each. They also filled out a questionnaire which measured their levels of sexual aggression.

Heilbrun and Loftus found that 30 percent of the men rated the faces of women displaying emotional distress to be more sexually attractive than the faces showing pleasure. Of those men, 60 percent had committed repeated episodes of sexual aggression. Only 29 percent of the men who found the faces of happy women to be more sexually attractive had engaged in sexually aggressive acts.

Clearly, many men admire the tenets of hypermasculinity regardless of being exposed to moral and ethical forces to the contrary. Indeed, in 1986, UCLA researcher Neil Malamuth reported that 30 percent of the men he
questioned said they would commit rape if they knew there was no chance of being caught. When the survey question changed the word “rape” to the phrase “force a woman into having sex”—again with the stipulation that the man would not be caught—more than 50 percent said they would do it.

**Male Victims**

Perhaps the first question that pops up from the audience at workshops on date rape is, “Don’t women rape men too?” Behind that question is the natural defensiveness many men feel about the subject of rape, especially acquaintance rape. (Women often ask this question too, perhaps out of compassion for the discomfort the men in the workshop are feeling.)

The truth is, men are rape victims. Some experts estimate that 10 percent of the victims coming to rape-crisis centers are male even though men are far less likely to seek help after being raped than women. *But almost all male rape victims have been raped by other men.*

However, women do rape, as is known from child sexual-abuse cases. And a few women have raped men, as it is possible to stimulate even a terrified man into having an erection or rape him anally with an object. But the number of women who rape men is infinitesimally small.

The frequent asking of the question, though, demonstrates a certain need on the part of men to believe that women do commit rape and that it happens frequently. Indeed, during acquaintance-rape workshops, college men can often be heard chuckling about how much they wish it would happen to them. That’s because they enjoy grade-B movie fantasies of what being assaulted would be like: Perhaps a squad of voluptuous cheerleaders might take them to be their sex prisoners.

Nothing could be further from reality. When men are raped, they are raped by other men, regardless of whether the victim or the assailant(s) are heterosexual or homosexual. It is a frightening, painful, emotionally scarring experience—in short, very like what happens to women who are raped. Men are often brutally beaten during the course of their attacks. They are raped by strangers who assault them on the street, break into their homes, or pick them up hitchhiking. Like women, they are also raped by acquaintances and, in the case of homosexual men, by dates. (Of course,
also like women, men are raped as children by relatives, baby-sitters, and other adults.)

Unfortunately, it’s often only after men are raped that they begin to understand what so many women have experienced. In a May 1985 *Boston* magazine article by Fred Krueger, a heterosexual man talks about his changed view after being raped by a man while hitchhiking:

Men can’t pretend any longer that rape doesn’t concern them, because it does just because you’re a man doesn’t mean it can’t happen to you. If you’re a living human being, you can be raped.
Chapter 7

Gang or “Party” Rapes

“One of them was inside of me and I’m yelling, ‘Get out of me! Get the hell out of me!’ The other one was kneeling at my head, holding me down and kissing me and turning my head. . . . Then they switched.”

— Elaine, recalling her rape by two men she knew

Elaine is 20 years past her rape experience, yet she knows herself well enough to retrieve a box of tissues before sitting down to talk about it. She lives in a group of wooden town-houses now, on a New England military base with her husband and three children. But when she was raped, she was 22 and living in Chicago with her parents.

At the time, Elaine’s life had pretty much come unraveled. She had fallen in love with a man and become pregnant by him. He refused to marry her. She dropped out of college and went away to have the child, a girl. Elaine reluctantly gave the baby up for adoption and came home. When her former boyfriend called, asking if she had had a baby, she denied it.

Several weeks after her return, a man she had known in high school, Tom, called to ask if she wanted to go on a double date with him, his friend, and his friend’s date. Elaine did not know at the time that Tom and his friend were pals with her former boyfriend.

The plan was that they would go to a local carnival, first picking up Tom’s friend’s date at the restaurant where she worked. When Elaine and the two men arrived at the restaurant, the friend went inside, only to emerge
a few seconds later saying that the woman had gone home sick. “I’m sorry about this,” Tom said to Elaine and she replied, “What are you sorry about? It’s not your fault if the girl’s sick.”

So the three of them went on to the carnival, rode the rides, and then went to a bar where the men drank several beers and Elaine had a soda. The men bought a six-pack to take out and Tom said, “I know a really neat cemetery near here. I understand you like cemeteries. Let’s go.” Elaine remembers:

I looked at him and I said, “Oh my God, I love cemeteries. I love old gravestones.” I didn’t think, “How does he know that?” He knew it because my old boyfriend had told him.

So we go to this cemetery, this huge enormous cemetery, and there’s nobody there. It’s the middle of the night. We’re driving along in the car and Tom says to me, “I’m sorry about this,” and I said, “What are you sorry about? I love cemeteries.” They had this six-pack and we each had a beer and we were walking around looking at gravestones and I’m loving it.

Then Tom says again, “I’m sorry about all this, Elaine,” and I said, “I don’t know what you’re talking about.”

All of a sudden, I’m laying on my back with my shirt pushed up and my pants pulled down and one of them was inside of me and I’m yelling, “Get out of me! Get the hell out of me!” The other one was kneeling at my head, holding me down and kissing me and turning my head and I was yelling, “Get out of me! Get out of me!” Then they switched and the other guy raped me. Then they both walked away and Tom says, “I’m sorry about all this,” and I finally knew what he was talking about.

Later, when Elaine found out that the two men were friends of her former boyfriend, she realized that she had been set up for the multiple attack. “My feeling is part of what happened was that he was trying to find out if I’d had a baby and they [the rapists] could tell by the condition of my vaginal area. And part was how he revenged himself against me for refusing to tell him.”

In the car headed back home after the assault, one of the men told Elaine how angry he was that a child he had fathered by another woman was being raised by that woman’s new husband. “In a way, he was getting his anger out at me too,” she says.

I went home and nobody was home. I went upstairs to my room and it was dark. I went to bed. I woke up the next morning and I was still in my clothing.
pulled down my underwear and there was grass — they had mowed the lawn in the cemetery that day — and then I believed it had happened.

I was traumatized . . . sort of numb about the whole rape. If I hadn’t pulled my pants down and seen the grass, I probably would not have believed it happened. I would have thought it was a dream because it was so out of the ken of my life. I would never have believed that anyone could do anything like that to you.

The Dynamics of Gang Rape

Gang acquaintance rape is a very real phenomenon, markedly different from individual acquaintance rape. Chief among those differences is the use of the rape as a reinforcing mechanism for membership in the group of men. In *Against Our Will*, Susan Brownmiller writes: “When men rape in pairs or gangs, the sheer physical advantage of their position is clear-cut and unquestionable. No simple conquest of man over woman, group rape is the conquest of men over Woman.”

Men who rape in groups might never commit rape alone. As they participate in gang rape, they experience a special bonding with each other, a unity of purpose that comes from the pride they feel in reducing their victim to nothing more than a collective vessel for their “masculinity.” Through the rape, they also prove their sexual ability to other group members and underscore their status. Often, the group’s leader is the first man to rape the woman; his underlings then follow. Sometimes the woman may have had consensual sex with one member of the group and afterward that man invites the others to take their turns.

---

**Ms. Survey Stat**

- 16 percent of the male students who committed rape and 10 percent of those who attempted a rape took part in episodes involving more than one attacker.

Gang acquaintance rape has often been tacitly condoned by a society that still believes that boys must “sow their wild oats” before settling down into adulthood. Naturally, if they sow these “oats” with their friends, the notion that such activity is “normal” is preserved. “Boys gang-rape for each
other, in a kind of frenzied machismo, to prove themselves, to show off, to be part of a gang or, at best, out of fear of being ostracized if they don’t,” writes rape expert Helen Benedict in her book *Recovery: How to Survive Sexual Assault for Women, Men, Teenagers, and Their Friends and Families.* “Group rape has traditionally been considered less perverted than solitary rape because of the assumption that gang-raping someone is some kind of proof of masculinity, a sort of rite of passage.” Refusing to join in a gang rape might cause a group member to become excluded from the group or have his sexuality questioned.

Gang rape also carries with it an added dose of humiliation of the victim that may be absent in single-assailant acquaintance rapes. Even when members of the group do not all participate directly, some may watch the rapes or take photographs or simply know “what’s going on in the other room” and do nothing to stop it. Indeed, members usually don’t want to stop the rape because it enhances the group’s good opinion of itself. The humiliation of the victim continues after a gang acquaintance rape as the group members brag to others who know the woman about their “achievement.” And the woman feels horribly betrayed by men she may have to continue to see in her everyday life. (Dominance and humiliation are also reasons that a gang of men might rape a man.)

As cited by researchers Patricia Rozee-Koker of the George Peabody College of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee, and Glenda C. Polk of the College of Nursing, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota, characteristics that are twice as likely to occur in gang rape than in individual rape include: insult; forced fellatio; pulling, biting, and burning the breasts; urinating on the victim; putting semen on her body and demanding manual masturbation or masturbating in her presence. Moreover, the amount of aggression and degradation increases as each man takes “his turn.”

Of course, participants in a gang acquaintance rape rarely think of it as rape. The woman is a “nymphomaniac,” they will tell others later, who willingly engaged in what was nothing more than a spirited group sex adventure. But anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes of the University of California at Berkeley says that a “gang-bang,” as the rapists may call the incident, is “not group sex, not kinky sex.” Even for the few women who might participate with seeming willingness, such an episode is so basically coercive and degrading that it is akin to rape.
More often than not in gang acquaintance rapes (sometimes called “party” rapes because of their frequent locale), the group has carefully selected its victim. Sometimes she is chosen for her vulnerability or because she was sexual with a group member. On college campuses, she may be a newly arrived freshman student who may have few friends. The victim may be unpopular, unattractive, or simply naive and therefore easily flattered by the attention suddenly lavished on her before the assault begins. She is often drunk or high on drugs—in many cases, she is nearly or totally incapacitated and unable to understand or voice consent or resistance, let alone physically fight or escape from a group of stronger people.

Whatever the woman’s condition, the gang will stick to its story—the woman had sex with them because she wanted to—and if the matter gets to court it will be her word against theirs. The “bonds of brotherhood” dictate that even group members who regret the episode will support the group version of what happened when questioned by authorities. “One of the ironies of group acquaintance rape is that the defense witnesses outnumber the complainant-victim,” said Jerome H. Skolnick, a professor of law at the University of California at Berkeley, shortly after a much-publicized recent gang rape on that campus.

The groups of men most likely to engage in gang acquaintance rape are those which express hostility and aggression toward women in other aspects of their group’s culture. By dominating and overpowering one woman, then, these groups reassert their basic beliefs. While these groups may be very loosely organized—such as the two friends who raped Elaine, possibly on behalf of another man—they may also have a definite structure and identity such as fraternities, athletic teams, all-male living groups (men who live in the same dorm or are roommates in apartments or houses), motorcycle and street gangs. While the latter two groups have criminal connotations that may warn women away from them, the members of the other groups are often socially successful and even admired within their communities.

**Fraternities**

Undoubtedly more *one-on-one* date rapes and acquaintance rapes occur in fraternity houses than do *gang* acquaintance rapes, but it is the gang rapes that attract headlines and that the general public associates most with
fraternity men. Consider these events which occurred in just the last few years:

- **San Diego State University:** Three or more members of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity are accused of raping an 18-year-old Delta Gamma sorority pledge at a party. The local district attorney finds not enough evidence to prosecute, but university officials, after questioning 45 witnesses over a 22-hour period, conclude that an attack occurred. The fraternity is dismissed from campus for at least five years and 30 fraternity members are charged with violating the school’s conduct code.

- **University of Florida:** Six Pi Lambda Phi fraternity members are accused of raping a 17-year-old female freshman student who had been at the fraternity house for a rush party for the group’s “little sister” program. (“Little sisters” are females affiliated with, but not members of, the fraternity. They often do the behind-the-scenes work at the frat’s parties and fund raisers and provide a reliable supply of women for social events.) The university finds the fraternity guilty of hazing and imposes two years of disciplinary sanctions against it, abolishes its “little sister” program, and institutes a live-in house parent requirement.

- **University of Pennsylvania:** Nine members of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity are accused of raping a 22-year-old senior woman who was drunk and tripping on LSD. The fraternity is banned from campus for three years and two of the men involved are suspended. The men agree to perform community service, read literature on sexual aggression, and participate in a discussion group about the material. There was no criminal prosecution in the case.

- **University of Iowa:** Three fraternity members plead guilty to charges of assault causing bodily injury against a 20-year-old female student who said they raped her in a campus dormitory.

- **University of New Hampshire:** Three sophomore men, two of them fraternity brothers, are accused of raping a drunk female student in a dorm room. After four nights of testimony, a university judicial board finds the three innocent of sexual assault, but suspends two of the men for one semester for “disrespect to others.” In criminal court, two of the men pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of
sexual assault; they received 60 days in jail, were placed on probation for two years, and ordered to perform 120 hours of community service. Charges were dropped against the third man.

- **Franklin and Marshall College:** Six members of the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity are accused of raping a female student from another college in their fraternity house during a party. College administrators revoke the fraternity’s charter after investigating the incident.

- **University of Virginia:** A 17-year-old freshman female tells the campus newspaper of going to a fraternity party on campus, becoming heavily intoxicated, then being restrained, stripped, and raped by several brothers. She decides not to press charges.

In 1985, the Association of American Colleges’ Project on the Status and Education of Women reported that it had found more than 50 incidents of gang rape on U.S. campuses, most occurring at fraternity parties. These 50 cases represent only a small fraction of the collegiate gang rapes actually occurring. “On some campuses, we heard reports of gang rapes happening every week at parties,” said Julie K. Ehrhart, who coauthored the study with Bernice R. Sandler. “This behavior is far more common than anyone suspected.”

Why do fraternities provide such a good growing medium for gang rape? The culture of many fraternities instills in members a group ethos which objectifies and debases women through language and physical aggression, which lauds heavy drinking and other drug use, and which reinforces group loyalty through united behavior—especially antisocial and sometimes illegal behavior. Yet on many campuses, fraternities equal social life; there is little else to do other than attend fraternity parties where people regularly drink until they vomit or black out and then recover and drink some more, where reports of “trains” (the slang expression for gang rapes, so called because the men line up like cars on a train) are common and where status depends on how long and how hard you party and whether you manage to “score” sexually.

These cultural characteristics are found in fraternity houses from coast to coast. In 1986, San Diego State University had this to say about the fraternity environment in which a gang rape occurred: “Overall, the hearing board found Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity guilty as an organization [emphasis
mine] of physical abuse, lewd, indecent, and obscene behavior, abusive behavior and hazing, alcoholic beverage violations including the failure to provide for the safety of any guest exhibiting intoxication and obstructing the University’s disciplinary process by intentionally destroying evidence related to the incident.” And at Cornell University in 1987, the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity was stripped of university recognition—thereby ending all chapter activities and closing the fraternity house for four years—for what university spokesman David Stewart called “a pattern of behavior” that spurred two separate university investigations and a grand jury probe into allegations of sexual abuse, house mismanagement, and the illegal use of alcohol by fraternity members.

Fraternity members themselves are often unapologetic for being part of an environment that demands loyalty to a belief system that often objectifies and denigrates women. Listen to this description of life in a fraternity house from a frat member at a large New England state university:

I’ll say this, at a fraternity, I’d be a liar if I didn’t tell you that just the atmosphere of fraternity or any group of guys in general is they promote how many girls can you have sex with, how many different girls can you have sex with. I hear it every day. At Friday morning breakfast (fraternities on his campus have big parties Thursday night), guys all have stories.

I’d say that 90 percent of the guys I live with are probably aggressive… You gotta understand that in a fraternity, all the guys are there for common goals, ideals, aspirations. So you get a group of guys who are all thinking the same. Guys will turn on you in a second if you say one thing (to disagree with the group). After all the things you have to do to get initiated into the house, you better have the same ideals and stuff and same feelings as the other guys. Because I know in our house, especially, guys are pretty tight. Basically, they’re all the same type guys.

Questioner: And one common goal is “scoring”?

Well, yeah, basically. There’s individuals for who it’s not, but, overall, I’d say yeah.

Writing in *Ms.* magazine in 1985, Andrew Merton, an outspoken critic of college fraternities, said, “For many adolescent males just out of high school, the transition to college represents a first step in a struggle for a kind of ‘manhood’ from which women are viewed as objects of conquest—worthy, but decidedly inferior adversaries. The idea of women as equals is strange and inconvenient at best, terrifying at worst. Unfortunately, most
colleges and universities provide refuges ideally suited to reinforce these prejudices: fraternities.”

Antiwomen sentiments are in open evidence at many fraternities. Recruiting posters seen during fraternity “rush” season often feature naked women, women in bondage, or, simply, selected women’s body parts to convey the unwritten message: “Join us and get laid.” Party themes are often sexual, and members seek to gain group approval by publicly convincing women to “go upstairs” with them.

Fraternity rituals, skits, even publications often have obscene, antifemale content. After a gang rape was reported to have happened in their house, members of Alpha Tau Omega at the University of Pennsylvania posted minutes of a house meeting. Under the previous week’s “Highlights” was reported: “Things are looking up for the ATO sisters program. A prospective leader for the group [the rape victim] spent some time interviewing several Taus. . . . Possible names for the little sisters include . . . ‘The ATO Express’ [reference to the “train” which had occurred].” Under “Service” awards, one member had written: “We serviced [the rape victim].” At the University of Florida, the Beta Theta Pi fraternity published a magazine which featured a chart depicting how many beers it took to seduce each of the group’s “little sisters,” as well as other sexist and racist material. The university slapped the group with a one-year suspension after examining the publication.

Fraternity special events are also dangerous times for women. Imani met her rapist during his fraternity’s annual outing in Atlantic City; the attack occurred several days later. But since her rape, she has talked to several women who were raped at the Atlantic City event itself. “There are a lot of women who go down [to the fraternity event] and they are sexually assaulted,” she says. “I didn’t find this out until I began to meet and talk about rape with other women and I found out there were other victims. I think it’s part of the package.”

The most obvious and pervasive expression of the sexually aggressive culture which operates in many fraternity houses may be heard in the language of members. In a 1984 issue of the student newspaper at Colgate University in Hamilton, New York, a school where one fraternity reportedly has a pool table named for the first woman sexually conquered on it, five women wrote about fraternity language and how it breeds attitudes that condone rape. Information from that article, added to material gathered
from other campuses, provides a lexicon of fraternity row slang that may be summed up this way:

New meat [recently arrived freshman or transfer women] are invited to cattledrives or hogfests [both terms for parties] depending on how good they look in the pigbook [new student directory]. At the party, a woman may be landsharked [a frat member kneels on the floor behind the woman and bites her on her rear end] or bagged [a group of frat brothers corner her in a room, hiding their faces under bags, drop their pants and underwear, waggle their penises at her, shout insults and threats, and offer to gang-bang (group rape) her]. She may also be subjected to the flying blue max, in which she is grabbed and passed above the heads of a group of men. A rude hogger award may be given to the fraternity member who has sex with the woman deemed most ugly by the other frat members. Sometimes women from local women’s colleges are driven in for fraternity parties, expeditions known as fucktrucks.

While fraternity brothers score, the women they score against, often called ho’s (slang for “whores”) by the members, are said to have gotten boned. At one Maine school, fraternity members participate in ledging: That’s where, in the words of one woman graduate “a fraternity member invites all his brothers to watch his conquest of a naive freshman woman, and then she hears about it for months afterward.” The name “ledging” for this practice refers to the woman’s being driven to the point of suicide by the harassment.

“Words have the power to dehumanize,” Ms. writer Andrew Merton told a national meeting of the Fraternity Executives Association. “When we think of human beings not as human beings, but as Huns, Nips, Gooks, or Slopes, it makes it easier to kill them. And when we think of women by using dehumanizing descriptives, we tend to forget that they are, in fact, full-fledged human beings. And once we forget that, we can abuse them.”

Then there are the catcalls that come from the porches of fraternity houses as a female walks by. Sometimes those unwanted comments are accompanied by scorecards being raised by the gathered frat members, rating the woman on a scale of 1 to 10. And sometimes there’s physical aggression—unwanted pinching, fondling (“copping a feel”), or blocking the woman’s way in the street or hallway. Fraternity members often view this behavior as a type of sport, competing with each other to sharpen their skills at it. Sometimes they might target a particular woman for the group’s
own reasons. At Central Michigan University in Mount Pleasant, Michigan, for example, several fraternity brothers were accused of harassing and intimidating a female sorority member who was prosecuting their chapter president for rape.

In this culture, the myth of the “gang bang” or “train” thrives. One of the University of Pennsylvania fraternity brothers accused of gang-raping a drunk and drug-intoxicated female student told Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine reporter Mark Bowden that his seeing several of his frat brothers have sex with the woman “didn’t seem that odd to me. Because of the stories I’ve heard from other fraternities and from guys in the house and from the movies you see on TV. We have this (Cable) TV in the house, and there’s soft porn on every midnight. All the guys watch it and talk about it and stuff, and it [the assault] didn’t seem that odd because it’s something that you see and hear about all the time. I’ve heard stories from other fraternities about group sex and trains and stuff like that. It was just like, you know, ‘So this is what I’ve heard about, this is what it’s like, what I’ve heard about.’ That’s what it seemed like, you know.” Because of that group acceptance, he readily joined in.

A few fraternities are trying to remove such mythology from their midsts. On the national level, several are beginning to address acquaintance rape, gang acquaintance rape, and sexual harassment among their members, although most are quick to note that their membership only reflects society at large. At least two organizations, the 12,000-member Sigma Alpha Epsilon and 6,000-member Pi Kappa Phi, have issued formal position statements against sexual abuse. In a 1987 article explaining why sexual abuse should be the fraternity’s concern, SAE’s national magazine said:

We thought the friendly “gang bang” was O.K. After all, the woman went along with it.

Wrong, brothers. Not only is the “gang bang” itself wrong by legal standards — it’s rape no matter how you rationalize it — but it’s an act of violence based on a perverted myth of masculinity and sexuality.

Strong stuff from a fraternity. And Pi Kappa Phi backed up its statement on sexual abuse with a poster which Scott E. Evans, the fraternity’s national director of communications, says has been sent to more than 500 colleges and universities. The poster features a detail from The Rape of the Sabine
Women, an engraving that shows a wild scene of soldiers forcing themselves on female captives. Under the picture, the caption reads:

TODAY’S GREEKS CALL IT DATE RAPE.
Just a reminder from Pi Kappa Phi.
Against her will is against the law.

**Athletic Teams**

It was late September 1986, on a Saturday night following a University of California at Berkeley football game. Naturally, there were parties. The 18-year-old freshman woman had been drinking, as had many others in her dorm. That included four freshman football players the female student knew who also lived there.

According to the woman, late that evening, those four players held her down, ignored her protests, raped her, and forced her to have oral sex with them. According to the men, she willingly had group sex with them.

“Four large football players and one small girl is an odd definition of group sex to me,” said Nancy Scheper-Hughes, an anthropology professor and dean of freshman and sophomore studies at Berkeley, after the incident became public. The county declined to prosecute the men because of what it said was insufficient evidence. The university decided that the football players should apologize to the woman, move out of the dorm, undergo counseling, and perform 40 hours of community service. Neither their academic nor athletic status would be affected by the incident.

Scheper-Hughes was in the forefront of faculty and students who protested the school’s handling of the rape case. “I think there should be nothing less than dismissal from the university for all four of the men,” she said, and many agreed with her. The campus was in an uproar for weeks following the university’s decision. RAPE IS NOT A GAME, read signs that protestors carried at subsequent football games. After the university ruling one female student, who had helped form an anti-rape group called the Coalition to Break the Silence, received threatening phone calls, taunts, and warnings written on the front door of her home. Then, one day a man stepped from behind a truck parked near the student’s house and threw two rocks at her, one of which cut her face. In addition, Scheper-Hughes told
reporters that “another female student has alleged that she was raped two weeks ago but has decided not to press charges as a result of the official university response in this case.”

Finally, in January 1987, Chancellor Ira Michael Heyman sent Berkeley’s 31,000 students a statement decrying acquaintance rape as something which “degrades its victims, our campus community, and society at large.” Included with Heyman’s letter was a brochure about acquaintance rape, ways to avoid it, and where to go for help.

In recent years, several other gang acquaintance-rape cases involving collegiate athletes have reached the public eye, including:

- **University of Minnesota:** Three sophomore basketball players are accused of raping a woman in a Madison, Wisconsin, hotel room after going to a bar to celebrate a team victory. All three are acquitted on 12 counts of sexual assault. Just a few months before, one of the three athletes was tried and acquitted of raping a female student in the coed dorm where he lived. The university forfeited one basketball game after the Madison incident and dismissed all three athletes after the filing of charges. The team’s coach resigned.

- **West Virginia University:** Five basketball players are accused of raping a woman in a campus dormitory. No criminal charges are filed, but two players are suspended from the team for the entire season and three receive one-semester suspensions.

- **Duquesne University:** Four basketball players are charged with raping a woman in their dormitory. All four are suspended by the university pending their trial. Three of the athletes are acquitted; charges against the fourth are dropped. After the trial, two of the suspensions are continued until the middle of basketball season and two of the athletes are expelled from school.

Moreover, many college athletes have been reported for individual rapes at schools across the country such as Kansas University, Arizona State, University of Rhode Island, Colorado University, North Carolina State, Northern Illinois University, Florida A & M, Central Connecticut State, and others.

Like fraternities, athletic teams are breeding grounds for rape, particularly gang acquaintance rape. They are organizations which pride
themselves on the physical aggressiveness of their members, and which demand group loyalty and reinforce it through promoting the superiority of their members over outsiders. Athletic teams are often populated by men steeped in sexist, rape-supportive beliefs. “Locker-room talk” is well named: The locker room, center of an athlete’s world, is often a place where women are discussed as little else but sex objects, fitting and deserving of degradation, humiliation, and scorn.

Sex itself is incorporated into the athlete’s language of hostility and aggression. Around the time of the episode with the Berkeley football players and the female student, Berkeley football coach Joe Kapp was asked by a reporter whether the team’s coaching had anything to do with its recent losses. The Los Angeles Times reported that in answer to that question, Kapp unzipped his pants and said, “Do you want to see my [bleep]?"

Within such a culture, gang rape may easily be seen as “group sex”—just another way for the team members to strengthen their bonds with each other. In addition, in the college athletes’ world, be it a small-town campus or Big Ten school, team members hold a special status that wins them public attention, fame, and sometimes adoration. Players, especially good players, are accustomed to having women flirt with them, even proposition them. Because of this popularity, many athletes believe that no woman is off limits and, indeed, that they don’t even have to ask first before taking. If they encounter resistance from women, they know they can deal with it as successfully as they do on the field or court. “I was five foot two and weighed 110 pounds. He was six foot five and weighed 265. I didn’t have any choice,” says Rachel of the football player who lived down the hall from her at her Midwest school and who raped her after a party. “I was scared of him. I thought he was going to hurt me.”

The adoration that college athletes receive does not come only from other students. Many athletes are wooed to attend certain schools by zealous alumni, coaches, and even administrators who provide goodies ranging from cash to “available” women when the young stars come to campus. That support may continue even after athletes are slapped with rape charges. Pressure from alumni and administrators may keep such cases out of the public view or see to it that punishment is minimal and doesn’t include suspension or expulsion from the team.
In a series titled “Rape and the College Athlete,” Philadelphia Daily News sportswriter Rich Hofmann discovered that between 1983 and 1986, a college athlete was reported for sexual assault, on the average, once every 18 days. (As with all rape and sexual assault reports, those numbers are just a small representation of actual attacks.) Hofmann found 61 incidents involving 88 athletes at 46 different schools during that period. In more than 90 percent of those cases, the victim knew her attacker or attackers. “Football and basketball players representing NCAA-affiliated schools were reported to police for sexual assault approximately 38 percent more often than the average male on a college campus,” Hofmann said.

This may not mean that athletes commit more rape than other men, however, but that they may be reported more often for one of two reasons that defenders often cite: One, the athletes are famous; or, two, they are black. The first reason—fame—may explain why some men are reported, but it also explains why so many are not. (“Who would believe me? He was a really good football player,” Rachel says.) As to the second reason, Hofmann says some black leaders believe “it is logical to conclude that the prejudices of the criminal justice system could account for” many of the rape charges filed against black athletes. About 90 percent of the athletes in Hofmann’s study were black.

As with fraternities, there’s some evidence that a few changes are taking place. Although the NCAA has no official policy governing athletes and sexual assault, some schools are trying to educate players about acquaintance rape and change the attitudes that breed it. At Washington State University, for example, in response to a challenge from the women’s center, the entire football team underwent a mandatory seminar about acquaintance rape. The team participated in the program with the enthusiastic endorsement of its coach.

It would be wonderful if more schools, teams, and coaches would become involved in improving the rape-awareness education of the people who are often the most prominent undergraduates on campus. Yet even a well-meaning program may not be able to overcome the culture in which those individuals spend most of their time. Consider that sometime before September 1986, some members of one school’s football team took part in a rape prevention education program.

The team? The University of California—at Berkeley.
Chapter 8

Teenagers and Acquaintance Rape

“I felt I couldn’t go to my parents, . . . the police were out . . . and my friends would quickly disown me for having one of our own thrown in jail.”
— Melissa, a high school victim raped by a friend

Although college is often seen as the environment in which acquaintance rape flourishes, high school and even junior high girls are being raped by boys they know. Perched in the emotionally shaky middle ground between childhood and adult life, teenagers are ill equipped to fend off these assaults.

Early in September of Melissa’s junior year in high school, her boyfriend David told her that he wanted to start dating another girl. Melissa, then 16, begged him not to. She loved David with the intensity of teenage first love: They had been dating for more than a year and had become sexually intimate during that time.

After David told her that he was going to go out with the other girl that Saturday night, Melissa received a telephone call from Brian, David’s best friend.

Brian asked me if I wanted to “get back” at David for two-timing me. He suggested we go out together, double dating with David and this woman. He assured me it was all on the up-and-up. He said he didn’t like to see David treating me this way. I agreed.
The foursome went to the movies, then drove to a local beach. David and his new date went for a walk near the water. Brian suggested that he and Melissa sit on the rocks and wait for them to return.

We sat on some huge boulders and talked about nothing in particular. After a few minutes, Brian stood up and turned toward me and started to unbucket his pants. I asked him what he was doing. He said, “Let's really get back at David for what he did.”

I said, “No,” but didn't think he was really serious. He continued to take off his pants. It wasn't until he reached for my belt that I believed he was serious.

I told him to stop and started to move away from him. He grabbed my arms and pinned them behind me so that I was half lying and half standing against the boulder. He used one hand to hold my hands behind me and the other to undo my pants. I started screaming for David to help me, while begging Brian to stop.

Brian didn’t stop. He ejaculated quickly. Melissa pulled up her pants and went back to the car. When David and his date returned, the four drove home. Melissa said nothing.

The next day, David came to her house.

He said Brian had bragged about “screwing” me. And David wanted to know why I had “let” him. I told him how I didn’t let Brian do anything, that I had screamed for him [David] to help me, how Brian had pinned me against the rock.

David said he hadn't heard me. He then said that it wouldn't be the same between us anymore because he wasn’t the only one to have had sex with me.

I felt I couldn't go to my parents, because the fact that I was having sex with David would arise and somehow my loss of virginity would be worse than the rape in their eyes. The police were out for the same reason and my friends would quickly disown me for having one of our own thrown in jail. Who would believe me when I didn't know if I believed it myself?

**Hidden Rape: A Teenage Reality**

Every now and then an acquaintance rape among teenagers receives publicity. In late 1985, seven boys were expelled from the prestigious St. Mark’s School in Southborough, Massachusetts, a private boarding school affiliated with the Episcopal Church, after local. police received a complaint
that a 15-year-old tenth-grade girl had been raped in one of the school dormitories. Eight other students who were aware of the incident received lighter punishments.

But the vast number of acquaintance rapes among teens remain hidden. Those rapes—like acquaintance rapes among adults—cut across all regional, economic, and ethnic lines. Teenage girls are being raped by classmates, boyfriends, casual friends, and, as more teens take on part-time jobs, by co-workers.

**Ms. SURVEY STAT**

- **38 percent of the women who had been raped were 14, 15, 16, or 17 years old at the time of their assaults.**

Jenny, a California woman, recalls her experience:

I was raped at 16 by an acquaintance from my job during a party he hosted. He was supposed to drive me home. I blacked out from drinking too much and when I woke up, we were still in his car and he was inside me. I shouted at him to get out of me, but he kept going until he climaxed.

I found out later that he (the rapist] bragged about this action to everyone else there. . . . Because the host and I and most of the guests all worked in the same large discount store, the humiliation forced me to quit.

Imani was 17 and baby-sitting for her brother and sister-in-law at their Philadelphia home when she was raped by a date, a college man.

He came over that evening and he played with my two nephews. We got them up to bed and read them a story.

We were downstairs in the living room, watching television. I had kissed him, but nothing real intense. We were just talking and he began fondling me.

When I said to him, “Stop,” he was okay about that, but later on he continued. We were sitting on the floor and he got on top of me . . . I was literally pinned down on the floor and he was taking my pants off and I’m struggling against him, but I didn’t want to struggle too loud ’cause I didn’t want to scare my nephews.

He was about six foot three, built like a football player. He suffocated me. I felt like I had this creature in the house that’s capable of doing anything and the fear I had was for myself and for my nephews.
Imani tried to fight, but her attacker won. After he raped her, he said he was sorry. “He had that apologetic tone, it’s that tone where men can apologize but you know it’s not genuine because somewhere in the apology you’re being blamed,” she says now, recalling that moment.

I said to him, “You need to leave,” and I remember that he was somewhat argumentative about leaving. As he left, he went to kiss me. I pushed him and he smiled.

That was the last time I saw him ever in my whole entire life and I was just totally freaked out.

Trisha was 17 when a friend from her Midwest high school offered to drive her home from a party. In the car, they talked about school and mutual friends.

Finally, he pulled over and said, “Guess what we’re going to do?” My reply was, “You can’t be serious. You said you were going to take me home.”

We had both been drinking, but not enough to lose perspective on life. I was angry at first and threatened to walk home. I threatened to tell. It was late and I knew my parents would be expecting me.

He was verbally abusive and would reach for me and touch me. . . . I began to believe he was serious, and he was frightening me. Then he said that he wasn't going to argue about it anymore, and he proceeded to tear at my shirt and shorts. I hit him and kicked him, but he was so determined. I just thought to myself, “God! Why me?” I cried.

It seemed like an eternity, but finally he rolled off. We got dressed. Then he drove me home — a long, silent drive. I hated him! I wanted to do something to ruin his life . . . but what? I never wanted to see him again. I didn't want to live and I didn't want to face anybody.

I never went to anyone and talked about it. I just withdrew.

A long-term study of adolescent vulnerability to sexual assault by Suzanne S. Ageton of the Behavioral Research Institute in Boulder, Colorado, found that nearly all of the female teen victims knew their attackers:

- 56 percent had been raped by a date
- 30 percent had been raped by a friend
- 11 percent had been raped by a boyfriend
In the Ageton study, 78 percent of the victims did not tell their parents about the incident, although 71 percent confided in one or more of their own teenage friends. Only 6 percent reported the assault to police. Among those who did not, most failed to do so because they knew the attacker or had sustained no visible injuries. Like other women, these girls did not label what happened to them as a crime because it was not committed by a stranger and they had no wounds to prove they had been hurt. In other words, they believed all the myths that continue to keep such rapes a hidden phenomenon.

**Teen Attitudes About Rape**

Sandi, a New Hampshire woman, was 17 when she was raped by an acquaintance. She was a virgin. At the time, her view of her attack was one that many teens share today. “There was a part of me back then that thought that’s the way ‘it’ was done. Guys pounced on you, you struggled, then forgot about the whole thing,” she says.

At 17 . . . what mattered was clothes, hair, making good impressions on boys, getting and keeping a boyfriend, and drugs in any form.

I never told anyone I was raped. I would not have thought that was what it was. It was unwilling sex. I just didn't want to and he did.

Today, at 29, I know it was rape.

Walk into any junior high or high school and you’re likely to meet a lot of young people who hold the same beliefs that Sandi once did because teens often show rigid adherence to the doctrines of hypermasculinity and female sexual socialization. A team of researchers from the University of California at Los Angeles studied the way 432 teens aged 14 to 18 perceived male-female interactions. Concluded Jacqueline D. Goodchild, Gail Zellman, Paula D. Johnson, and Roseann Giarrusso: “We appear to have uncovered some rather distressing indications that a new generation is entering into the adult world of relationships, especially that of sexual intimacy between a man and a woman, carrying along shockingly outmoded baggage.”

What was some of that baggage those teens carried? Survey subjects were asked if it was ever okay for a male to force sex from a female, given
certain circumstances. The study, like many of its kind, did not use the word “rape.” Some of the findings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCUMSTANCE</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AGREEING THAT IT’S OK TO FORCE SEX</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS AGREEING TO FORCE SEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>She is going to have sex with him and changes her mind.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She has “led” him on.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She gets him sexually excited.</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They have dated for a long time.</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She lets him touch her above the waist.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No wonder the researchers expressed such gloom. More than half the boys and nearly half the girls thought that it was okay for a male to force (that is, rape) a female if he was sexually aroused by her.

The Los Angeles researchers also presented their adolescent subjects with 27 vignettes of dating experiences and asked them to rate who was responsible for the outcome of the interaction. In one group of vignettes, the boy described wants sex, the girl does not, and he forces her. The vignettes varied by the degree of the relationship between the two (just met, casual acquaintance, or dating) and the boy’s action (threatens to spread rumors about her, threatens physical harm, uses physical force). In all vignettes, even the most forceful, male and female subjects attributed a significant share of responsibility for what happened to the female.

For example, if the boy and girl had just met and had sex after he threatened to spread rumors about her, teenage subjects believed that the outcome was 78 percent the boy’s fault and 34 percent the girl’s (proportions will not equal 100 percent due to the rating system used). In the case where the boy and girl had a dating relationship and he used physical force to obtain sex, the teens found the outcome 86 percent the boy’s fault and 23 percent the girl’s. Overall, for the 27 vignettes, the
subjects assigned 84 percent responsibility to the male and 27 percent to the female. Those scores, said the researchers, “were rather a surprise. We had expected—hoped for—a distribution more like 100 and 0 (100 percent male responsibility/0 percent female).”

Other social forces in the teen world add more vulnerability to acquaintance rape. High school culture, like that of college students, is often alcohol or drug centered. According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, the average age when a child now takes a first real drink is 12. And teens drink to get drunk: 3.3 million Americans aged 14 to 17 are now considered problem drinkers. Both boys and girls are in jeopardy when drunk since many acquaintance rapists and their victims are intoxicated when the incident occurs.

How Acquaintance Rape Affects Teens

The business of being an adolescent is a difficult one. It is a time of separating emotionally from parents, developing a personal and sexual identity, building academic skills, and considering one’s future direction and goals. Because teenagers are at such a critical point in their self-development, sexual victimization—especially rape by a trusted friend or acquaintance—can have devastating results. Their world often seems shaken to its core. They may suffer feelings of diminished self-worth, even to the point of considering suicide.

Kathi Vonderharr was an athletic 15-year-old who loved swimming, horseback riding, and skiing. But where she lived, in suburban St. Paul, hockey was king. So it wasn’t surprising when Kathi joined a friend’s family on a trip to a teen hockey tournament. Several boys she had grown up with were on one of those teams.

At the tournament, several of those boys forced their way into the motel room where Kathi and her friend were staying. Three of the boys—two 15-year-olds and one 14-year-old—grabbed away a pillow Kathi was clutching to her body, pulled her shirt up and her pants down, and fondled her breasts and vagina as other team members watched them. Then the boys left. After a few minutes, the three boys who assaulted her returned, saying they wanted to apologize. One did, but the other two attacked her again the same way.
Kathi and her friend decided not to tell anyone, but changed their minds after the boys bragged to friends that they had “screwed” her. Her family decided to press charges. The boys were suspended from the hockey team for one game. Friends, neighbors, and strangers called Kathi’s family, telling them to drop the charges. Adult supporters of the youth hockey association were the most vociferous. “Boys will be boys,” the family was told. At school, Kathi was harassed, called obscene names and ostracized. Four days after a hearing in the case, in what her mother said was a call for help, Kathi took 10 Tylenol. She spent two weeks in the hospital.

That September, she and the boys entered high school. Weeks later, in juvenile court, two of them pleaded guilty to sexual assault charges; the third was found guilty later. They were placed on probation until age 19, ordered to perform community service and to pay all of Kathi’s medical expenses.

But her harassment continued. Two of the boys quickly became admired star hockey players on the high school team. Many of Kathi’s friends stopped associating with her and one day she found a message on her locker: “Kill the bitch, she took our friends to court.” As Minneapolis Star and Tribune reporter Doug Grow would write in July 1987, “The irony—that the assailants were heroes and the victim an outcast in many circles in her school—was constantly there for her to see.”

Kathi tried to get on with her life, but there were always reminders. School and local publications featured glowing stories about the on-ice performances of the athletes who had attacked her. In May 1987, one of the boys asked that his probation be lifted. She wrote to the judge, asking that the request be denied.

The following month, Kathi had a birthday party. Afterward, she carefully wrote out her thank-you notes. They were still lying in a stack in her room several days later when she drove a car into her family’s garage, closed the door, and let the motor run. When she was found dead, there was a teddy bear by her side, some tissues, and a photograph of the people she loved.

Not all sexual victimizations of teenagers end in such tragedy, of course, but the potential is there, especially when the attack comes from one or more acquaintances. Kathi was assaulted physically, and then, when she broke the social “code” among her peers (and even among her town’s adults, it seems) by reporting the incident, she exposed herself to further
emotional assaults. Few adults would be strong enough to withstand that kind of bombardment.

There are other effects of sexual assault on teens. Many young acquaintance-rape victims are virgins at the time of their attack. For them, the incident may distort their perceptions about sexual intercourse and radically affect their future relationships with men. Because the teen years are a time for sexual exploration and identification, the fallout from an acquaintance rape may last for years.

Even teenagers uninterested in heterosexual relations are affected. Gloria was 16 and involved in a lesbian relationship, but wanted to try to be “normal,” so she accepted a date with a boy she knew. They went to the movies and then he invited her to go back to his house to meet his parents. Despite an inner feeling that told her not to go, Gloria accepted.

He walked in and, of course, the place is totally dark. He said, “Oh, they must have gone to dinner, they should be back soon.” I believed him. We sat down to watch TV and he started kissing me. It soon progressed to him pushing me down on the couch and jumping on me. That’s when I said, “No, no, no way, immediately. He just started tearing my clothes off.

Gloria finally managed to get away, when the boy had to shift his position—he had wedged them between a couch and a sideboard credenza. “When he lifted his weight up, it gave me the opportunity to push him off and he hit his head on the credenza,” she says. She ran outside to her car and drove off, viewing the incident as her fault.

I had a real unclear picture about what straight people did [sexually]. I talked myself into believing that that (the rape) was normal and if I was a normal female that that’s what I would have wanted too.

Another problem for the teen victim is that she often will see her attacker on a daily basis, in school or in her neighborhood. Many times, the rapist will boast about the incident, describing it as a successful sexual conquest, and the victim will often be ostracized by those who hear about it for her “participation.” Even if charges are brought, there’s no guarantee that the offender won’t still return to school, to work, or to live near the victim. Indeed, that’s what happened recently in Washington, D.C., when a 16-year-old male student was permitted to return to his high school after being charged with raping a classmate. In protest of that school board
decision, the school’s principal asked to be reassigned, saying he could not “in good conscience” allow the youth to stay.

Because teen victims are so unlikely to tell any adult about what happened to them, many suffer the emotional effects of the rape alone. “When adolescents conceal their feelings and experiences from others, they have the difficult task of using only their own inner resources to heal and integrate the incident,” says teen victimization expert Ann Wolbert Burgess of the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing. And because those inner resources are weak in many teenagers, they may not be able to cope.

The adolescent male who commits acquaintance rape or other sexual assault is likely not to be identified, and so he often goes on to repeat his behavior. “Most have decided it wasn’t harmful . . . and won’t admit that they planned the rape,” says Nancy Nissen, a Seattle social worker who works with adolescent sex offenders. The average age for their first sexually aggressive behavior, says Nissen, is 10 years old.

**Why Teenagers Don’t Tell About Acquaintance Rape**

It is difficult for parents—loving, caring parents—to imagine their child concealing something so awful as a rape from them. But for most teenagers, there’s never much question about it. In the Ageton study, only one in five teen victims told their parents about being attacked. Why?

Many teenage girls, fearing parental disapproval for a behavior that may be related to the rape (drinking or taking drugs, going to a forbidden place, dating without permission) or one that may be unrelated (being sexually active), believe their parents will blame them for what happened, rather than offer support and love. Like many acquaintance-rape victims, these teens are already blaming themselves, so it’s not surprising that they don’t want to be subjected to more recriminations. As veterans of previous battles with their parents, they also expect to hear only unsympathetic “I-told-you-so” lectures. Victims may already have encountered a lack of sympathy from friends and peers, so why should they expect adults to be more understanding? Indeed, teenagers are often correct in their assumptions. Many parents do blame their daughters for acquaintance-rape incidents.
In addition, since the victim knows that what happened to her wasn’t “real rape”—that is, it didn’t involve a stranger jumping from the bushes and holding a knife to her throat—she may fear what her parents will think about her “giving in.” And some don’t tell parents because they are unwilling to prosecute the attacker out of peer loyalty, or fear, or both. Angry parents may push to press charges because of their own need for retribution, but such prosecution may not be what their child wants or needs.

A 1979 study by University of Pennsylvania researchers A. W. Burgess and L. L. Holmstrom revealed five major reasons adolescent victims cited for not telling family members about their rapes:

- **To protect the family:** These victims believed they could handle the fact of the rape, but their families could not.
- **Value conflicts:** Family members would not understand because of attitudes about rape, religious beliefs, or disapproval of the victim’s life-style.
- **Desire to maintain independence:** Telling family would restrict victim’s independence, a major teenage battleground.
- **Psychological distance:** Some felt emotionally distant from families and therefore would not tell.
- **Geographic distance:** Victims away at school or in another residence felt they were too far away to involve the family.

It’s sad that so many teens are unable or unwilling to report their assaults to family members, rape counselors, or police. In that, though, they are not much different from adult victims. And, as the following chapter will show, reporting an acquaintance rape does not necessarily mean that the rapist will be brought to justice.
“Everybody knows that if you tell the truth, the system is supposed to work for the truth.”
— Maggie, who pressed charges against the man who raped her when she was 31

Two women, two acquaintance rapes, two prosecutions, two verdicts.

Maggie was raped in Alaska, Holly in Oregon, but their stories exemplify the nationwide difficulties of criminally prosecuting acquaintance-rape cases. According to Gary D. LaFree, a sociologist and criminology researcher at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque, convictions are most likely to occur in cases that fit society’s stereotype of rape—an act committed by an armed stranger—and are less likely in cases in which the woman and her assailant know each other, especially if they were dating or had any prior sexual contact. Due to that bias, police and prosecutors are often reluctant to charge perpetrators in acquaintance-rape crimes, just as juries are often unwilling to convict. This bias is so strong on all levels of the legal system that some rape-crisis counselors now advise victims of acquaintance rape not to become involved in criminal proceedings at all.
Maggie’s Rape: Verdict — Not Guilty

Maggie had been living in Alaska for several months when she met Bruce at a bar. They talked for much of the evening and although Maggie was interested in him, she found him pushy in a way that made her uncomfortable. And he certainly was persistent: He got Maggie’s telephone number from one of the other women at the table and called several times. Maggie, who was 31 at the time, felt wary.

I hadn’t dated or done anything for ages, so there was some sort of flattery in his calling. He wanted to go to dinner, to do this and that. And yet I had this discomfort, so I kept saying, “No.”

Finally, they had a date. And another. On the third date, Maggie invited Bruce to spend the night. “That evening was sort of okay,” she says, but she still had mixed feelings about him. Then they didn’t see each other for several weeks. Maggie decided that she really didn’t want to sleep with Bruce again or go out with him anymore.

At the time, Maggie was living alone in a home she was house-sitting. Like many people in her town, she never locked the door. The night of her rape was no exception. When she walked out of the bathroom, wearing just a towel, she looked over the second-floor balcony and saw Bruce standing in the center hall.

He said, “I just want to talk to you.” I could tell he was drunk. He kept saying, “You’re the best woman I ever met.” And I said, “Get out of here.”

Before I had been ambivalent in that I was flattered by the attention and yet not liking his attitude. But after we went through that first [dating] phase . . . I felt real clear about where I was and I knew I was real clear with him.

When he wouldn’t leave, Maggie went back into the bathroom to put on some clothes, but when she emerged again Bruce was upstairs, in the bedroom. She again told him to leave. To usher him out, she started walking down the stairs.

He grabbed me and tried to pull me back into the bedroom. I sat down at the top of the stairs so he couldn’t pull me and he sort of threw himself over my back. . . . His whole chest went down on the back of my neck, there was a
crunch, and I couldn't lift it up after that for a while. He threw me down on the floor and we started fighting on the balcony.

We would fight and he would hurt me . . . he'd pin me down or hit me in the ribs.

The house was in an isolated spot, with a big cliff behind it. The nearest house was beyond the cliff. “I just felt like I’ve got to depend on myself to get out of this situation,” Maggie recalls.

That would be no easy task. Her opponent was six foot two, weighed over 215 pounds, and was powerfully built. As they fought, Maggie tried to force herself to gouge his eyes, but all she could imagine was his eyes dropping onto her. At another point, while he was pounding her head on a parquet floor, she imagined her skull splitting open. But her greatest fear was that he would throw her off the balcony.

“I said, “I’m afraid you’re going to hurt me.” And he said, “I’m not going to kill you.”

He said he just wanted to go to bed with me. He was saying things like he was going to have sex with me one way or another and if that meant rape, that meant rape.

Twisting her arm painfully, Bruce steered Maggie into the bedroom. He ordered her to take her clothes off. When she refused, he pinned her on the bed and punched her in the face. He stripped her, hit her again, and then put his fist in her face and said, “If you try anything, I’ll punch your lights out.” At that point, Maggie was overcome with shock, fear, and pain. She had a feeling of leaving her body and floating off away from the attack.

Bruce penetrated her vaginally, then lost his erection several times before ejaculating. When he finally rolled off her, he made her promise not to call anyone after he left. Then he went downstairs, leaving her lying in bed, terrified.

I heard the door open and shut. I didn’t hear anything. I was just laying there, waiting for his car to start.

Then I heard a cigarette lighter. He had opened the door and shut it and was waiting inside to see if I would move. Then he called up, “I know you’re going to tell somebody. Come down here.”

He made her sit next to him on the couch as he rambled on about her reporting what had happened. He had been drinking and taking drugs so, as
he talked, he would nod off, then quickly awaken. Maggie contemplated running out each time he nodded off, but she never knew if he was asleep enough to make it safe. She kept promising him that she would not tell anyone and begged him to leave. Finally, he did.

She sat still on the couch until she heard Bruce drive off. Then she got down below the level of the windows and scrambled to lock the door. She called her sister and brother-in-law. They summoned the police and a representative from a local women’s center.

From the beginning, the police thought Maggie had a good case. They took samples from her during a rape examination at the hospital and found specimens of her blood and rug fibers from the house on Bruce’s body and clothing after they arrested him. He had a history of aggressive behavior, dating back to his school years, including several encounters with police. Although his family was influential locally, the police seemed happy finally to be able to nail him. Bruce was charged with first-degree rape, assault, and trespass to commit a crime.

The problems with the case emerged almost immediately. There were the photographs taken of Maggie shortly after the rape. She hadn’t bruised that badly and what bruises she had didn’t show up very well in the photos, although she says, “I felt like somebody had run over me with a truck.”

The district attorney was an older man, not known for zeal in pursuing rape cases. He repeatedly reminded Maggie that “this is not your usual case of rape.” In questioning shortly after the rape, he asked her whether she had ever had an abortion and she said no. However, when she gave testimony at a later deposition, she admitted that she had had two. The district attorney, whose religion opposed abortion, was furious. In his office he said to her, “If you’d lie about this, what else is there that you’ve lied about?” With each passing week of the investigation, he seemed to become more unsympathetic to her.

Among the personal information Maggie did share with the district attorney was the fact that she maintained a journal, a result of her interest in homeopathic medicine and astrological cycles. In her journal—really a diary of her physical and mental health—she recorded when her periods occurred, when she had headaches or felt depressed, what the weather was, and other data, including her sexual activity.

The defense wanted to see the journal. At an evidentiary hearing, the judge went through the book and only permitted the chart pertaining to the
time of the rape to be put in evidence. But the damage was done. The story soon leaked out in town about the alleged rape victim’s “sex diary.”

The pretrial ordeal dragged on. Samples of blood taken off Bruce’s body and clothes after his arrest had molded in the laboratory and could not be properly evaluated. His defense attorney filed a barrage of motions, including 45 in just one day. Meanwhile, Bruce harassed Maggie on the street, cursing at her, threatening to sue her, or simply following her in his car. A few days before the trial, the district attorney told Maggie of his plan for the prosecution: He wanted to use Bruce in a live demonstration with Maggie to show how he had choked her from behind. “I just started crying and said, ‘That man is never going to touch me again,’” she recalls. The prosecutor relented on the idea.

Finally, the trial began. Maggie testified for eight hours. In the middle of the trial, she was called to the district attorney’s office. He told her that cocaine metabolites had been found in the blood of a tampon that she had been wearing the night of the rape. (Bruce had pulled the tampon out before penetrating her.) Because Maggie had told the district attorney that she didn’t use drugs—and she didn’t—he again thought she was lying. He told her that he was thinking of withdrawing from the case. “It shook him up in terms of the confidence level he had in me which was pretty weak anyway,” Maggie says. In fact, as the police explained to her, the cocaine most likely came from Bruce’s hands.

Bruce’s lawyer didn’t have to prove that his client didn’t rape Maggie. All he had to do was create enough alternatives to cast doubt on the prosecution’s case. On the stand, the defense asked Maggie about her sexual life, noting that since many women don’t want sex after being raped, wasn’t it unusual that she had sex several weeks later as noted in her journal? Other questions were similarly framed to cast doubts about her story in the jury’s minds. There was the “sex diary” and questions about whether she preferred younger men (both Bruce and her current lover were younger). And because the police had told her to write down everything she could remember about the rape—she had filled 12 pages of notebook paper on both sides—the defense suggested she was pursuing the case only to write a book about it. They also questioned her about her previous job, working at a domestic violence shelter. “So I was crazy and I hated men, I was sexually weird, and I was writing a book,” Maggie says. “All these things were possibilities.”
The testimony lasted for three weeks. At one point, the chief police investigator was questioned about his “personal relationship” with the victim, questions that implied that he and Maggie were having an affair. They were not. Bruce, dressed every day in a three-piece suit, never testified in his own behalf.

The jury deliberated for a day and a half. Bruce was found not guilty of rape, not guilty of assault, but guilty on the trespass charge. However, since it was a charge of trespass to commit a crime—but the jury had found no crime—that finding was thrown out. He had beaten every charge. Again, Maggie felt like she had been hit by a truck. “I don’t know what I was expecting, but I had this whole belief system that the truth will prevail,” she says. “Everybody knows that if you tell the truth, the system is supposed to work for the truth.”

There was fallout from the trial. The district attorney was transferred to another jurisdiction. The judge was barred from hearing future sexual assault cases. Later, Maggie talked to the chief investigator for the police, who had questioned the jurors afterward to find out why they voted the way they did.

He told me they said, “We really think something happened, but we just didn’t know what.” They said they wanted more pictures, some real gory pictures, something concrete that said, “Wow! There couldn’t be any other explanation!” They didn’t deny they thought it had occurred, but they didn’t feel like the evidence was there.

Maggie stayed in town for another 15 months. Bruce continued to harass her. She finally decided to leave Alaska. Now, five years after the trial, she’s happily contemplating becoming a mother for the first time. But although she’s pleased that acquaintance-rape cases in her former town are being handled with more sensitivity by new personnel, she knows who paid the price for that advance.

“I felt like I was the fall guy,” she says, “just the sacrificial lamb.”

Holly’s Rape: Verdict — Guilty

Holly was sitting in a club with several female friends when an attractive, genial guy sat down for a chat, introducing himself as Ted. Holly, who was
recently separated, was enjoying a rare night out; at 25, she had two young children, one of whom she was still breast-feeding. Her children so defined her reality at the time that when Ted asked what she did, she said, without hesitation, “I’m a mom.” Ted talked to all the women at the table and then asked Holly to dance.

Around midnight, Holly decided it was time to leave. Her roommate had gone home a short time before to relieve the baby-sitter. Ted said he needed to go too and would walk with her. At the door of the club, Holly paused to consider the heavy rain which had suddenly begun, then pulled her coat up over her head to make the cold, wet run to the far end of the parking lot where she had left her car. Ted, whose car was parked near the club entrance, offered to drive her to her car instead. Holly accepted.

Once inside the car, Ted and Holly sat and talked about Ted’s job with a local radio station and mutual friends they knew there. When he suggested that they get a bite to eat, Holly reiterated that she needed to get home and check on her children. Ted countered with the suggestion that they stop by Holly’s house, see that the kids were okay, and then go out, leaving her roommate to baby-sit. “I said, ‘Oh, I don’t know,’” Holly says, recalling that conversation. “I was so wishy-washy and so stupid.”

When they arrived at her home, Holly’s children were fine, but she decided that she really didn’t want to go out. It had been a long night and she was tired. Her car, however, was still back at the club and she needed Ted to drive her there to get it. Leaving her wallet on a table in her house, she grabbed just her keys. As they drove back to the club, Ted asked if she minded if he stopped at his house to let his dog out. Holly agreed wearily, but said they would have to hurry. When they got to the trailer where Ted lived, he invited her inside.

I wanted to go home. It had probably been five hours since I’d nursed the baby . . . but I thought, “Well, I’m not going to be a pig about this — let him let his damn dog out.”

It didn’t seem like a bad idea. We walked in and I’m sitting there and he let the dog out and the next thing I know he’s trying to kiss me. Well, even this seemed all right, and I kissed him a couple of times. Pretty soon he got really insistent and I started pushing back against his chest.

The trailer was tiny, containing only a bed, where Holly and Ted were sitting, and a few others pieces of furniture. As he intensified his
aggression, Ted pushed Holly back onto the bed. Still, she didn’t think he’d be a real problem. She had had episodes throughout her dating experience where she had said, “No,” to persistent men and they had always complied with her wishes. This time, though, Ted didn’t.

He was holding me down and I was starting to get a little bit afraid . . . I said, “We can still be friends and give it another chance on another night,” even though I would never have gone out with him again. He looked at me and said, “I don’t care about being friends with you.” And now I’m starting to get a little scared.

I finally pushed up on his chest and said, “Look, if you don’t cool it, I’m going to scream, so just let me up.” All of a sudden, he pulled his arm up around my throat, pulled me off the bed, and held me against the bed, wrapping his arms around my neck . . . so my head was down and I couldn’t breathe. . . . I started to black out and go kind of limp.

Finally, I just started to lose consciousness and I guess he decided he better back off a little bit. I said to him, “I just want to see my babies again,” and he said, “You do what I tell you, just listen up and do what I tell you and you’ll see your kids again.” He was real cold and real angry.

Ted then forced Holly to perform oral sex on him, tightly twisting the double strand of beads she wore against her neck. He threatened her with anal sex and then had vaginal intercourse with her. When he discovered she was wearing a tampon, he merely pulled it out and tossed it on the floor. “I just remember closing my eyes and saying to myself, ‘I’m not even going to think about this whole thing happening,’ “Holly says. She cried throughout the rape. After it was over, she saw that Ted was covered with her menstrual blood. Fearful that he would become angry again at the sight of it, she consolingly told him, “It’s okay, it’s okay. It’s time for me to go home.” At this point, Ted started crying and lamented what he had done to her. “It’s okay,” Holly lied, “I know you’re a nice person.”

Ted finally took her back to her car. Holly drove home, her dress ripped and stained, with bruises on her neck, wrists, and legs. She woke her roommate and told her what happened. The next day, Holly called a help line and they put her in touch with a rape-crisis center. She went to a doctor. She did not want to prosecute but did file an anonymous report about the incident through the rape center. Such reports put the perpetrator’s name on file with police, but are not criminal complaints. For the next four weeks, Holly met several times with rape-crisis counselors. She tried to put her life
back in order. Then, one day, one of the counselors telephoned her and said, “Are you sitting down? He’s done it again.”

Ted had sodomized a woman in another Oregon town. The woman had then jumped naked from his car, moving at 40 miles per hour, to escape. She lived, but was badly injured. As in Holly’s case, Ted had told the woman his name. The police search stretched into California, where Ted was found in a car full of pornographic magazines, watching teenage girls at a mall through binoculars. After his arrest, the state police came across Holly’s anonymous incident report and contacted the rape center which had filed it.

When she heard the news, Holly decided she had to report her rape officially. “It was the fact that he wasn’t stopping, that for all of his remorse that night, he turned around exactly four weeks later and did it again,” she says. Holly felt awful that another woman had been hurt, possibly because of her original decision not to go to the police.

Ted was charged in Holly’s case with first-degree rape and first-degree sodomy (for the oral sex). Holly never expected the case to go to trial; she thought Ted would plead guilty, but he didn’t. Unlike many victims, though, Holly had a “warm-up” session for her own trial when she was called to be a witness in the other woman’s case. “I think he was absolutely shocked to see me come in,” she says of Ted’s reaction to her appearance in a courtroom hundreds of miles from her hometown. “I got a taste for what it was going to be like,” she says. Then the real blow hit. After being charged with assault, kidnapping, sodomy, and attempted rape in the injured woman’s case, Ted was found not guilty of everything except assault. Holly was devastated.

That sent me right into a tailspin. I mean, shit, she’s got all this physical evidence ’cause she was hurt so badly and they didn’t find him guilty. And I thought, “We don’t have a snowball’s chance in hell down here,” and I was really worried about that.

The grand jury charged Ted with Holly’s rape in March. The case didn’t go to trial until late November. During the months of waiting, Holly endured periodic meetings at the district attorney’s office to rehash the case and conferences with the local victim support agency. She repeatedly had to take time off from a job she started just days after the rape; fortunately, her
boss was understanding. When she heard radio reports about her case, she became terrified that her name would be publicized, but it wasn’t.

Finally, the trial came. “It was so much different than I expected,” Holly says. “I had seen only horrible courtroom dramas where the victim is put on the stand and they say, ‘How many men do you sleep with every night?’ They didn’t do that at all. There were very few personal questions.”

During initial questioning by police, Holly had felt “too humiliated” to tell them about having had her period and how Ted had pulled out her tampon and flung it aside. Before going to trial, though, she told that part of the story to the district attorney and that information worked in her favor during the trial. When the defense argued that the incident between Ted and Holly was simply consensual sex, the prosecution made a strong contention that a menstruating woman was not likely to engage in casual sex with a man she had just met.

Looking back, Holly says that waiting for the trial was more painful than actually being in court. Although she testified for “what seemed like an eternity,” the trial lasted only a day and a half. Holly was allowed in the courtroom only to give testimony and listen to closing arguments.

His defense was so goddamned lame. He said that, yes, we went to his house and, yes, he choked me. There was no way he could get out of that because I had physical evidence. He said, yes, we had sex but only because after he choked me, I calmed down and I became the seducer and seduced him.

It was so ludicrous. The only thing that came as a surprise, that I didn’t anticipate, was that they said they found nothing but blood on my dress — meaning no semen — and their explanation for that was that I had taken off my dress because I was totally in cooperation with him.

The jury was about half male and half female. They deliberated for only an hour. When they filed back into court, Holly was there, supported by her rape-crisis counselor.

I had prepared myself for it being a “not guilty,” . . . but all I wanted was it to be “guilty” so bad. The counselor had her arm around me and when they said, “Guilty” (on the rape charge), I didn’t even listen to the sodomy charge.

The counselor said, “Now, do you feel better?” and I just started crying and said, “No,” ’cause I really didn’t. It didn’t make me feel any better and that’s what a lot of people don’t realize. I think they thought I was going to be totally normal after this happened.
Although the jury found Ted guilty of rape, they found him not guilty of sodomy. Holly thinks that may be because she was so reluctant to give details about the forced oral sex she endured.

The following March, Holly went back into court for Ted’s sentencing.

Our side asked for seven years’ minimum. Then Ted decided to get real smart and stand up and say something in his behalf.

He would have been better off if he had shut up. He was sentenced to 20 years’ maximum, 10 years’ minimum — three more years than our side asked for.

At that point, I felt good.

Now, one year after sentencing, Holly sits in the living room of her home, surrounded by children’s toys, and assesses the changes in her life. Shortly after Ted began serving his sentence for raping her, she gave an interview about her case to the local newspaper. She even agreed to let them print her name.

If we stay silent on this shit, they are just going to keep it up. I’ve proven that. I was quiet, I let him go. I said, “He didn’t really mean to do it,” and I believed all of that stupid stuff he told me, when he said that he was sorry and he had never done it before and he would never do it again.

I feel good about it now. I don’t feel I’ve anything to hide.

### Making a “Good” Case in Criminal Court

Why was Holly’s rapist convicted and Maggie’s set free? Both cases involved physical violence, restraint of the woman, and sexual intercourse committed against her will. Both cases also involved some mistakes by the victims—in Maggie’s case, it was leaving her door unlocked; in Holly’s, it was agreeing to go to Ted’s trailer.

Yet there was a difference between the two. Although both women knew their attackers, Holly had just met the man who raped her while Maggie had willingly gone on several dates with her attacker and had sex with him before. Because of the prior relationship she had with Bruce, both the district attorney and the jury found it hard to label Maggie’s experience “rape,” although it was.
Not too long ago, Holly’s case might not have ended in a conviction either, but rape laws have changed recently in ways that are allowing more acquaintance-rape cases to be prosecuted successfully. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, many states had revised their rape statutes to broaden the definition of rape to include many forms of sexual assault (not just vaginal intercourse) against both men and women, to restrict use of a woman’s sexual history as evidence for the defense, and to eliminate standards of resistance the victim needed to meet to “prove” she was forced to have sex. Moreover, some states have permitted the use of expert testimony stating that the victim suffered rape trauma syndrome as a way to prove that rape occurred. However, although there have been improvements in the law, there are still dramatically fewer convictions in acquaintance-rape cases than in stranger rapes. The reason lies in the concept of the “good” case.

In the prototypical “good” rape case, the victim—a virgin who lives at home with her parents—is grabbed from behind by a man she’s never seen before as she’s walking in broad daylight to visit her dying grandmother in the hospital. Her assailant has a knife, a gun, and brass knuckles. He breaks her jaw by punching her, so she can’t scream, and stabs her at least once before forcing her into the bushes and raping her. She fights back forcefully nonetheless, and the struggle attracts the attention of a male police officer, who arrives and pulls the man off of his victim. An official examination finds the man’s semen within the woman’s vagina and traces of her blood and skin on his body. The bruises on her face match the pattern on his brass knuckles.

Rapes are prosecuted according to how well they fit such a “good” case standard, so it’s no wonder that few acquaintance rapes come to trial. In an acquaintance rape, the woman involved is often voluntarily with the man who attacks her. He usually does not use a weapon and may not hit her; she usually doesn’t scream—out of fear, not out of physical inability—and she often has few severe marks or bruises afterward. The presence of semen in or on her body simply shows that the two had sex, not that it was forced. There is rarely a witness to the rape. Because she often doesn’t identify the assault as rape until days later, the woman may not report the incident promptly to police.

To Charge or Not
Decisions to classify rape complaints as “founded” (that is, valid and prosecutable) or “unfounded” (unprosecutable for some reason) often depend on factors that have nothing to do with whether the woman was forced to have sex against her will. More than anything else, those decisions have to do with whether the legal gatekeepers (first the police and then the district attorneys) find the victim acceptable and the circumstances of her rape sufficiently like a “good” case to be believed.

The number of rape cases labeled “unfounded” by police varies wildly from municipality to municipality (in one recent year, Detroit ruled that 1.3 percent of rape complaints were “unfounded,” while Chicago labeled 54.1 percent that way). The existence of “unfounded” cases sparks two interpretations: Some believe the numbers prove that women lie about rape; others say the figures show that police unfairly disbelieve rape victims.

The bulk of the cases labeled “unfounded” are date rapes and acquaintance rapes. A study reviewing police files in New York showed that 24 percent of acquaintance-rape complaints were deemed “unfounded” compared with only 5 percent of stranger rapes. Cases may be designated “unfounded” because the police, for good reasons or bad, may not believe the victim, because the assault may not have occurred within that jurisdiction, or because the victim may have changed her mind about pressing charges. In acquaintance rapes, it is especially likely that myths about rape and the continuing belief that women lie about rape to “punish” men for broken relationships or win attention for themselves greatly influence police decisions to declare some cases “unfounded.” Although better education about rape is changing these attitudes, old ideas still die hard.

In a study of 905 sexual assault complaints in a large midwestern city, researcher Gary LaFree found that extralegal determinants affected whether police charged a suspect with rape or not. Those factors which often resulted in the suspect’s not being charged frequently occur in instances of acquaintance rape, including:

- victim “misconduct”—e.g., hitchhiking, drinking, being alone at a bar, engaging in sex outside of marriage, or willingly entering the suspect’s car, house, or apartment
- victim delay in filing a report
- a prior relationship between a victim and suspect
While LaFree found that the best predictors of whether a suspect would be arrested were legal determinants—the victim’s ability to identify her attacker and her willingness to prosecute—extralegal factors had great influence on police decisions to arrest. For example, *no arrests* were made in any cases LaFree studied in which police found victim “misconduct,” such as going to the man’s apartment or drinking. “Interviews with police showed that police associate victim misconduct with carelessness or outright complicity in the incident,” LaFree says.

The study also showed that gang acquaintance rapes and acquaintance rapes involving teenagers were viewed by police as less serious than other types of rapes. LaFree found that “detectives were suspicious of sexual assaults involving more than one offender—particularly when these cases also involved more than one victim, when victims and offenders were acquainted prior to the incident, or when victims and offenders were young. Several detectives referred to cases with these characteristics as ‘party rapes,’ and suggested that such incidents deserved less serious attention than other complaints.”

Considering all of those attitudes, it’s not surprising that a recent study in Seattle showed that having a prior relationship with the assailant was the chief reason women cited for not reporting their rapes to police.

There are other factors contributing to the nonreporting of acquaintance rapes. Key among these is fear. Since many women live or work near their attackers, there’s real cause for concern, especially if they believe that the police might declare their case without merit, thus denying them the protection of having the assailant jailed. Even when police consider an acquaintance-rape case “good,” it is no guarantee of safety for the victim. In Philadelphia in 1987 a man raped a 20-year-old woman after she had refused to continue dating him, then shot and seriously wounded her when she reported the rape to the police. According to the victim’s relatives, the man had threatened just after the rape to shoot the woman if she reported him.

The Difficulties of Proving Acquaintance Rape
Most criminal complaints of rape are defended by one of four arguments: The identification of the suspect is wrong; the suspect had diminished responsibility due to mental incompetence; the victim consented to have sex with the suspect; or no sexual activity occurred. While defendants in stranger-rape cases tend to build their cases around the first defense (identification), in acquaintance-rape cases, where the suspect is known, the defense usually uses the third or fourth arguments—consent or “nothing happened.” Consent, as defined by one state criminal code (Minnesota’s) is “a voluntary uncoerced manifestation of a present agreement to perform a particular sexual act.” But how was that consent, or lack of it, expressed? The defense will often attempt to argue that consent was implied by the victim’s behavior, lifestyle, or lack of resistance.

From a police and prosecutorial perspective, a “good” case will hinge solely on identification of the suspect along with evidentiary proof of rape. Prosecuting against a claim of consent muddies the waters considerably, so many prosecutors are disinclined to take on acquaintance-rape incidents. That’s due in part to their own ignorance and prejudices about rape and rape victims and in part to their belief that jurors will hold the same antivictim views.

That belief is often correct. Several studies have shown that juries are reluctant to convict rapists if there is any hint of victim “misconduct.” In addition, juries are more likely to convict if the attacker used a weapon and much less likely if lesser force was employed. They are also inclined to acquit rape defendants who have good social standing—frequently the profiles of men accused in date rapes and acquaintance rapes.

Women jurors are often especially harsh on victims who have suffered acquaintance rape. The reason may have much to do with the female jurors’ need to dissociate themselves from the victim’s experience. “To live with the knowledge that not only are all women vulnerable to rape, but that frequently they are raped by men they know is difficult,” says researcher Pauline B. Bart. “If, however, women believe in fact that only bad women can be raped and only crazy men who are strangers are rapists, then they can feel safe.”

A 1985 study of 360 jurors in rape cases was conducted by the University of New Mexico’s Gary LaFree, Barbara F. Reskin of the University of Michigan, and Christy A. Visher of the National Research Council/National Academy of Sciences. It showed that in cases where the
man claimed the woman had consented to sex or that no sexual activity had occurred, the jurors were more likely to believe the man if the woman had engaged in nonmarried sex, drank or took drugs, or had known the defendant even briefly before the attack. [The influence of prior acquaintance was profound on juries, the study found, even when that acquaintance was only that of a shopper (the victim) to a grocery clerk (the rapist), or a customer to a bank teller.] These considerations, the researchers noted, “may represent either a legitimate concern with a victim’s credibility or an illegitimate concern with her moral character.” In many cases, it is the latter.

Because of these juror biases, law-enforcement officials feel justified in pursuing only those rapes which most closely approximate “good” cases. But perpetuating that status quo is both bad ethics and bad law. “The fact that juries distinguish among rape cases based on prior relationship and force and resistance provides a powerful defense for the reliance on these factors by police and prosecutors,” says Susan Estrich, a professor at Harvard Law School, in her book *Real Rape.* “But it is not necessarily determinative, if the factors are unjustifiable in their own right: That juries may consider race and class is no excuse for prosecutors to discriminate.”

Juries are also sometimes reluctant to convict a man for an acquaintance rape—especially one involving little physical violence—because they consider it a “lesser” crime than a stranger rape. Some rape-victim advocates support the idea of creating another criminal classification for date rapes and acquaintance rapes, one that would encourage police to deem more cases “founded,” that would cause prosecutors to pursue those cases more vigorously and juries to convict more often. However, because such a classification would carry lower penalties than for stranger rape, it would also perpetuate the notion that acquaintance rapes aren’t serious crimes.

Another Path to Justice: Civil Court

In a Los Angeles park, a newly arrived young woman from Iowa meets a friendly part-time actor. They chat for a while and then he suggests that they go for a scenic ride through the Hollywood Hills. On the way, he insists on stopping at his house so he can change his shirt. Once inside the
home, he locks the door, rapes the woman, and forces her to submit to oral sex.

Just another acquaintance-rape horror story? Yes, only this one has an unusual ending: Eight years after the rape, a jury awarded the woman $5 million in damages. In this case, the man was also tried and convicted in criminal court—although it took the victim nearly a year to convince prosecutors to file charges.

Taking acquaintance-rape complaints to civil court is a new approach that offers many victims a better way to fight back than they may find through criminal law channels. “When somebody’s caused harm in this way, money’s not going to make it all right,” says Robert K. Dawson, a Seattle lawyer who has won several lawsuits against acquaintance rapists, “. . . but civil suits can help the victim and they’re a deterrent to people.”

In criminal trials, there are usually three factors weighing against the acquaintance-rape victim: The defendant does not have to testify (and many don’t); the law demands a high burden of proof (higher than is possible to establish in many cases), and the decision to convict must be reached by a unanimous jury (many of whom are predisposed against the victim). In civil court, though, the man may be forced to testify, the burden of proof required is somewhat less (by a “preponderence of evidence” rather than “beyond a reasonable doubt”), and a decision in favor of the victim may be made with a less than unanimous jury. “It’s a fair fight,” Dawson says.

And it is a fight that more and more women are choosing to wage.

Dawson, for example, represented a woman who went to a party, drank heavily, and was gang-raped by four men. There was no criminal prosecution in the case. The civil case began three and a half years after the rape. Dawson argued that the rape had harmed the woman for the rest of her life. She had become quite fearful and could no longer go out at night. A jury awarded her $300,000 in damages.

To pursue a civil case, it is necessary to show that the victim suffered harm by the defendant’s action (the rape). As in criminal cases, good evidence (doctors’ reports, photographs of injuries, witnesses’ accounts) will buttress a claim, but they aren’t mandatory. All that’s really needed is the victim’s testimony.

Unlike criminal proceedings, the victim who chooses to file a lawsuit against her attacker is liable for the expenses of that undertaking. Such costs can range from a few thousand to many thousands of dollars, depending on
the complexity of the case. As in many civil actions, most lawyers who handle such cases take them on a contingency basis. That means the lawyer advances the costs of the lawsuit plus attorney's fees and gets paid only after an award is collected. Most contingency fees are one-third of the award amount. Defendants have 10 years to pay.

It should be noted that very few of these cases actually go to trial. The majority are settled out of court, with the victim and defendant agreeing to a settlement amount. Such agreements are reached when one or both parties want to avoid the costs or risks of a trial as well as the possible publicity. In general, civil suits take much longer to come to trial than do criminal cases.

An interesting adjunct to suing the perpetrator is suing a third party who may have had some responsibility for the circumstances in which the rape occurred. These third parties, although not intentionally involved in the rape, may be shown to be liable because they should have anticipated it and taken steps to prevent it. Often, women choose to sue such third parties—businesses, universities, fraternities—to prevent a similar situation from occurring again. Moreover, these third parties often have greater financial resources than the defendant does, so the possibility of collecting the full amount awarded is better. For example, a jury in Indiana awarded $800,000 to a woman who sued her employer, a large car rental firm, after being raped by a fellow employee. A second employee, also raped by the same man, received a $300,000 out-of-court settlement. Recently, the 18-year-old woman who reported she was raped by four members of a fraternity at San Diego State sued the state, the university, the fraternity, and the sorority she had been pledging at the time for $2.5 million.

Third-party cases in acquaintance rapes are still a rarity, according to Ellen Godbey Carson, a Honolulu lawyer who has won several third-party lawsuits for her clients who have been raped and who tracks legal trends of such cases nationwide. Most cases still involve the third party's responsibility to keep strangers off the premises. Acquaintance rapes, because they involve "the consent issue," are less frequently litigated, Carson says.

But the fear of becoming a target in such a case has many organizations so worried that they are starting acquaintance-rape education programs. "We made it part of a total risk management program," says Joe Langella, national alumni director for the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity. Langella
describes the program as being “designed to instruct our chapters in ways to minimize liability lawsuits and the types of activity that would bring about a situation like that, such as date rape and acquaintance rape.” Although making fraternity men sensitive to acquaintance rape so as to minimize the potential for financial loss is certainly not the motivation most women would prefer, it’s better than no motivation at all.

Victims, however, aren’t the only ones turning to the civil courts. In a case filed in mid-1987, a fraternity member at the University of Michigan sued a female student whose complaint led to his arrest on rape charges following a frat party. “Nobody had ever heard of this tactic before,” says Julie Steiner, director of the university’s Sexual Assault Prevention and Awareness Center. Steiner and others who support the victim believe the lawsuit was meant to intimidate the woman into dropping criminal charges. The lawsuit, which claims that the woman libeled the man, has yet to be decided. But several months after it was filed, the male student was acquitted of the criminal charges. That acquittal sparked a spontaneous protest on campus, marked by a candlelight vigil involving more than 300 students and protests outside the fraternity house where the attack was alleged to have occurred.

Steiner speaks grimly about the influence such a lawsuit can have on rape victims. “It’s had a chilling effect,” she says. “Since the trial, the impact on our clients [raped women] has been incredible. For those who decided not to report their rapes, it’s convinced them all the more that their decision was correct. Even the police are upset because they know what an impact it’s going to have on reports.”

Seattle lawyer Dawson has had several female clients countersued for malicious prosecution after they filed civil claims against rapists, but all of those countersuits were dismissed. “There’s never been a successful malicious prosecution suit against a sexual assault victim in this state,” he says.

**The Collegiate Alternative: University Judicial Boards**

Donna, who was raped off campus by a fellow student, decided not to press criminal charges against the man who raped her. Instead she chose to take
the case before the judicial board at her Illinois college.

Many schools and universities have such boards to enforce behavioral codes and mete out punishment to those who break the rules. These boards are perhaps the last vestige of the days when universities functioned in parental roles, although the membership of most boards usually includes students as well as faculty and staff. Concerned mainly with cases involving plagiarism, vandalism, and alcohol abuse, these boards are often ill prepared to handle the complexities of acquaintance rapes.

Indeed, not one of the women interviewed for this book who had taken her case before a university judicial board felt satisfied with the result. Although on Donna’s campus the behavioral code calls for suspension after a first rape offense and expulsion after a second, her attacker—who admitted to the board that he had forced Donna to have sex—received only probation and was required to write a paper on sexual assault. “I was given a copy of it,” Donna says, “and I think it was written out of a book. I think he really didn’t learn anything.” Angered by the college ruling, Donna then decided to press criminal charges, but the state prosecutor advised her that she had waited too long to make a “good” case.

Jocelyn, now a junior at a college in Michigan, was raped in the first semester of her sophomore year by another student who served as a tutor in one of her classes. “I pursued litigation through the college system, mostly out of a need to get the blame away from myself,” she says. “I figured that if I never tried to get him punished, I would never forgive myself. So I tried it the college’s way, which failed miserably. The statement (issued by the university judicial board) said things like ‘no evidence given’ because there were no witnesses and ‘the college should not interfere in the sexual activities of its students’—as if to say that if we insist upon sexual freedom, we must take all the consequences of what could happen.” In addition, the board’s statement apologized to the male student “for any trauma or inconvenience this has brought you.”

Despite that ruling, Jocelyn came back to campus after summer break. “I returned to school in part to prove how much power I have now,” she says, “and to continue to hold the college responsible for what I see as its grave injustice. If I had just disappeared from campus, they would be free to continue this; already they have had to strengthen services for women. Thank God.”
Sometimes university boards refuse even to hear a case. Beth met the man who would rape her at a campus fraternity house, then went with him to a nearby apartment where friends of his from the fraternity lived. Beth says she was drunk, but still able to refuse the man’s sexual advances. He ignored her refusal, held her down, and raped her. Beth was a freshman; the man who raped her had just graduated from the same New York school. “I reported the rape to the administration,” she says. “I wanted to press charges and keep him from coming back to campus while I was still here.” The university denied her request, contending that since the man had already graduated, there was nothing it could do. “I didn’t report it to the police because I was afraid I wouldn’t be believed,” Beth says. “Acquaintance rapes are very common at our college, but the administration is unwilling to believe it and many women are afraid to tell.”

University boards are also concerned with the public perception of their campuses. If an acquaintance-rape complaint should be investigated and the rapist punished by the university—thereby verifying that the attack occurred—such notoriety could hurt the school’s reputation (and enrollment). Judicial board members may try to impose a lesser charge that won’t carry the stigma for the university that a rape finding would.

Even highly publicized cases which result in criminal punishments may not be sufficient to persuade a university judicial board to take action. When a Syracuse University football player pleaded guilty in criminal court in July 1986 to sexual misconduct for forcing a first-year student to have intercourse against her will, he was sentenced to serve three years’ probation and perform community service. However, two weeks later, a college hearing board decided that the athlete had not violated any university regulations. He was permitted to remain in school, keep his scholarship, and continue to play football.

The victim left Syracuse three days after the rape and has since transferred to another school. In an interview with the Syracuse Post-Standard shortly after the university board’s decision, she said: “I went into the [college] hearing believing that its purpose was to see what punishment they were going to give him for being convicted of the crime he pleaded guilty to. It turned out that the panel judged my accusations against him and found him innocent of those accusations. I couldn’t believe it. By the way they ruled, they have called me a liar and have slandered my name.”
There are those who feel that university judicial boards are doing the best they can, given the circumstances. “Date and acquaintance rapes are the most difficult cases to handle in a disciplinary hearing just as they are in a court of law, for the same reasons,” says Thomas R. Dougan, director of student life at the University of Rhode Island. “It’s her word versus his word.” At his school, Dougan says, if the man is deemed a “clear and present danger,” he may be removed from the residence halls and suspended briefly pending a college investigation. Victims may also file reports of incidents without pressing charges.

Do college judicial boards serve a useful function in combating acquaintance rape? Dougan says that being brought before a hearing board has an effect on the accused male students.

“Do they take it seriously? You betcha,” he says. “Does it have an impact on them? No question.”

Then, after a thoughtful pause, he adds, “Will they ever do it again? I don’t know.”
Chapter 10

For Women: How to Prevent Acquaintance Rape

“The thing I learned from that terrible night was to trust my inner self.”

— Meryl, raped on a first date

Every day, women are being raped by men they know. Many of those rapes are unpredictable and unavoidable. But many acquaintance rapes can be stopped before they occur.

The average woman is at a distinct disadvantage when an acquaintance begins to escalate his actions toward rape: She is less quick to identify in a friend behavior that she might instantly recognize as rape-threatening from a stranger. Likewise, because the man is an acquaintance, she may not think of screaming for help, hitting him, or even running away—actions she might be able to take when assaulted by a stranger.

To combat date rape and acquaintance rape, it’s necessary for women to understand what is happening, to avoid the situations and people that hold the potential for rape, and to learn the methods to follow when confronted. Once armed with such knowledge, it may be possible for a woman to avoid or thwart an attack.

The Wrong Kind of Men
Avoiding acquaintance rape means avoiding acquaintance rapists. But identifying these men is no easy task; some are even attractive and desirable. However, many of these men do give off clues about themselves, danger signals that women must learn to read.

Rape counselors and women who have been raped by acquaintances recommend that you run, do not walk, from any man who displays any of these characteristics:

- Emotionally abuses you (through insults, belittling comments, ignoring your opinion, or by acting sulky or angry when you initiate an action or idea)
- Tells you who you may may be friends with, how you should dress, or tries to control other elements of your life or relationship (he insists on picking the movie you’ll see, the restaurant where you’ll eat, and so on)
- Talks negatively about women in general
- Gets jealous when there’s no reason
- Drinks heavily or uses drugs or tries to get you intoxicated
- Berates you for not wanting to get drunk, get high, have sex, or go with him to an isolated or personal place (his room, your apartment, or the like)
- Refuses to let you share any of the expenses of a date and gets angry when you offer to pay
- Is physically violent to you or others, even if it’s “just” grabbing and pushing to get his way
- Acts in an intimidating way toward you (sits too close, uses his body to block your way, speaks as if he knows you much better than he does, touches you when you tell him not to)
- Is unable to handle sexual and emotional frustrations without becoming angry
- Doesn’t view you as an equal, either because he’s older or because he sees himself as smarter or socially superior
- Has a fascination with weapons
- Enjoys being cruel to animals, children, or people he can bully

The Wrong Kind of Places
Where you are is often as important as whom you are with. Men who rape women they know need the right opportunity to attack. An assault is most likely to happen in an isolated spot. Parked cars, nighttime beaches, the “upstairs” rooms in a fraternity house—all are good places for the acquaintance rapist to take his victim because he can be sure that they will be left alone and undisturbed, possibly for hours. Often the man will drive himself and his victim to the rape site, leaving her with no way to get home except by first giving him what he demands.

Such isolated places are as likely to be in the heart of big cities as in remote country areas. Sheryl was raped in a car by a man she met at a friend’s party. “I was too afraid to run out of the car because it was a ‘bad neighborhood,’ “ she says. “He kept threatening to beat me up, while I kept fighting him off. I was too afraid [of the neighborhood] to jump out or draw attention to us.” Vivian, on the other hand, was raped by a family friend who took her to a cabin in the woods.

We arrived at the chain that blocked off the driveway and we parked there for a very long time. I refused to go in — not violently, but silently.

I was thinking that this was not like any of the rapes I’d ever heard about. I was alone in a car with a man I knew. What were my options? I could, it seemed to me, walk through the woods in my pumps and skirt, make it to the highway, only to flag down a truck, where another man — a stranger at that — would carry me to safety? No thanks.

Especially with recent acquaintances, women should insist on going only to public places such as restaurants and movie theaters.

**Don’t Set Yourself Up**

Women do not cause acquaintance rape; acquaintance rapists do. However, there are things women can do to reduce their risks of being victimized. Gleaned from anti-rape counselors and experts, here are several guidelines for beliefs and behaviors women should adopt:

1. *You have the right to set sexual limits and to communicate those limits.* Know what your limits are before engaging in sexual activity and tell your partner clearly. Indeed, you *must* communicate those limits—most
men are not psychic. If you let them guess what you want, you may get hurt.

Talk with your partner about sex to establish that any sexual activity will be a mutual decision. It is not unfeminine to express your interest in sex, just as it is not uncool to make your lack of interest clear. It is perfectly all right to want to just kiss, or just kiss and let him touch your breasts, or whatever—without having intercourse.

2. Be assertive. Forget the cultural training that taught you to be coy. Being feminine does not mean being passive. State what you really want and what you’re really feeling. When you say “no,” be sure that you mean “no.” When you say, “yes,” be sure you first know what you’re agreeing to.

When you set limits on sexual activity, but the man ignores them, act immediately. Tell him exactly what you object to. You can be friendly but forceful. If he continues to ignore your wishes, get angry. Don’t worry about being polite. If you need to yell or hurt him to attract help or get away, do it. Forget about being “a nice girl.” Don’t worry about his feelings. Make a scene.

That’s the advice that Myra gave her stepdaughter before the young woman went off to college. It’s advice that Myra learned from her own experience when she was 18 and went to visit a friend who was in college. Myra’s friend fixed her up with a date for “a real college beach party with a bonfire and beer.” Her date was genial and good-looking. “A lot of fantasies started—he could fall in love with me, etc., etc.,” Myra says. They kissed once and then her date suggested that they walk down the beach to look at the sky. Myra agreed.

As soon as we were out of range, he threw me down and said if I tried to stop him he would “leave it in” and I’d get pregnant. I am pretty strong and tried to get away. I even tried looking for a piece of wood to hit him with.

But my overall feeling was embarrassment. What would everybody think if I yelled out or hurt him? I might spoil everybody’s time if I made a scene.

I didn’t want to make trouble. I was raised very other oriented and I know this was part of it. . . . I wish I could have been the me that I am now — it [the rape] never would have happened.

3. Stay sober. Your best chance for staying in control is not to lose touch with what’s happening around you. Too many acquaintance rapes happen to women who are drunk or stoned.
If you like to drink, drink in moderation. A man who is planning to rape a woman he knows (even though he may conceptualize it as “seduction”) will often feed her beer, liquor, or drugs to cloud her perceptions and reduce her resistance. And don’t help rapists by getting drunk on your own. Men looking for targets pick out such women.

“I did not have much experience with alcohol, so did not realize the effect a few Singapore Slings (gin, cherry-flavored brandy, and lime juice) would have on me. I experienced my first blackout,” says Irene, who was raped at 18 by her New Year’s Eve blind date. “When I came to, I was getting fucked by this man [her date] in a bedroom somewhere in Chicago. To this day, I have no idea where I was, what happened to my girlfriend [who had been with her], or even what time it was.”

At 24, Pam was a more experienced drinker than Irene, but suffered the same fate.

I got drunk and asked to be taken home, more than once.

I was carried upstairs like a sack of potatoes. I said, “no,” several times and was ignored. I don’t remember much of the actual rape, except that it happened.

Drugs are illegal and difficult to use moderately: When you take them, the point is to become high. Moreover, due to the cutting and mixing of drugs that goes on during their illegal manufacture, their effect on an individual may vary wildly from one time to the next. And experience with one drug is no preparation for experience with another.

The guy who would rape Emma lived on her dormitory floor. “He brought in some opiated hashish,” she says. “I had smoked marijuana two or three times before. I had never gotten high, so I wasn’t particularly worried.” She should have been. The man used her intoxication to overpower her.

4. **Find out about a new date.** Double-date with friends the first few times to learn more about the man in a safe way. Talk over the exact plans for the date beforehand. Don’t leave a party, bar, or anywhere else with a man you don’t know very well. Ask around to find out about him from other women who may have dated him.

5. **Remain in control.** On a date, pay your own way (or let your date buy the movie tickets and you pay for pizza afterward) so that the date is not
interpreted as a transaction in which you “owe” the man something. On a first date, consider taking your own car and meeting the man at your destination.

Set up a system with a friend or relative in which you can telephone for a ride, even late at night, if you need one. Carry a telephone credit card, so you won’t need change to make a call. Always carry enough money to take a cab home by yourself. Don’t accept rides from men you have just met.

6. **Take care of yourself.** Do not assume other people will take care of you or protect you from harm. Take a self-defense course *before* you need it. You can find programs in most communities that will help you develop the ability to read dangerous situations, act assertively, evade assault, and attack forcefully. (For organizations that offer programs, see the Resources section.)

7. **Trust your feelings.** On her first date with a new guy, Meryl noticed things about the man’s behavior that she did not like—he was aggressively “macho” and treated her like his personal possession—but she shrugged them off. When they returned to her home from their date, he threatened to hurt her and then raped her. “The thing I learned from that terrible night,” she says now, “was to trust my inner self. I learned to be very careful of whom I went out with, and if I have any suspicions about someone, I turn and run as fast as possible.”

If you’re getting “bad vibes” about a guy, don’t assume that there’s something wrong with you. Believe your inner warning signals when you get a bad feeling about a person or a situation. Stay away.

“You have to learn to trust that little voice,” says Paula. “Instead of giving him the benefit of the doubt, get out, get the heck out of the situation. That warning voice is trying to tell you that it’s getting real dangerous. I have learned to trust that voice in me. Probably at times I’m a little overcautious, but I prefer to be that way than to risk being vulnerable again.”

8. **Students should take special precautions.** For first-year college women, the Red Zone of danger is the period of time between move-in day and the first holiday break. Again and again, women are raped during these weeks by men they meet on campus. Why? These young women are good targets because they don’t know campus routines or geography, they’re feeling insecure and alone, yet may be eager to test the limits of a parentless
society by drinking heavily and partying enthusiastically—behavior that will win them social approval. Because the Red Zone is also the time when fraternities and sororities “rush” for new members, there may be parties every night of the weekend (and some during the week as well). Those parties are likely to bring first-year women in contact with upperclass men, some of whom delight in “scoring” with the naive newcomers.

In addition, exchange students (and women tourists) from the United States are also often raped by men they meet in foreign countries. These women may be targets simply because they are strangers in unfamiliar places or because American women are often perceived as being promiscuous and therefore easy marks.

**What to Do When Confronted with Acquaintance Rape**

Data from the *Ms.* study helps point to ways to successfully fend off an acquaintance-rape assault. Survey responses show that the women who avoided being raped had a lower emotional response to the initial attack—that is, they felt less fear, self-blame, helplessness, and shock when accosted than did the women who were raped. These women also more often ran away and screamed for help.

What didn’t seem to work against an acquaintance-rape attack? Quarreling with the rapist often led to completed rape, although crying and reasoning had some effect on some men. However, crying and reasoning were greatly inferior to active strategies such as screaming or running away. (Other studies have shown that crying, reasoning, pleading, or turning cold are ineffective in stranger rapes.)

Although each rape-threatening situation is different, there are actions that rape experts advise women to follow that may help stop an assault before it’s completed:

1. *Stay calm.* You’re going to need all your wits about you, so try not to give in to fear. Concentrate on being assertive.

2. *Appraise your situation, then act quickly.* Try to evaluate how much danger you are in. If you run, can you get to an area where there are other people? If you yell, will someone hear you and come to your assistance?
How violent is the man who is threatening you? Is he more likely to try to bully you verbally than to use physical force or a weapon against you?

Once you’ve decided on your best course of action, act immediately. Your attacker won’t stand around waiting for you to decide what to do.

3. Try to get away. Running away may catch an attacker off guard. Run toward lights, buildings, the street—anywhere you’re likely to find other people. Don’t worry about embarrassing yourself by running into a crowded restaurant or theater. You need help and you need it fast.

If you’re in a car, get out. If you can’t get out, try to use the horn.

4. Yell for help. Running away may not be practical, but yelling can instantly let people nearby know that you’re in trouble. “Help, I’m being attacked on the parking lot!” or “Help, police!” or even “Fire!” are all effective phrases to use.

If you can, start running after you yell; your attacker may be frightened off by your noise and you’ll be able to get to safety.

5. When necessary, attack forcefully. It’s likely that you’re not going to win in hand-to-hand combat with your assailant, so if you decide to fight, do it dirty but decisively. Your goal is to incapacitate him long enough for you to get away. Do not worry about hurting him. Remember, it’s harder for most women to use physical strategies in acquaintance rape than in stranger rape. Think through exactly what you are going to do and get ready for the fact that you’re going to cause him pain. Realize, too, that your fighting back might also cause him to become violent. Consult a book on self-defense (see Resources) or take a class to learn such tactics.

6. Buy time with talk. If you can’t get away, try talking. Don’t attempt to argue the rapist out of his attack, but simply stall him with conversation. Some women tell the man that they find him attractive and ask him about himself. When he thinks he no longer needs to use force, he may ease up on his guard. That’s a good time to make a break for the door.

Or, tell him you really like him but need to go to the bathroom first. Once inside, you may be able to get out the window. Even if you can’t get out the window, the bathroom may have a lock on the door. Use it. Then start screaming out the window.

7. Destroy his idea of a “seduction.” Tonya was raped by a stranger when she was 20 and remembered the feelings of power, control, and
“meanness” her attacker had exuded. So, at 23, when she found herself in a deserted parking lot with a first-time date who had been belittling her all night, keeping her wineglass filled, and now was not taking “no” for an answer, she knew better than many women do what was about to happen. She foiled his rape attempt by feigning an attack of hysterics, complete with phony hallucinations that the trees nearby were coming to get her. After about 15 minutes of her performance, her date started the car and drove her home. “He was visibly disgusted at the way the evening turned out,” Tonya says. “He couldn’t drop me off quick enough.”

There are other such possibilities for foiling an assault. Try telling your attacker that you have a sexually transmitted disease. If you actually have your period, tell him so; it might turn him off. So might telling him that you’re pregnant. You might try to do physical things to turn him off: Urinate on the floor, pick your nose, belch, pass gas, even vomit—anything to break his perception that what is happening is a “seduction.” Before trying any of these tactics, however, realize that they might not work.

**Giving in Is Not Consent**

Giving in to an acquaintance rapist is not something to be ashamed of. He may threaten you. He may be physically violent. He may terrify you so much that you cannot respond effectively. Going along with him is often the only smart thing to do.

Giving in is a survival strategy. It is not consent if his actions force you to consent. Consenting to sex is a mutual decision, freely reached, without any hint of force or coercion.

Do not berate yourself that you “let” him rape you. A rape-threatening situation is also a life-threatening situation. Your only responsibility as a victim is to yourself. You do not need to sustain injury or death to “prove” you were raped. Stay alive.
Chapter 11

For Men: The Benefits of Change

“It is men who rape and men who collectively have the power to end rape.”
— author Timothy Beneke

There are those who argue that men should be concerned about acquaintance rape because it could happen to those they love—daughters, sisters, wives, mothers, girlfriends. But the truth is that all men are hurt deeply by acquaintance rape, not just the ones whose daughters or girlfriends are attacked. Men are hurt, just as our whole society is hurt, by behavior that catastrophically affects so many women and reduces so many “regular guys” to sexual, social, and moral hooligans.

Guidelines for Change

Acquaintance rape—indeed, all forms of rape—has to be understood by men as their problem too. “It is men who rape and men who collectively have the power to end rape,” writes Timothy Beneke in *Men On Rape*.

To harness that power, many men will have to rethink their beliefs about women and sex and change their behaviors. The following 11 points are guidelines suggested by rape-awareness advocates to help men achieve that goal:
1. *Never force a woman to have sex*—even if she has “led” you on, even if she has slept with your friends, even if she at first said “yes” and then changed her mind before having sex, even if she had sex with you before. This includes *all* unwanted sexual contact—from kissing to “copping a feel” to forcing intercourse on her against her will.

Women have the right to set limits on sexual behavior—just as you do. As a sexual *partner*, you must understand and respect those limits. When partners’ desires conflict, the one who wants more activity has to yield to the one who wants less (either male or female).

2. *Don’t pressure a woman to have sex.* Men often see their verbal pressuring as being less forceful than women do. Even when the words you use are not threatening, the woman may feel that she is in danger. Just the fact that you are a man can be intimidating. Your size, strength, social role, and age are all factors that can contribute to her feeling powerless against your pressure for sex. Don’t lie to a woman in order to con her into agreeing to have sex either.

3. *Stay sober.* Right. This is exactly the same advice given women earlier. In many individual acquaintance rapes and nearly all gang acquaintance rapes, the men involved had been drinking, taking drugs, or both, and were often intoxicated. Social groups that emphasize heavy drinking and drug taking are often those whose members condone acquaintance rape.

When you’re drunk or high on drugs, your decision-making abilities are crippled, your aggression level may rise, and your ability to control your impulses may disappear. Adopt this rule: *If you get drunk or stoned, don’t have sex.* Your intoxicated perception may be that you are seducing a willing woman when in fact you are forcing her to have sex against her will.

Being drunk is no legal defense against committing rape or any other sexual assault. You will still be charged with rape, regardless of your blood-alcohol content. And that’s a sobering thought.

4. *Don’t buy the myth that a drunk woman “deserves” to be raped.* Of course no woman does. But men often think it’s not rape if the woman was too drunk or stoned to know what was going on, or if she had passed out from using drugs and alcohol. In fact, an intoxicated woman cannot give intelligent consent about sexual activity; therefore the likelihood is even greater that what went on was rape.
5. Do not “join in” if a friend invites you to participate in sexual behavior. Do not have intercourse or other sexual contact with a woman who is having sex with a group of men, particularly if she is drunk or stoned. This is gang rape. Any other possibility exists almost exclusively in the fantasy world of X-rated movies and magazines. A drunken or intimidated woman being assaulted by a group of men is not enjoying a fantasy come true. Instead of contributing to her attack, you should try to stop the assault or call police.

6. Do not confuse “scoring” with having a successful social encounter. Sex is not a payback for a pleasant evening. You can have intercourse with 100 women and still not know anything about good sex or love or what it means to be a “real” man. Ejaculating is no big deal; having a mutually agreed-upon and sustained relationship is.

If your friends think keeping count of the number of times you’ve had intercourse is important, tell them that you don’t agree. If they continue to demand “body counts” from you and to brag about their own sexual “victories,” find new friends.

7. Don’t assume that you know what a woman wants and vice versa. Ask her. Give her an unpressured atmosphere in which to answer. If she doesn’t know how involved she wants to be with you sexually, then back off.

Just because a woman wants affection (hugging, kissing, sitting close) or sex play (sexual fondling) doesn’t mean that she wants sexual intercourse. Again, ask her. You deserve a clear, definitive response. If you don’t get one, do not assume that intercourse is okay.

8. “No” means “no.” Forget all the times your friends told you that all women say “no” when they mean “yes.” It’s not true.

When a woman says “no” that means “no.” Stop. She does not want to go further. Do not try to cajole her or argue with her. And do not ignore her. If you think she’s saying “no” to protect her “reputation” (even though you know she really wants to have sex with you), so what? When (and if) she’s ready to have sex with you, let it be her choice to make.

If a woman says “no” and really means “yes, but you have to convince me,” then you don’t want to be with her anyway. She’s playing a game and it’s a game that nobody wins. Forget about “losing an opportunity.” Just walk away.
9. **Speak up if you feel you’re getting a double message from a woman.** Ask her directly what she wants. Again, if she can’t tell you, don’t have sex with her.

10. **Communicate with women.** Try talking to women, lots of different women, not just the ones you date or want to date. By talking with women about their lives and feelings, you can develop understanding that will benefit you in all of your relationships.

11. **Communicate with other men.** Talk about sex, dating, and acquaintance rape with your male friends. Let them know you dislike behavior and talk that are hostile, abusive, and even rape threatening toward women. Step in if you think a friend is about to cross the line between sexual interest and sexual assault.

If you live in a dorm, belong to a fraternity, or play on an athletic team, find out what acquaintance-rape awareness programs are available for your group. Support and participate in such programs.

### Men Changing Men

Acquaintance rape is a subject guaranteed to make most men feel defensive. Nowhere is that more evident than when one or more women stands before a group of dating-age people (both sexes or all-male) and tries to conduct an acquaintance-rape education workshop. Fortunately, across the country, men are now beginning to stand in front of those groups too. Some of them are peers of the men in the audience (fellow students, fraternity brothers, co-workers); others are psychologists, religious and community leaders, school officials, or law-enforcement specialists. With men conducting such sessions, information about date rape and acquaintance rape that some men might resist accepting from women is often more successfully transmitted and believed.

That’s not surprising, since most men feel that another man better understands where they’re coming from than a woman. Ron Campbell, director of housing and residential life at Drew University in Madison, New Jersey, saw the need for men to work with other men after reading an article that addressed the issue. “It [the article] said that men need to start taking responsibility for their own lives,” Campbell says. “Who better understands
the mythology and everything else that we’re all about and who better to approach men? When I went to my first acquaintance-rape workshop, as a man I felt very angry because there was all negatives, nothing positive. I talked to other men who had gone and were feeling the same way.”

So Campbell set out to change that situation and improve men’s acceptance of such workshops. But first he says, “I did some personal looking.”

What he found, he now shares publicly. “I identified myself as an acquaintance rapist,” he says. “I didn’t knock anybody down, I didn’t say. ‘If you don’t do this, I’ll twist your arm,’ . . . but I can remember perfectly overpowering people in that persuasive way that we [men] do: We lay on top of you (the woman) and you can’t move. I can remember lying and creating all kinds of scenarios and never asking for consensual sex. You know, not caring what happens the next day or having that person feel uncomfortable or unsettled about what had happened.”

Campbell now shares these recollections with groups of men he speaks to on various college campuses. In the workshops, he talks about male sexual socialization and attacks the forces it breeds that promote acquaintance rape. But, he admits, awareness levels among college men are still low. “I still think it [men’s concern about acquaintance rape] is more, ‘How can I avoid going to jail?’ rather than, ‘How can I be a better sex partner?’”

**Men’s Programs That Work**

When *Ms.* magazine published an article on acquaintance rape in October 1985, the editors received phone calls from men on campuses across the country who wanted to start rape-awareness programs. Now such programs are catching on. Mark Willmarth, a career counselor at the College of Great Falls in Great Falls, Montana, has created a workshop for men that has been used by administrators, educators, and men’s groups. He advocates men talking to men in all-male settings. “I presented the workshop recently to a group of basketball players and they really opened up,” Willmarth says. “Then I did one to a mixed (male/female) audience and it bombed. There was no male participation.” Another program just for men called, “I Know She Said, ‘No,’ But Thought She Said, ‘Maybe,’ “is offered by psychologist
Mark Stevens, a counselor at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. Stevens presents his workshops at campuses nationwide.

At Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, male students rather than adult counselors deliver the message. They are peer educators in a program on acquaintance rape and sex roles aimed at other male students. Titled “How to Be a Better Lover,” the program is sponsored by Cornell’s health education unit.

Men are being reached by men in other ways as well. At the University of Arizona, for example, the Interfraternity Council educates members and pledges about sexual assault. Says the communications director of one national fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi: “There’s not many people who want to belong to an Animal House anymore.” That may be an overly optimistic view, but members of a few fraternities are taking leadership roles in fostering acquaintance-rape understanding among their own. At the University of Florida at Gainesville, for example, a group called SAGA (Sexual Awareness Greek Association) conducts programs on sex roles and rape education in fraternity and sorority houses (called “Greeks” for short, because most group names are comprised of Greek letters). Those programs are run by fraternity and sorority members.

“The first thing we say to them when we stand in front of them is that we’re Greeks, talking to Greeks,” says Paul Carland, a junior and Beta Theta Pi fraternity member who volunteers his time to SAGA. “We say, ‘We understand exactly what you’re going through because we’ve been through it ourselves. I can sit here and talk about what happens in the socials ’cause I know, I’ve been to the socials, I’ve been to the happy hours. I know what possibly can go wrong.’” Carland feels the SAGA programs are having an effect on Fraternity Row. “It’s a tough topic and there are still a lot of people in the [fraternity] system who don’t understand it or don’t think we need it, they think we’re wasting their time, . . . but I know in my fraternity, the attitudes really have changed.”

The greatest active participation and response nationwide against acquaintance rape, however, has come from men who don’t belong to traditional all-male groups. In Madison, Wisconsin, a group called Men Stopping Rape, comprised both of students and nonstudents, provides community educational programs about rape. The organization has been active on the University of Wisconsin campus for several years and is now taking its programming into high schools and middle schools. “We think it’s
necessary to reach men at a younger age,” says group member George Marx.

At Haverford College near Philadelphia, students from a men’s group called Dialogue About Men joined with female students to form Awareness, an organization that presents programs on acquaintance rape. However, Awareness members recognize the limitations to a program in which attendance is voluntary and whose subject matter makes many men uncomfortable. Sometimes, says Haverford graduate Erik Johnke, he felt as though he was preaching to the converted and missing the real target audience. “I think it reaches men who are predisposed to a feminist perspective,” Johnke says. “We used to joke that we always wanted to get the rugby players [to attend a program] and we did get one guy. But it’s difficult to get men to come to a discussion that’s so threatening to them.”

On occasion, men come to workshops and then become active in acquaintance-rape prevention groups when they recognize their own behavior being described. That’s what happened to one man, a junior at the University of Southern California. “I want other people to be aware that this sort of thing can happen and that it happens a lot more than most people ever imagine,” he told Newsweek magazine. “It just has to stop.”
Chapter 12

Whose Responsibility Is It?
Parents, Schools, Lawmakers, and Acquaintance Rape

“You have a responsibility to teach behavior to people.”
— Father Randolph Chew, University of Rhode Island

The leading cause of acquaintance rape is blindness—obstinate blindness—to the forces that create the social acceptance of men raping women they know. The cure: educating boys and girls before they reach dating age and then reinforcing that education throughout the most rape-endangered years, ages 14 to 24.

But whose responsibility is it to provide that education? The two most likely candidates, families and schools, have repeatedly ducked the issue.

Parents, when they hear reports of date rape, acquaintance rape, and gang “party” rape, often react by saying:

☐ “Thank God I only have sons!”
☐ “My kid’s friends would never do anything like that.”
☐ “I know that my daughter is too smart to get raped.”

Few recognize that acquaintance rape is as much a concern for the parents of boys as it is for those of girls, because it is boys who are doing the
raping. (Moreover, parents of boys involved in acquaintance rape may be held partially liable in civil suits resulting from such attacks.) As to the other common parental reactions: People from all economic and cultural backgrounds commit acquaintance rape and are victims of it, and no female, however smart, is immune to being raped by someone she knows.

Educators show the same blindness. They will often say:

- “That’s not a problem at our school.”
- “We don’t discuss it because it’s bad for public relations.”
- “We think that’s a subject best dealt with by parents.”

Educators choose to ignore the reality that acquaintance rape happens in junior highs, senior highs, and colleges across the country. Moreover, some school officials find it easier to punt the problem back to uninformed parents rather than risk calling attention to a possible negative situation in their own institutions. (Schools and colleges, like parents, may find themselves the targets of lawsuits stemming from acquaintance rapes [see Chapter 9]).

### What Parents Can Do

Parents need to talk about sexual rights and responsibilities with their children, starting at an early age. These conversations should be buttressed with age-appropriate resource materials. (See Resources section, page 217.) In addition, according to researcher Andrea Parrot of Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, parents can help their children avoid involvement in acquaintance rape by attacking some of the contributing forces. She recommends that mothers behave assertively and fathers support that assertive behavior, that parents foster the child’s positive self-image and encourage open communication about sex. By taking on nontraditional roles and jointly sharing household and child-care duties, parents can teach their children that every individual—female or male—is of equal importance and worth.

As children move into adolescence, parents should push for programming in junior high and high school sex education classes that addresses the problems of dating, encourages healthier sex roles, offers
information about sexual violence, and teaches about date rape and acquaintance rape. Rape educators agree that parents need to talk about acquaintance rape in specific terms with teens. One good way to do this might be to share this book’s information and true-life stories, as well as the prevention ideas found in Chapters 10 and 11. Single mothers may want the help of an adult male in talking about these issues with their sons (and vice versa for single fathers). Some parents may want to role-play with each other before talking to their teens. Parents who themselves were the victims of acquaintance rape may also want to talk to a counselor about their experiences before approaching their children.

Parents of every young person entering college need to talk with their child about the many new social choices and pressures the student will face. Drinking, drugs, sexual aggression, and rape are all problems young people may encounter. Parents and their children need to find out about the on-campus support services available should a potential problem or actual incident occur.

Parents of students mulling over which college to attend may also want to investigate what each school is doing to educate its students about rape and to keep them safe while on campus. In the wake of the 1986 rape and murder of their daughter, Jeanne Ann, by a fellow student in her Lehigh University dormitory room, Howard and Constance Clery of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, have launched a campaign to make parents more aware of crimes committed on college campuses. The couple has created a security questionnaire parents can send to administrators of schools their children are considering (see Resources).

Ultimately, to help protect young people from acquaintance rape, parents must do nothing less than promote a new ideal of sex, says Py Bateman, a Seattle acquaintance-rape expert. That ideal is built on the concept of both people participating equally, freely, and with respect for each other. “If we achieve that mutuality of desire and eagerness, don’t we derive great joy?” she says. “If we can promote this, not just at the level of intercourse, but also at the level of holding hands, mightn’t we begin to tear down the preconditions [to acquaintance rape]? Mightn’t it then become a totally incomprehensible idea that one person would force any kind of a sexual touch or a sexual activity on another?”
Why College Officials Resist Acquaintance-Rape Education

Although it’s understandable that school authorities in some communities might be nervous about introducing acquaintance-rape awareness programs in junior high schools, it’s downright mystifying why there should be so much administrative resistance at colleges and universities.

To begin with, most college administrators know that rape is a fact of campus life—at their schools and elsewhere. For proof, they need look no farther than the annual FBI Uniform Crime Reports, one section of which details crimes reported to police at 118 U.S. colleges and universities. At those schools in 1986, there were 246 reported rapes. Assuming conservatively that 75 percent of those rapes were acquaintance rapes, that means 185 acquaintance rapes were reported in that one year at those campuses.

However, the Ms. college-based study shows that only 5 percent of acquaintance rapes are reported—meaning that those 185 rapes represent only 5 percent of the real total. In other words, 3,700 acquaintance rapes actually occurred in 1986 at those 118 schools—an average of 31 per college.

Many believe that school administrators must accept their role in combating rape on campus. “I think any university, any college, has a responsibility to teach sexual responsibility to their students. You have a responsibility to teach behavior to people,” says Father Randolph Chew, director of the Catholic Center at the University of Rhode Island. Susan Ervin-Tripp, a psychology professor at the University of California at Berkeley, agrees. “Colleges are the last chance that we have to educate young men and women about human relations, living together, competition, and fair play,” she says.

Problems that surfaced as part of the Ms. national campus survey illustrate how resistant many college officials are even to an assessment of the problem on their campuses. More than 60 colleges, selected to span the nation, rejected requests to conduct the survey at their schools, despite the fact that anonymity for both the institutions and their students was guaranteed. Reasons for turning down the survey ranged from concerns about objections from parents, taxpayers, and “religious” students to one school’s contention that its male students were highly intelligent and...
therefore not as likely to commit acquaintance rape as students of lesser ability at less prestigious schools. But behind much of the college administrators’ concern was quite simply a fear of publicity.

Many colleges, fearing just such attention, won’t allow acquaintance-rape workshops on campus, or limit the money and staffing for such programs, making them infrequent, toothless symposia that few students participate in. “To discuss sexual assault is to send a message to your potential student cohort that it is an unsafe campus, and therefore institutions tend to play that down,” Henry Johnson, a vice-president for student services at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, told reporter Helen Zia of Metropolitan Detroit magazine in January 1985. “Rape is a red flag word—in many people’s minds it conjures up something that’s unsafe, that’s to be suspect at best—a very bad environment to be in.”

What Schools Can Do

“The problem on this campus is not rape in the dark. It’s what’s happening in the dorms and at fraternity parties,” says Jan Harrow, coordinator of a commission on the status of women at the University of New Hampshire in Durham. “We’ve been lulled into complacency at this small, pastoral university.” The school was shaken out of that complacency by a 1987 student gang rape, which resulted in two male students pleading guilty to sexual assault and being sentenced to 60 days in jail.

UNH took action about the rape following protests by angry students, faculty, and staff. Since then, according to Harrow, an administrative advisory board on sexual assault and rape has been established, an antirape staff member and a coordinator of Greek-system affairs have been hired, and a task force has been looking at how the university judicial board should deal with possibly criminal cases. In addition, the university president publicly condemned violence against women and a men’s group began conducting programming to build rape awareness among male students. “Out of a really horrible crisis, we’re trying to heal,” Harrow says.

School administrators can learn from the UNH experience that it’s better to take comprehensive action against acquaintance rape before it becomes a “horrible crisis” on their campuses too. Here is a checklist of things to do suggested by rape-awareness educators.
1. **Implement programs in junior and senior high schools.** Explore possible programs with rape-crisis centers, Planned Parenthood chapters, and adolescent counseling specialists. One example: A workshop on sexual assault protection/prevention is provided to students in junior high and senior high schools in Santa Barbara County, California, by the Santa Barbara Rape Crisis Center. The program emphasizes date rape and acquaintance rape. In just three years, more than 4,000 teens took part in the program, which is team-taught by male and female staff members and funded by the California Office of Criminal Justice. A similar program was recently developed by the Cleveland Rape Crisis Center. It includes exercises on sexual development, communication, and assertiveness.

2. **Improve college programs.** Even on campuses that have presented acquaintance-rape awareness programming at some time, the job is far from over. Each September, a new wave of first-year students arrives, bringing in a new load of myths about sex and rape, providing a fresh batch of candidates for the roles of victims and aggressors. And students who received rape education as freshmen need to have that information reinforced each year.

   Education programs should be incorporated into freshman orientation workshops, with additional sessions for all students during the school year, particularly during the most dangerous period—from the first day of classes to Thanksgiving break.

3. **Establish an on-campus rape counseling and education group and finance it generously.** Encourage the group to use male and female students as well as staff members to lead workshops. Have the group train workshop leaders who are members of fraternities, sororities, and athletic teams. To get a successful program going, “you need a strong women’s center and then you need faculty and staff who are going to fight for the bucks,” says Mark Stevens, a psychologist who helped organize an acquaintance-rape program for men at Ohio State University and who now conducts workshops at the University of Southern California and elsewhere.

   Put money into programs that are related to acquaintance-rape problems as well. For example, Lorraine Huckel, of the Counseling Center at the University of Rhode Island, suggests that workshops aimed at reducing underage drinking and alcohol abuse oh campuses will also help reduce acquaintance rape.
4. **Distribute information on rape, rape treatment, and university procedures for dealing with offenders.** The University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia publishes a 44-page “Safer Living Guide” that discusses acquaintance rape, provides safety tips for on and off campus, and explains how victims can get help. Vanderbilt University issues students at its Nashville campus a 20-page booklet, “Rape and Sexual Abuse: Prevention, Intervention, Resolution.” And Baylor University in Waco, Texas, distributes a flier about acquaintance rape which details causes, risky situations, avoidance techniques, and what to do if attacked.

5. **Mandate acquaintance-rape programming for social clubs and athletic teams.** Fraternities, sororities, and other groups operating on campus should undergo rape-awareness training each year before being allowed to hold parties on college grounds.

6. **Establish university control of fraternities and sororities.** Outlaw “little sister” programs at fraternities because they offer too great a risk for exploitation. Consider reestablishing the requirement of having a “house parent” living on the premises in every fraternity and sorority house. Appoint a college administrator to watchdog the campus Greek system.

7. **Rethink dorm safety.** Many date rapes and acquaintance rapes have occurred in coed dorms. Campuses should provide at least the option of single-sex dormitories to their students. Coed dorms are best when organized by single-sex floors or halls, not when male and female students are placed in alternating rooms. (In the UNH gang rape, the men and woman involved all lived on the same dorm floor.) All dorms should have live-in supervision, residence-hall assistants should receive acquaintance-rape training every semester, and dorm residents should receive such training early in the school year. Take quick action against sexual offenders.

8. **Take a strong institutional stand against acquaintance rape, sexual assault, and harassment.** Administrators need to make their views about acquaintance rape known—and forcefully. “Colleges should not just do the minimum necessary to avoid a lawsuit in these kinds of cases,” says Berkeley’s Ervin-Tripp. “To deal effectively with the problem, university officials must make clear that they are concerned about the moral environment on campus, that there are regulations governing student behavior, and that those regulations will be stringently enforced.”
9. Analyze college judicial board and police contact procedures. Investigate how well the college judicial board can respond to cases of acquaintance rape and, if necessary, make reforms before the next attack is reported. Provide campus security personnel with acquaintance-rape awareness training. Determine how local police should be involved in crimes occurring on campus.

10. Make self-defense and assertiveness training classes available on campus each semester. Work with the college’s rape counseling and education group to find courses that teach defense against both stranger rape and acquaintance rape.

**College Programs That Work**

Student actors dramatize dating conflicts before audiences of newly arrived freshmen at Glassboro State College in New Jersey; male basketball players sit around discussing myths about rape and sex at the College of Great Falls in Montana. Such programs aimed at reducing acquaintance rape are happening across the country. There are still not enough, but each year more schools and organizations are getting involved.

Many follow basic ground rules, such as those used at a session at the University of Pennsylvania: confidentiality (what is said in the workshop stays in the workshop) with an attack-free environment (respect for opinions, no interrupting). Then one of the group leaders (staff members from the housing office and counseling and women’s centers) reads a series of statements and, after each one, the audience moves to stand in zones delineated as “agree,” “dis agree,” or “don’t know,” according to their reactions. The statements range from, “If a man doesn’t take advantage of the opportunity to have sex, he is a fool or a wimp,” to, “If a woman allows herself to get high on alcohol or drugs or if she goes out with an ‘animal,’ she’s setting herself up and deserves whatever she gets.” Students then discuss why they picked the zones they are standing in. That exercise is followed by a student-made film about acquaintance rape, after which the audience breaks up into small discussion groups.

One of the nation’s most comprehensive programs is found at the University of Florida in Gainesville. There, a group called Campus Organized Against Rape presents programs during classes as well as after
hours. A key element to COAR’s success is the involvement of male and female students as group leaders. “It requires real training,” says Claire Walsh, program director of UF’s Sexual Assault Recovery Service, which oversees COAR. Student volunteers receive 20 hours of training before they can lead a workshop. And Walsh insists that a professional counselor be present at every workshop session because “you’re gonna have some victims in your audience.” One workshop aimed at new students features the student-made film “Casting Shadows,” which depicts an acquaintance-rape situation that could occur in the normal course of college life, followed by a discussion about some of the issues the movie raises. Other programs use a rape-myth quiz, a slide show of media images that contribute to sexual stereotypes, and discussions of body language and assertiveness in dating.

At Cornell University, acquaintance-rape expert Andrea Parrot and a male colleague conduct standing-room-only sessions to male and female students after dinner in large rooms near the college dining halls. “We market it very cleverly,” Parrot says. “We don’t call it an acquaintance-rape program. We call it ‘Sex at 7:00—How to Get What You Want But Not More Than You Bargained For.’”

Featured in the Cornell program are student actors who portray “Mary” and “Dave,” a couple who, after an expensive restaurant meal, return to Dave’s fraternity house where Dave rapes Mary. Then the actors leave the stage and the audience discusses what has taken place. The actors are then brought back, staying in character, for the audience to ask them questions and make suggestions as to what could have been done to prevent the rape. (“The more conservative the group, the more often they give suggestions to Mary,” Parrot says. “The more liberal, the more often to Dave.”) Then the actors replay the same date scenario, but integrating the students’ suggestions. “Mary” and “Dave” end up becoming friends and liking each other at the evening’s end. “It models behavior for the audience that they can employ,” Parrot says.

Students at Swarthmore College filmed two potential acquaintance-rape situations which are shown in sessions led by trained junior and senior students at the Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, school. Attendance at the workshops is mandatory for all first-year students and sessions are held in the first three weeks of the academic year. The Swarthmore-produced films are also used at the University of Michigan, where coed student teams lead
workshops in dorms and classes. Before they take charge, the student leaders receive 40 hours of training.

The campus police department at Washington State University in Pullman, Washington, has successfully conducted a program titled, “When Sex Becomes a Crime,” for several years now. The response to the program was so positive that the school’s football coach decided to make it mandatory for his players.

Role playing is the main feature of the date-rape awareness workshops all freshmen must attend at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut. The workshops, conducted by the college’s Sexual Assault Education Project, are also presented to fraternities and other groups. Wes*Safe, another campus organization, provides trained student sexual-assault counselors for education projects as well as for peer counseling.

The Rape Education and Prevention Program (REPP) at the Ohio State University in Columbus offers five-week self-defense programs that feature confrontational techniques to use in rape-threatening dating or party situations. REPP also presents about 160 rape-prevention workshops each year, mostly in residence halls. A special men’s task force put together a program for men that looks at male socialization, expectations, and behaviors that support rape. REPP is also developing a program to focus on black women and their experiences with rape.

Sometimes schools get in gear only after an incident happens. After a sophomore male at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire, was charged in 1986 with raping a nonstudent visiting a female friend in a campus dormitory, more than 900 students gathered at a forum on rape awareness sponsored by the school’s Women’s Issues League and the Sexual Assault Coordinating Committee. During the year that followed, more than 30 workshops on acquaintance rape were held. Interest has been high. “We’ve gotten to the point where some of the workshops have more men than women. That’s very unusual,” says Diane Farley, Dartmouth’s coordinator of sexual abuse awareness programs. “I’m used to having victims come up afterward, but now I’m also hearing a lot more from people who know offenders.”

The University of Minnesota in Minneapolis is another campus where an alleged acquaintance-rape incident led to increased awareness education. After a highly publicized episode involving UM basketball players (see Chapter 7), the university set up a Sexual Violence Program that includes,
among its services, one-hour mandatory lectures during freshman orientation. In the first year of operation, more than 6,200 students attended program workshops.

**What Legislators Can Do**

Lawmakers concerned about acquaintance rape can also help build awareness. They might follow the lead of California Assemblyman Tom Hayden, who recently proposed a state law requiring colleges and universities to establish clearly worded codes prohibiting rape and other forms of sexual battery by students, faculty, or staff. Hayden’s bill requires the schools to set up penalties for rapists, to provide mandatory rape-awareness workshops for students, to maintain counseling centers on campuses, and to release data on all rapes to the public.

According to Hayden’s administrative assistant, Judy Corbett, the legislator’s concern was sparked in part by the 1986 gang acquaintance rape at Berkeley and was heightened by the findings of the *Ms.* survey. “It was clear that morally and legally the universities and colleges needed to do something,” Corbett says. “University administrators have been very quiet.” Several other lawmakers co-sponsored Hayden’s bill, including many with University of California campuses in their districts.

The bill includes a section on establishing a college disciplinary process “based on the principles of due process and sensitivity and respect for the rights of the victims.” Those rights include equal rights, with the man, in deciding whether hearings should be open or closed; the right to have a support person present; the right to be present for the entire hearing; the right to privacy about past sexual history; the right to an immediate hearing when the victim and accused live in the same dorm and the prompt relocation of either person.

Moreover, the bill charges university chief administrative officers to pursue disciplinary action even if the victim fails to file a formal complaint with the school or police. It also stipulates that anyone committing rape or standing by while it happens would forfeit scholarships or state funds.

Another state considering legislation is New York, where State Senator Kenneth P. LaValle is pushing for a law that would require colleges to educate students about rape, enforce sexual assault policies, and punish
offenders. In Pennsylvania, legislators are also concerned. A law proposed there by Representative Richard A. McClatchy, Jr. (sparked by the anti-campus-crime crusade of parents Howard and Connie Clery) would require the state’s colleges to provide prospective students with a brochure detailing campus crime statistics for the previous three years.

The Effects of Institutional Responsibility

Acquaintance rape is wrong and it is time for parents, educators, and lawmakers to combine their voices to get that message across.

By joining together some of the strongest forces our society has for setting and approving behavior, we can make it clear that sex and violence do not belong together, that sexual assault will not be condoned, that acquaintance-rape victims will receive help from their community, and that their attackers will be punished.

Through just such a united effort, acquaintance rape can end.
“Knowing how to help a person who’s been raped is as important as knowing how to help a choking victim or someone who’s drowning. It’s basic first aid.”
— rape counselor Cindi Kammer

She may be your roommate, friend, daughter, co-worker, lover, or student. Whatever your relationship, if you are the one a rape victim turns to, you should consider yourself lucky.

After a rape, there are few better sources of solace for the victim than good friends. In the stories women told about their experiences for this book, some friends—female and male—shone through. These friends provided immediate comfort and relief, ranging from holding the woman and letting her cry to giving her a safe place to sleep or taking her to a hospital emergency room and standing by during an examination for evidence of the assault. Later, some friends encouraged the women to seek counseling for the emotional aftereffects troubling them.

Perhaps the best support friends can provide in acquaintance-rape cases is the ability to help the woman correctly identify what has happened to her so she may take the first step toward recovery.

During the time just after her rape, when her family was being unsupportive, Vera called an old friend.
She was part of the same group of black kids who grew up together — the same group that both Steven and I were in. I broke down and began to tell her what happened. As soon as I said that Steven had taken me to his apartment, my friend said, “And he raped you. You are about the sixth girl that I know of that he’s raped. He needs to have his pecker cut off.”

Learning that information both helped and angered me. At least I knew I wasn’t losing my mind and hadn’t imagined being raped. She was the first person to offer any really tangible sympathy.

As the Ms. survey showed, nearly half of all females raped by men they knew told no one about the incident—not a friend, relative, or counselor. Only 5 percent reported the rape to police or college authorities. Instead, these women endured the aftereffects of rape in silence and attempted to rebuild their lives and psyches on their own. Those attempts, as seen in Chapter 5, are never easy and often not successful.

That’s why understanding acquaintance rape and responding to a woman who has experienced it is so important. The reactions of the people around her and the support she receives soon after the assault may be critical to the woman’s survival and recovery. “Knowing how to help a person who’s been raped is as important as knowing how to help a choking victim or someone who’s drowning,” says Cindi Kammer, a rape counselor at Glassboro State College in New Jersey. “It’s basic first aid.” Yet most people are ill prepared to handle such a situation, despite the likelihood that one in four women they know will be attacked.

What to Do

Here are 14 guidelines that counseling experts advise for helping someone you know recover from acquaintance rape.

1. **Believe her.** The greatest fear of acquaintance-rape survivors is that they will not be believed, or that their experience will be minimized as “not important.” If you’ve read the rest of this book, you know that women are raped by men they know four times more often than they are by strangers. Accept what you are hearing—even if the man involved is a popular, desirable guy, even if the woman appears confused and unable to put her thoughts together clearly. She is in shock. She may also seem calm and
collected, behavior that may seem inappropriate in someone who has just been raped. Both extremes are possible (and normal) reactions.

Attempted rape is often as traumatic as completed rape. Although the woman may have foiled the rape or the man may have been unable to penetrate her, the aftereffects of the experience may be severe. Treat the victim of attempted rape with the same care as the victim of completed rape.

2. **Listen.** Find somewhere to be alone with the woman and just let her talk. She may not begin in a rush of words, so be patient. Let her know that listening to her is more important than anything else she may think you want to do. Let her tell the story at her own speed.

3. **Comfort her.** Try to calm her down if she’s agitated, but do so in a soothing—not disapproving—way. She may want to be held while she cries or may not want to be touched. Offer tea, cocoa, soup, a blanket, a stuffed animal. One date-rape victim recalls her friend giving her a flannel nightgown. These suggestions all give the woman a warm, secure feeling in sharp contrast to what she has just experienced.

4. **Reinforce that the rape was not her fault.** Avoid questions that seem to blame her for her actions, such as, “Why didn’t you scream?” and “Why did you go to his room?” Allow her to talk out her feelings of self-blame if she wants to, but make her see that the rapist caused the rape, not her.

5. **Provide protection.** Give her a secure place to sleep and companionship once she returns to her own living quarters. If she lives alone, strongly recommend that you stay with her for at least one night.

6. **Suggest calling a rape-crisis center.** This does not mean that the woman must report the rape to police. A rape-crisis center will provide a trained worker to guide the survivor (and her friend) through the next critical hours. All calls to rape-crisis hot lines are confidential. To find one in your community, look under “Rape” in the white pages of the telephone directory. This is an important step to take even if the woman has not yet attached the word “rape” to her experience.

7. **Encourage her to preserve evidence.** The sooner an acquaintance rape is reported, the better the likelihood of charges being filed and the offender being convicted. However, because so many women fail to recognize their
experience as rape until days, weeks, months, and even years later, vital evidence is lost. Call a rape-crisis hot line and get information about having the woman undergo a post-rape examination before she washes her hands, face, and body or brushes her teeth. During an official rape exam in a hospital, specimens will be taken from her to find traces of blood, hair, saliva, and semen from the rapist, so it’s important that nothing be washed away. The woman may change her clothes if she puts all the clothing she was wearing during the assault in paper bags (a separate bag for each article so specimens don’t become contaminated).

8. Treat her medical needs. She may have bruises, cuts, or other injuries. Even if she appears unhurt, encourage her to get medical attention. She should receive treatment because the rapist may have had a sexually transmitted disease or she might become pregnant from the rape. Go with her to the hospital, clinic, or doctor’s office and stay during the examination if she wants.

9. Help her organize her thoughts, but let her make decisions about how to proceed. The acquaintance-rape survivor needs to regain the feeling of being in control. Allow her to do that. Parents of a raped teenager may want to press charges, but that might not be the best choice for their child. Likewise, friends of an older woman might want to arrest the man involved. Try to separate how you feel about what has happened from what is best for the woman’s recovery. If she decides not to report it and you disagree with that, let her know that you support her decision nonetheless.

10. If you are her lover, with her approval, use appropriate touching and language to reestablish her feelings of worth. Gentle touching will help her understand that your connection with her is unbroken, that you do not consider her “dirty.” Let her decide when sexual activity and intercourse should begin again. Don’t pressure her out of the belief that you need to prove everything is “normal” between you. Some victims have sex again before they’re ready just to allay partners’ fears about becoming sexual again.

11. Help her get psychological and legal help. In the immediate aftermath of acquaintance rape, the survivor may not be able to seek out sources for help. Do the legwork for her. Drive her to appointments or
baby-sit or provide other help so she can meet with lawyers, police, and counselors.

12. Be available. In the weeks and months following the rape, reassure the woman that she can turn to you whenever she needs to. Then, when she does, give her your time and attention.

13. Learn about rape-trauma syndrome. Your friend’s recovery period will last a long time, during which her moods and reactions may change radically from one day to the next. Read Chapter 5 of this book and other material about rape recovery so that you’ll know what to expect. Share this material with the woman who has been raped.

14. Get help for yourself. You need to talk with someone other than the acquaintance-rape survivor to discuss your feelings about the attack and its aftermath. A rape-crisis center, women’s center, or university counseling center will be able to suggest someone who can help you.
Chapter 14

What to Do if Acquaintance Rape Happens to You

“I know I’ll never be able to completely let go of my experience. It touched me too deeply and changed me too much.”

— Georgette, an acquaintance-rape survivor

Most women know what to do after they’ve been raped by a stranger—they call for help immediately. Yet when women are raped by a man they know, they often cannot react as clearly.

The following are suggestions from rape counselors and recovered women about how to proceed after you have survived a date-rape or acquaintance-rape attack.

1. Believe in yourself. If you were forced to have sexual intercourse against your will, what happened to you was wrong, regardless of whether you were dating the man who attacked you or you were former lovers, longtime friends, casual acquaintances, or strangers to each other. It was rape even if he didn’t use a weapon and you weren’t physically hurt.

You may be blaming yourself for what happened, thinking the rape was your fault. It was not. Your rape happened because the man who attacked you decided to do so. Even if you did something you now consider foolish
(got drunk, accepted a ride, went to a man’s apartment), that action does not mean you deserved to be raped. **No one** deserves to be raped.

2. *Tell someone.* You may want to hide the whole episode as deep inside as possible in an attempt to forget it. Don’t. Call someone immediately whom you trust—a close friend, a sister or parent, a counselor or adviser—and go to that person’s home. Tell them what happened. Before you change your clothes or wash, call your local rape-crisis hot line or women’s center (look under “Rape” in the telephone directory). They will send someone to talk with you and help you through the difficult hours ahead. If you must change your clothing, put each piece in a separate paper bag for possible later use as evidence.

3. *Get medical help.* You should be checked by a doctor immediately following your rape. Have your friend or other support person go with you to the hospital, student health center, or doctor’s office and stay with you during the examination. You need to be checked for the possibility of pregnancy or sexually transmitted diseases as well as receive treatment for any injuries you may have suffered. You also might agree to be examined for rape evidence.

4. *Decide whether you want to report the rape to police or other authorities.* Reporting any rape to police or university security personnel can be a frightening ordeal. Usually, you will have to recount what happened, often in graphic detail, and undergo a medical exam that looks for rape evidence (semen, saliva, blood, hair) in, among other places, your genital area, anus, and mouth.

   Police and prosecutors may question you closely about the rape and they may be openly skeptical of what you say (see Chapter 9). Should they decide to press criminal charges against the man who raped you, you will have to repeat your testimony several times, including in court. The defense will probably argue that you willingly agreed to have sex with the rapist. He may be found not guilty, he may plea-bargain to a lesser charge, or he may receive a sentence that to you seems inadequate for the crime: All of these are possibilities. Of course, he may also be judged guilty and handed an appropriate punishment.

   If so many negatives could happen, why should you report an acquaintance rape? It is a decision only you can make. However, there are some good arguments in favor of reporting: to bring your attacker to justice,
to punish him, to stop him from attacking again. Filing criminal charges gives some women a sense of empowerment in a situation in which they have felt helpless. Some feel avenged by the man’s arrest and conviction. But arresting a rapist can also provide you (and other women) with immediate protection. Since legal precedent is still being set in acquaintance-rape cases, you may also be helping women in future cases by prosecuting your own. In addition, in states which offer financial restitution and compensation to crime victims, you must file criminal charges to be eligible for those payments.

It’s possible to report an acquaintance rape without pressing charges. In many communities, this is done by filing an incident report through the local rape-crisis center. This information goes into a general police data clearinghouse. The victim usually remains anonymous in these reports, but the rapist is named. If he is picked up later on another charge, the police then know a prior complaint has been made against him and it can help buttress their case. Colleges and universities often have their own version of this system, which allows the woman to report the man without filing formal charges.

5. Take time to recover. Find a place to stay for a few days where you feel secure. Take several days off from your job or school. Returning to “normal” activities as quickly as possible may be comforting, but realize that you will probably have a wide range of emotions—from fear to anger to depression to guilt—over the next few weeks and months, so proceed cautiously.

6. Get counseling. The process of recovering from rape takes time and you can help that process by receiving good mental health support. You need to talk with a trained counselor about what happened and how it affects your life. Inquire through a rape-crisis group, campus counseling center, or your doctor about finding someone to talk to. As Georgette said about the counseling that helped her recovery: “All the space that guilt occupied has been filled with anger and outrage. I know it wasn’t my fault, but his. I also know I’ll never be able to completely let go of my experience. It touched me too deeply and changed me too much.”

You may also want to join a group counseling session with other rape survivors. “I was in a support group,” says Donna, who also survived
acquaintance rape, “and that was a positive for me. I’m at a point now where I’m doing very, very well.”

7. Learn more about acquaintance rape. When the immediacy of your situation has passed, you may want to read the rest of this book to gain a fuller understanding of the phenomenon of acquaintance rape. There are also other good materials listed in the Resources section. The more you know about date rape and acquaintance rape, the better you’ll be able to deal with your own experience.

8. Strengthen yourself. Study the avoidance strategies detailed in Chapter 10. Sign up for a self-defense or assertiveness training course in your hometown. These classes are offered by a wide range of groups, from antirape organizations to YWCAs to police departments.

9. Talk with other women. You can help get the word out about acquaintance rape by talking one to one with your friends, by advocating rape education programs in your school or through your club, and by building awareness among women who influence young people (mothers, teachers, coaches, social workers, organization sponsors, religious and community leaders). And you can help by talking with other women who have been raped by an acquaintance—help them to understand what happened, what to do, and how to carry on.
Afterword

The Methods Used in the *Ms.* Project on Campus Sexual Assault

Mary P. Koss, Ph.D.

The study described in this book, known as the *Ms.* Magazine Campus Project on Sexual Assault, was funded by the Center for Antisocial and Violent Behavior of the National Institute of Mental Health. Conceived and conducted as a scientific study, the project completed data collection in 1985. Technically trained readers will want to consult the citations to the professional literature given at the end of this section for detailed descriptions of methodology, data analysis, and results.

Why Was the Study Done?

In 1976 when I started my research career, I chose the words “hidden rape” to describe what I wanted to study. In those days the expression “date rape” had not been invented nor was there any convincing evidence that rape or rapelike behavior occurred among “normal” people. However, many justice authorities believed that rapes, particularly those involving intimate acquaintances, were the most underreported of major crimes. Official crime statistics do not adequately reflect rape among intimates, rapes not labeled by the victim as crime, and lesser but still upsetting forms of sexual
victimization. College students were selected to be the focus of my work simply because “they were there.” As it turns out, this “decision” to use college students was fortuitous because the college years happen to coincide with the greatest period of risk for rape.

I first obtained federal funding in 1978 to attempt a scientific survey of sexual aggression and victimization among 4,000 students at Kent State University in Ohio. The project was finished in 1982 (see Koss and Oros, 1982; Koss, 1985) and was described in a Ms. article on date rape among college students, the first national magazine article to address this issue. Ms. was convinced that date rape existed and was a serious problem. To ensure that results similar to the Ohio data would be obtained in other parts of the country, however, a national study was needed. The idea of working together was raised by the Ms. editors and grew out of their interest in the subject, their contacts on college campuses, and their commitment to change. Planning for the national study occurred during most of 1983 at the Ms. offices in New York City, and it was there that a team of experts from the National Institute of Mental Health made a site visit to review the ideas and people who would work on the proposed survey. Their major concerns were that the conduct of the survey be scientific, not politicized or sensational; and that respondents be a representative sample of all students, not just of students at schools where Ms. personnel had connections (which could tend to be liberal or elite East Coast schools).

To overcome these concerns, a division of labor was created. A private company, Clark/Jones, Inc., of Columbus, Ohio, was hired to design a plan for choosing a group of schools that would fairly represent the diversity of higher education settings and students. Ms. personnel took over all administrative work such as making contact with the schools, persuading them to give us permission to collect data, and facilitating the on-campus arrangements for the data collectors. I was responsible for all scientific decisions including the questions to ask, procedures to use to collect the information, and the analysis and interpretation of the results. Based upon these plans, $267,500 was awarded to carry out the survey. Although this sounds like a lot of money, it is actually rock-bottom for a project that took three years to complete, was nationwide in scope, involved 22 technically trained personnel, reached 32 different locations from coast to coast, and obtained 71 pages of information from 6,159 participants.
The Methods Used in the Study

The goals of the Ms. Project on Campus Sexual Assault were the following: (1) to learn how much sexual aggression and victimization, up to and including acts of rape, is occurring among college students today; (2) to gather details about actual incidents; (3) to describe the men who commit sexually aggressive acts; (4) to study the women who have been victimized; and (5) to measure the psychological difficulties, if any, that result from sexual victimization. Although five papers describing the results of the project have been published in professional journals, work is still ongoing.

Initial Decisions

In this study women were only looked at as victims and men as perpetrators of violence. This was done for a number of reasons. The FBI definition of rape limits the crime of rape to female victims by stating, “rape is carnal knowledge of a female . . .” Virtually 100 percent of reported rapes involve female victims. Many of the definitions of rape used by the states are sex neutral. For example, Ohio’s definition begins, “Rape is penetration of the victim by the offender. . . .” (Ohio Revised Code, 1980). However, this neutrality was introduced to allow prosecution as rape of forced anal penetration of one man by another man. Under a sex neutral definition of rape, a woman could rape a man but this would involve acts such as a group of women forcibly holding a man down while they use carrots to penetrate him anally. This is not usually what people have in mind. Rather, they think that it would be rape if a woman told a man, “Have sex with me or I’ll spread it around that you’re impotent.” Such conduct is not very ethical no matter whether a woman or a man does it. But it is not rape because it doesn’t involve force or threat of bodily harm and because it doesn’t involve penetration of the victim by the offender. Such an act would be penetration of the offender by the victim!

Another decision involved which students to include in the survey. Ideally I sought a scientifically representative sample of the higher education student population in the United States in all its diversity—males, females, technical schools, community colleges, Ivy League schools, state universities, and so forth. This decision meant using as potential sites all the
institutions of academic postsecondary education in the United States and administrating the survey in person. People who respond to sex surveys through the mail may not be typical. On-site administration in classrooms produces higher participation rates among those students asked to complete the survey. It also allows for a trained person to mediate if a student becomes upset by the questions. Finally, the sample had to be drawn from the diversity of offerings within each institution to ensure that certain instructors would not prefer (or ignore) us and bias the findings. These requirements dictated that the sample be selected in stages. The first stage was the selection of schools. The second stage was the selection of classes within schools.

How the Schools Were Chosen

The United States Department of Education (Office of Civil Rights) maintains records of the enrollment characteristics from 3,269 institutions of higher education in the United States. This office provided a copy of their data for 1980 (the latest available at the time) on computer tape to the survey consultants, Clark/Jones, Inc., of Columbus, Ohio. Using this information, schools were sorted into groups that consisted only of those schools similar to each other in five ways:

1. Location in or outside of a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) of a certain size. Schools were classified according to whether they were in a city or its surrounding area with more than one million people, in a city and its surrounding area of less than one million people, or whether the school was located in a rural area.

2. Enrollment above or below the national average for percentage of minority students.

3. Control of the institution by private but not religious authority, private religious authority, or public authority.

4. Type of institution including university, other four-year college, and two-year institutions.

5. Location in one of the 10 U.S. Department of Education regions of the United States.
6. Total enrollment within three levels of approximately equal numbers of students. The sizes we used were 1,000–2,499 students, 2,500–9,999 students, and schools larger than 10,000 students.

Using these criteria, the schools of the entire nation were divided by region into small groups. Each small group consisted only of schools with similar locations, minority percentage, type of control, level of study, and size. The schools that were asked to participate in the study were selected “randomly” from among the small groups. Think of each of these groups as a separate jar of lottery numbers. “Random” selection is like reaching into each jar while blindfolded. The number of schools that were taken from each small group depended on the total number of students who attended that particular type of school as a proportion of the entire national enrollment. If the original school proved uncooperative, replacements were selected from the same small group. Thus, the final schools that participated were the result of an interplay of scientific selection and head-to-head negotiation but within the limits of substitution rules requiring replacement from a homogeneous group.

Several exceptions to the sampling rules were made for the sake of reasonableness and cost constraint. First, military schools were omitted because it was felt that the type of information sought might place students in conflict with their military code. Also, previous experience had suggested that permission to do research perceived as sexual was very difficult or impossible to obtain from military personnel. Second, schools with enrollments under 1,000 were eliminated. There are approximately 1,000 such schools in the United States and I could not afford the expense of traveling to them for only a small number of survey responses. Third, schools in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico were also eliminated because of budget limitations. Finally, graduate schools were eliminated because postgraduate students were not the focus of the project.

Why It Took Three Years to Finish

To obtain permission to administer the survey at a particular school, members of the Ms. staff began by identifying the responsible individual in the central administration, often the Dean of Student Affairs. This
individual was first contacted by telephone and the initial call was followed up with a package of information sent through the mail. Most administrators were unwilling to make a personal decision about participation. In virtually every case, the proposed project was placed before committees for decision. To enhance cooperation, letters of support were obtained from the directors of education of the major religious denominations and from women clergy who work in the area of sexual abuse. In addition, personal campus visits were made by the staff of *Ms.* magazine, and members of the *Ms.* board of consultants intervened personally when possible. When a campus had a women’s studies program, the assistance of the director was solicited. If and when the administrator said yes, a signed “permission for institutional access” form was obtained.

Documents were then submitted to each school’s human subjects review board. Scientific research that involves people cannot be conducted without a thorough review to insure that participation will be voluntary and that every possible precaution has been taken to protect people from unnecessary suffering or harm. Most institutions felt that the subject matter of this survey was controversial and required a full review. Often two or more meetings of the board were required to satisfy all objections. A number of schools flatly refused because of beliefs, which no amount of evidence from past experience with studies of college students could shake, that participants would be harmed psychologically by responding to the survey. In addition to these problems, the large number of vacation breaks in the academic calendar meant that almost one and a half years was the amount of time required to obtain a decision from some of the institutions.

In all, 93 schools were contacted and 32 agreed to allow the survey. Nineteen of the institutions were first choices; the remaining 13 were solicited from among 60 replacements. The actual institutional participants cannot be listed because they were guaranteed anonymity. However, the number of schools within each region was as follows: New England 2; Mideast, 5; Great Lakes, 7; Plains, 3; Southeast, 7; Southwest, 4; Rocky Mountains, 1; West, 3. It might be argued that the resulting sample would be biased toward those schools with a “liberal” administration. However, this did not prove to be the case. Some schools with the most liberal reputations in the nation refused while others with a presumed conservative bias cooperated. The excuses given by the 61 administrators for refusing to participate were the following (the number of times each excuse was used is
indicated in parentheses): religious objections (11); concerns about subject anonymity (2); concerns about sensationalization of the results (3); concerns that people would be harmed by participation (10); lack of interest in the topic (13); no research allowed in classes (6); doing their own survey (3); would not give a reason (13). The final sample was as scientific a sample of postsecondary institutions in the United States as it was possible to obtain within time and budgetary limitations and given the nature of the inquiry.

Choosing the Classes

From each participating school a class schedule was obtained. From that class schedule, a random selection process was used to choose the classes to be visited and alternates in the case of schedule conflicts or refusals. The only limitations on class selection were that classes under 30 students and large lecture sections were eliminated. These limitations were necessary to insure that one experimenter’s time on a campus was used efficiently while avoiding classes that were too large for one person to handle. The actual number of classes visited was 7 at smaller and medium-sized schools and 12 at major universities. Instructors of the targeted classes were contacted by telephone and were mailed information about the survey in advance. Instructors were asked for permission to administer the survey during a specific class period. They were further requested to tell the students nothing about the project and not to be present during the administration. We preferred to have our trained data collectors give all participants the same description of the survey rather than have instructors explain it in their individual ways. Furthermore, the instructor’s presence might have made students feel that they had to participate.

How the Survey Was Distributed

The survey was administered in classroom settings by 1 of 7 clinical psychologists who participated in the project, including 2 men and 5 women. These people traveled around the country administering the surveys between November 1984 and March 1985. All the data collectors
were trained to follow the same procedures, to anticipate potential problems that might arise, and to assist students who became upset while answering the questions. Surveys were distributed to students who were asked not to open them until the directions were given. Data collectors had memorized a prepared script so that they could give directions to everyone in the same way.

The first page of the survey contained all the information necessary to ensure that people were participating voluntarily and understood the risks and benefits of answering the questions. Thus students read (and were told orally by the data collector) that they did not have to fill out the survey if they did not want to, that they could skip questions, that the language was explicit and would possibly offend some people, and that the focus of the questions was intimate sexual experiences involving coercion. Students were not asked to sign their names on the survey to ensure anonymity. Surveys from each school were kept in a separate box with no identifying code marks.

Students who did not wish to participate in the survey were asked to remain at their desks and do other work. This step was taken so that people who objected to the survey would not be embarrassed by having to stand up and walk out of the room. Virtually all the students in the selected classes were willing to complete the survey. Only 91 persons (1.5 percent) declined, making the participation rate 98.5 percent.

After all students had completed the survey, the data collector explained its purpose and offered to answer any questions. All students were also given a sheet that indicated where the experimenter would be available for a private conference and contained phone numbers of local agencies who had agreed to answer questions or to offer services to participants. The college counseling center of every campus was informed of the project and invited to list a sexual assault specialist on the sheet and/or to send observers to the classes if desired. Very few problems with participants were encountered and only a handful of students showed up to ask questions privately.

The Students Who Participated

The Ms. Project on Campus Sexual Assault had 6,159 responses, including 3,187 women and 2,972 men students. The women participants were
characterized as follows: Their average age was 21.4 years old; 85 percent were single, 11 percent were married, and 4 percent were divorced; 86 percent were white, 7 percent were black, 3 percent were Hispanic, 3 percent were Asian, and 1 percent were Native American; and 39 percent were Catholic, 38 percent were Protestant, 4 percent were Jewish, and 20 percent belonged to a religion that was not listed or had no religious affiliation. The 2,972 male participants were characterized as follows: Their average age was 21.0 years old; 87 percent were single, 9 percent were married, 1 percent were divorced; 86 percent were white, 6 percent were black, 3 percent were Hispanic, 4 percent were Asian, and 1 percent were Native American; and 40 percent were Catholic, 34 percent were Protestant, 5 percent were Jewish, and 22 percent belonged to a religion that was not listed or had no religious affiliation. For both male and female students, the typical family income was between $25,000 and $35,000.

How do they compare to all of the students in the United States? Four characteristics were looked at: institution location, institution region, student ethnicity, and student family income. Because of the assumptions on which the sampling plan was based and hesitancy on the part of some schools to participate, the sample is not absolutely representative. However, within the limitations of our assumptions, it is a close approximation of the higher education enrollment (see Koss, Gidycz, & Wisniewski, 1987). As is true of this enrollment for the entire United States, a large proportion of participants were 18 to 24 years old, white, and from middle-class homes.

The region in which the institutions were located was the only variable on which significant discrepancy was noted. The present sample somewhat overrepresented the proportion of students enrolled in the Northeast and Southwest and underrepresented students enrolled in the West. These discrepancies reflected irremediable difficulties in obtaining cooperation in some locations. For example, in the West, 12 institutions were approached and a personal visit was made by a member of the Ms. staff, the efforts of the affirmative action director of the California State University System were enlisted, a prominent member of the clergy made personal calls to several private schools, calls were made by the principal investigator to the women’s studies directors at target schools, and special re-reviews were obtained at two major California universities. In spite of these efforts, only 3 institutions agreed to allow data collection. In order that the success of the entire project not be jeopardized, I decided to proceed with data collection.
without full representation from West Coast schools. The regional disproportion is unimportant in many respects since even without extensive sampling in the West, the individual participants in the sample were still reflective of national enrollment in terms of ethnicity and family income. Nevertheless, weighting factors were developed, but comparison of weighted and unweighted data indicated that the effect of weighting was small (see Koss, Gidycz, & Wisniewski, 1987).

**Did People Tell the Truth on the Survey?**

Some scientists question the truthfulness of people’s descriptions of their own sexual behavior. Perhaps some persons exaggerate their sexual experience to enjoy a “fantasy trip.” Other people may deny acts they have done but realize are wrong. Thus, there are concerns that some people would overstate and some people understate the truth. It is hard to think of a method to obtain objective information about people’s sexual lives. A major alternative to getting information by self-report is to use a private interview. But this method, too, depends on truthfulness of the respondent. Serious problems have been encountered in studies employing an interview format for studies of sexual behavior among high school and college students. Typical problems have been that people refused to be interviewed or, once present, were reluctant to talk about sexual behavior. If people’s own descriptions of their sexual behavior could be shown to be truthful and accurate, then it might be a better approach than interviews on sexual topics.

I have done several studies to examine the truthfulness of self-reported sexual behavior. In one study about sexual aggression and victimization, ten questions about sexual behavior involving coercion and force were administered to people on two separate occasions one week apart. Virtually all responses were identical on the two occasions. In a second study, these same questions were given to several classes of Kent State University students. Then, 1 to 4 months later, the questions were re-administered to each student privately by an interviewer of the same sex as the respondent. Among the 68 rape victims who were studied, only 2 changed their responses or were believed to have misunderstood the question (see Koss & Gidycz, 1985). In a third study, a male interviewer recruited 15 male
students with demographic characteristics similar to the makeup of the national sample. All of these men responded to a survey about their sexual experiences first. Then they were interviewed individually. The interview questions included items pertaining to participants’ sexual history both before and after the age of 14. The intent of these questions was to match the participants’ verbal responses with their survey responses. It was found that 14 of the participants (93 percent) gave the same responses about their adult sexual behavior on self-report and in interview. The one inconsistency involved an individual who admitted a behavior on self-report which he later denied to the interviewer. The same rate of agreement (93 percent) was found between interview and self-report of sexual experiences before the age of 14. The one instance of inconsistency involved a different man who indicated on self-report that he had had intercourse before the age of 14, whereas in his conversations with the interviewer he indicated that he had not achieved full penetration. On average, subjects rated their honesty as 95 percent and indicated that the reason for lack of full honesty was time pressures getting through the questionnaire (see Risin & Koss, 1987). Thus, the accuracy and truthfulness of responses to the survey probably are not markedly different from the accuracy that would have been obtained if the same questions had been administered by an interviewer.

How Were the Questions Chosen?

The five goals of the Ms. project required the review of a large number and range of questions. Some were chosen to uncover the amount of sexual aggression and to obtain concrete details about the incidents. Other questions were directed at understanding “why” such things happen. Three bodies of writing were reviewed to guide the selection of “why” questions.

People who write surveys use the questions they think are the most important to know. Since time is nearly always limited, one has to make decisions and leave some desirable questions out. You simply can’t make up a survey that’s neutral. A judgment that a certain question is important can usually be traced back to the theory the researcher has about why certain people do various things.
CAUSES OF SEXUAL AGGRESSION: Until recently, research on rapists was guided by a confusing array of theories with different focuses. For example, some researchers held theories that rape was caused by some form of mental illness, others believed that rapists were hostile toward women, while a third group assumed that rapists had deviant sexual arousal because they derived sexual pleasure in spite of another person resisting and suffering. Now papers are beginning to appear that attempt to integrate various sources of information (see Malamuth, 1986; Koss & Dinero, in press).

Integrative models of rape have been stimulated by Finkelhor’s (1979) thoughts about the causes of child abuse. He suggests that before a man will commit sexual violence: (1) Rape must be consistent with the perpetrator’s beliefs about right and wrong; (2) sexual arousal must occur even though the woman is saying no, struggling and resisting; (3) obstacles must exist that make the man feel deprived of the number of sexual outlets he believes he needs; (4) something must happen that allows behavior that is typically kept in check to come out such as occurs when people drink alcohol; and (5) a private setting must be found and the victim’s resistance must be overcome. This is the set of beliefs about sexual aggression that guided the selection of the questions that were given to men.

RISK FACTORS FOR RAPE: Many researchers mention at least briefly the possibility that there may be victim variables that heighten particular women’s vulnerability to rape (e.g., Amir, 1971; Selkin, 1978; Myers, Templer, & Brown, 1984) or diminish the ability of some women to resist effectively (e.g., Russell, 1984). Some of these studies, particularly in the former group, have provoked published charges of scientific inadequacy and insensitivity to the potential harm of reinforcing already existing predispositions to blame the victim (e.g., Wieder, 1985). Although it is tempting to spend a lot of time criticizing these ideas, the best revenge is to make the ideas prove themselves.

The choice of questions about risk factors that could increase vulnerability to rape was guided by three different sets of ideas that are evident in professional writing on rape victims. The first idea, called psychological vulnerability (e.g., Meyers, Templer, & Brown, 1984) suggests that rape victims may have certain personality characteristics such as passivity that knowingly or unknowingly raise their chances of being
selected as a rape victim or lower their chances of resisting effectively. Women who oversubscribe to traditional notions of femininity and accept common myths about rape are uniquely vulnerable to victimization (e.g., Weis & Borges, 1973). These women are predicted to act passively toward men, to expect men to be dominant and forceful, and to be slow to realize that an interaction is progressing toward rape. The second idea, which is called traumatic experiences, suggests that women who have been victimized during an earlier life period may be at greater risk for rape. Finally, certain environments, called risky situations, have been viewed as increasing the likelihood that a rape could occur. These are the ideas that guided selection of questions regarding risk factors for rape.

**THE IMPACT OF RAPE:** Four categories of posttraumatic symptoms have been explored in published research on reactions to rape: anxiety/fears, depression, social adjustment, and sexual functioning. (For extensive reviews of this information, see Holmes & St. Lawrence, 1983; Ellis, 1983.) A number of things may heighten or lessen the symptomatic response to rape including crime characteristics such as the nature of the sex acts involved, whether a weapon was used, and relationship between victim and offender. The amount of support and help provided by friends and family and the psychological health of the victim before the rape may also have an impact on the severity of post-rape experiences. Thus, questions and standard psychological tests relevant to each of these influences and mitigating circumstances were included in the national survey.

**The Contents of the Survey**

The survey was titled, “National Survey of Inter-Gender Relationships,” a title intentionally selected to be neutral and to avoid the word “sex” so that participants did not prejudge the content of the survey before explanations were given. The 71-page survey consisted of over 300 questions divided into eight sections. However, not everyone filled out all the sections. Those people who have not been involved in any degree of sexual aggression or victimization skipped the sections about those experiences. The specific content of the questionnaire was as follows.
SECTION A: This section contained questions regarding the participant’s demographic characteristics such as age, ethnic group, family income, and religious affiliation.

SECTION B: This section contained questions regarding the participant’s upbringing and current values and habits. Included were questions regarding early family stability, parental strictness, family violence, delinquent involvements, history of psychological disturbance as reflected by suicide attempts and psychotherapeutic treatment, drinking and other drug use habits, magazine readership including pornographic magazines, participation in sexually oriented discussions of women, sexual values, number of sexual partners, current satisfaction with several forms of sexual intimacy, and the perceived quality of the respondent’s relationships with people.

SECTION C: This section contained the ten-question Sexual Experiences Survey used in much of my earlier research on college students (see Koss & Oros, 1982; Koss & Gidycz, 1985; Koss, Gidycz, & Wisniewski, 1987). These questions inquire about various degrees of sexual aggression and victimization obtained by the offender against the consent of the victim through the use of coercion, threats of bodily harm, and actual violence.

SECTION D: This section contained questions that explore the most serious level of sexual aggression the individual reported. If more than one instance of sexual violence had occurred, the respondent was asked to focus on the one that is best remembered. Questions included the number of perpetrators, relationship between victim and offender, degree of acquaintance, prior intimacy they had shared, location of the assault, drinking or drugs involved, the social situation surrounding the assault, the emotions experienced at the time, the types of force used by the man, forms of resistance used by the woman, and what happened afterward including who was told, how they reacted, how they labeled the experience, and whether it is expected to happen again.

SECTION E: This section contained different psychological measures for men and women. For men, the primary goal was to include psychological measures to predict sexual aggression. Thus, male respondents were administered the 28 items of the short form MMPI Psychopathic Deviate
Scale (Graham, 1977, p. 247). In addition, male respondents were asked to answer the 30-item Hostility Toward Woman Scale (Check, 1984; Check & Malamuth, 1983).

For female participants, the major goal toward which standardized psychological tests were directed was to examine the impact of sexual victimization. Because depression and rape-related anxiety are two major aftereffects of sexual victimization (Ellis, 1983), women were asked to respond to the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961) and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Luschene, 1970). The Beck Depression Inventory consists of 21 items which are believed to reflect symptoms and attitudes of depression. The Trait Anxiety Scale consists of 20 items. Trait anxiety refers to relatively stable differences between people in the extent to which they experience symptoms related to anxiety.

**SECTION F:** This section contained questions about sexually abusive experiences before the age of 14. The questions were slightly modified from Finkelhor’s (1979) survey of college students. Typical of the questions is the following: “Have you had any of the following experiences before age 14? You touched or stroked another person’s sex organs at his or her request?” The remaining items in the section request more detailed information about the childhood sexual experience. If they had more than one experience, respondents were asked to refer to the most serious one in answering the questions. The questions covered the age of victim, age of perpetrator, relationship between victim and perpetrator, how many times the sexual act occurred, the reason the victim participated, who was told, how they reacted, emotions the victim experienced at the time, and the degree to which the person felt victimized by the experience.

**SECTION G:** This section contained the 36 items developed by Burt (1980) to measure the extent to which an individual endorses a set of beliefs that could increase the likelihood of sexual violence. Included in these beliefs are false ideas about rape that could allow sexual violence to occur and to be rationalized away as seduction afterward.

**SECTION H:** Section H contained two standard psychological measures. The first was the Extended Personal Attributes Scale (Spence, Helmreich, &
Holahan, 1979). Earlier I mentioned that differences between people in how traditionally masculine or femininne they act could be important in understanding why some men rape and some women become victims.

Finally, this section contained the Conflict Tactics Scale (Strauss, 1979). The questions in this scale describe various strategies that can be used to express anger and resolve arguments with significant others including verbal behaviors (calm discussion, yelling or insults), withdrawal, noncontact physical aggression, and physical aggression.

How the Survey Was Scored

Statistical analysis is based on probability. Say I am comparing the drinking of five levels of sexually aggressive men and I have found that on average my group of 10 nonaggressive men drink one drink per day while my group of 10 sexually aggressive men drink 2 drinks per day. Is this difference important? Although it may look important, I need to know how likely it is that this difference could have occurred just by chance among the 20 people from whom I got information. If the differences were just chance, then I would not get the same results if I asked the question again but used a new sample of men. Usually, I will be unwilling to consider as important any difference that had more than 5 chances in 100 of being due simply to chance. Determination of the likelihood a difference is due to chance involves calculations that involve both how much each person’s score differs from the group average and how many people were studied.

Now, the analysis of over 300 questions presents problems. With such a large number of questions, I am likely to come up with some differences—maybe 15 or so—that have attained statistical significance but are really just due to chance. Ideally, I should be careful to conduct as few separate comparisons as possible because the more I do, the greater the risk I take that some seemingly important differences will really be due to chance.

The second issue that is problematic with large surveys is the true size of the differences. When analyzing the responses of more than 6,000 people, some comparisons attain statistical significance just because there are so many people who each differ from each other by just a minuscule amount. When added together, these differences attain statistical significance but they are of little practical importance. Thus, what are
known as “effect size” calculations were used to determine whether differences that attained statistical significance were truly important, real differences. I have followed the procedures described by Cohen [1977] in his book on power analysis and I have followed his guidelines for interpretation of the effect size which is called $w$ for chi-square and the $f$ for analysis of variance.

**Getting to a Manageable Number of Characteristics**

To reduce as much as possible the likelihood of chance findings as opposed to systematic differences, I limited the number of characteristics that I analyzed. The technical expression for getting your characteristics down to a manageable number is “reducing the data.” Except for descriptive purposes, I have used summed variables, 16 for men and 13 for women. These variables were created by procedures and are beyond the scope of this appendix, but they are described in my articles (see Koss & Dinero, 1987, and Koss & Dinero, in press).

**Determining a Person’s Degree of Sexual Aggression and Sexual Victimization**

Most of the data analyses utilized “factorial designs.” Factorial means that several different degrees of a characteristic were studied. A comparison of drinking habits among men who differ in their degree of sexual aggression would be a factorial design. Five classes of sexual aggression and sexual victimization were developed including no sexual aggression or victimization, sexual contact, sexual coercion, attempted rape, and rape. The groups labeled “rape” and “attempted rape” included women who had experienced and men who had perpetrated acts that met legal definitions of these crimes. The typical definition of rape is the following: “. . . vaginal intercourse between male and female, and anal intercourse, fellatio, and cunnilingus . . . Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete vaginal or anal intercourse. . . . No person shall engage in sexual conduct with another person . . . when any of the following apply: (l)the offender
purposely compels the other person to submit by force or threat of force, (2) for the purpose of preventing resistance the offender substantially impairs the other person’s judgment or control by administering any drug or intoxicant to the other person. . . .” (Ohio Revised Code, 1980). I have used this strict, narrow definition of rape and have tried to stay in line with legal requirements. The people labeled “rape” victims or perpetrators all experienced acts that involved oral, anal, or vaginal penetration or penetration by objects against consent through the use of force or threat of bodily harm, or intentional incapacitation of the victim.

The group labeled “sexual coercion” included women who had experienced and men who had performed sexual intercourse subsequent to the use of menacing verbal pressure or misuse of authority over the victim. No threats of force or direct physical force were used. The group labeled “sexual contact” consisted of women who had experienced and men who had perpetrated sexual play such as fondling or kissing subsequent to the use of menacing verbal pressure, misuse of authority, threats of physical force, or actual physical force. None of these acts involved attempts by the offender to penetrate the victim. Few of these acts of coercion or contact would qualify as crimes. Persons who responded no to all 10 sexual experience items were labeled “sexually nonvictimized” or “sexually nonaggressive.”

**How the Conclusions were Reached**

The project had five goals and to get information for each one, different kinds of statistical analyses had to be performed.

**TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH SEXUAL AGGRESSION AND VICTIMIZATION IS OCCURRING AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS TODAY:** This goal was really the simplest mathematically. First, the percentage of women and men who said yes to each question about various types of sexual behavior was determined. Then the scoring rules were used to place each person into a level of sexual aggression or victimization and the percentage of people who ended up in each level was obtained. These rates were calculated both with and without weighting factors to allow estimation of the severity of the regional disproportion.
Finally, the number of people who reported that they had experienced or perpetrated a rape or attempted rape during the previous 12 months was counted. These rates were then divided by two to make them equivalent to a 6-month rate. Next, they were set to a base of 1,000 people rather than the 6,159 who were studied. Thus victimization and perpetration rates were calculated that could be compared to government crime rates (with appropriate recognition of the limits of generalization of the present sample, of course).

**TO DESCRIBE THE TYPICAL INCIDENTS:** The second aim was addressed through inferential statistical procedures used descriptively. If the characteristic of interest is something continuous like age, the appropriate statistical technique is called analysis of variance—ANOVA for short. When the characteristic of interest is discrete such as black, white, Hispanic, Asian, or Native American, the appropriate statistical technique is called chi-square—$x^2$ for short. No weights were used in any of the descriptive analyses. These analyses allow one to determine if two or more groups differ significantly on the particular characteristic of interest.

**TO PREDICT SEXUAL AGGRESSION:** For this goal, a statistical procedure called discriminant function analysis was used. Let’s say that the characteristics that were measured about each man are like secret markings on the back of cards. On the face of the cards—where the pictures of spades, hearts, and clubs are—is each person’s true confession about his sexual aggression. Lets say that “clubs” stand for sexually aggressive men. Discriminant analysis allows me to sort the cards into stacks of different suits by using only the secret markings, that is, the characteristics I’ve measured about the men. Then, by looking at the face of the cards, I can determine how accurate the predictions are. If nearly all the cards are sorted into the correct suits by using the secret markings, then the characteristics that were measured are important, powerful predictors. On the other hand, if lots of mistakes are made, then the characteristics that were measured aren’t very good predictors of sexual aggression. The analyses are described in Koss & Dinero (in press).

**EVALUATING RISK FACTORS FOR RAPE:** Discriminant function analysis, as described above, was also used to reach conclusions about the
risk factors for rape among college women. The analyses are described in Koss & Dinero, 1987.

**THE IMPACT OF RAPE:** The aftereffects of rape have been examined in a comparison between stranger and acquaintance-rape victims. Then victims of acquaintance rape were subdivided into women raped by nonromantic acquaintances, casual dates, steady dates, and spouses or family members. The analyses are described in Koss, Dinero, Seibel, & Cox, 1987.

**How the Study Shaped the Book**

A recent article about date rape in a national magazine began with a case history of a victim’s experience which involved being raped repeatedly with a Coke bottle by her former boyfriend over the course of several hours. The incident succeeded in doing what the writer wanted: to draw readers to the article. Yet, the article was disturbing because this degree of violence is not typical and the case history presents a misleading picture of date rape.

First-person experiences are not “scientific” in the sense that they are based on only one person whose experiences may have been unusual. On the other hand, case histories are a vivid and effective communication tool. In the development of this book, the findings of the Ms. study have been used to guide selection of the real-life experiences so that these personal incidents illuminate the major trends that characterized respondents in the national survey. On the other hand, there is a lot of material in the book that is not drawn from results of the survey but instead is the work of other respected clinicians and researchers. Without this material, the book would not have given readers a full of range of views on the subject of acquaintance rape.
Epilogue to the 2019 Edition

Mary P. Koss, PhD

It is a fearsome prospect for a scientist to hear that a book based on research done in the late 1970s to the 1980s is being reissued. What if the work proved embarrassingly naive compared to contemporary studies and reached findings long since disproved? I was relieved after re-reading the book to realize how much of what was discovered thirty years ago still resonates today. This epilogue looks at the themes of the book in light of contemporary science.

The title, *I Never Called It Rape: The Ms. Report on Recognizing, Fighting, and Surviving Date and Acquaintance Rape*, points the way. *Recognizing* involves surveys since 2000 that continue our awareness of the ubiquity of sexual violence. Recognition also applies to victims themselves, and to their perceptions and language to label their unwanted experiences. The assumption that rape is committed only by a small number of serial perpetrators is briefly discussed because it plays a role in delegitimizing the most common forms of sexual violence. *Fighting* violence focuses on the responses of individual women and recent research on successful approaches to prevention that teach resistance and avoidance. *Surviving* examines the strides made in understanding victims’ efforts to restabilize after sexual assault and how they are shaped by those asked to help. Part of this discussion is how victims seek justice and the extent to which their efforts empower them.
Recognizing

Contributions of Surveys to Rape Awareness

The one in four estimate of rape prevalence among college women is perhaps the best-known legacy of the Ms. study. Before examining the stability of these numbers over time, a comment about gender is in order. The Ms. study, as was true of surveys until very recently, questioned women only about victimization and men only about perpetration. The Sexual Experiences Survey (SES) used for the Ms. project was revised in 2007 by a collaborative group of ten experts. By then I had raised a gay son, and I am sad to say that it took the issue becoming personal for me to realize that gender biases surrounding rape must go. Even though statistics report that there are many fewer sexually victimized men than women, today we know much more about their trauma and the challenges to recovery they face. The SES victimization questions have been scrubbed of stereotypic gender roles and can now be responded to regardless of one’s gender identity.

There is a parallel evolution in measuring perpetration of sexually aggressive acts. Surveys of women as perpetrators show that they primarily use psychological coercion and rarely attempt or complete rape of either male or female partners. The present version of the SES needs further updating to address the experiences of transgendered people because, for example, the wording of the questions assumes that if you have a penis, your gender identity is male. This assumption is a vast oversimplification. Other updating needs to address intersections with race, ethnicity, disability, and low income.

In a 2016 review of thirty-four victimization surveys done between 2000 and 2015, Lisa Fedina and her team found that half of them used the SES exactly as presented in the Ms. survey. The assumption guiding the questions was that people could recall and respond most accurately to wording that was very explicit about the acts and tactics that characterize the escalating levels of sexual violence. All but three of the remaining surveys used explicit questions but modified the wording. This is strong evidence of the pioneering and enduring contributions of our survey to today’s best scientific practices.
The *Ms.* survey estimated that one in four college women disclose a rape or attempted rape that has occurred since their fourteenth birthday. Today it is more typical to hear one in five, a number that traces to a 1998 national survey by Bonnie Fisher and her collaborators. However, this number omitted rape while intoxicated, which is the most common sexual assault scenario among college students, and included only rapes that happened during college, excluding those raped in high school. These two differences alone could easily account for the slightly lower estimate.

The one in five estimate is also the result of the 2011 United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey. The estimates from this survey included rape at any point in a person’s lifetime. The CDC survey involved a representative national sample of American women of all ages. The difference between the CDC rate and that of the *Ms.* survey is likely influenced by our survey’s focus on college students, who are in the highest risk years for sexual violence.

Our understanding of the roles that alcohol can play in sexual violence has evolved greatly in the last thirty years. Two forms of rape when intoxicated have been identified and quantified by Dean Kilpatrick. “Alcohol-facilitated rape” occurs when a perpetrator surreptitiously serves excess numbers of alcoholic drinks or intentionally misrepresents the alcohol content that is offered. In contrast, “alcohol-assisted rape” involves pressures to drink to excess and an environment conducive to overuse, nevertheless the decision to consume ultimately rests with the drinker. Alcohol-assisted rape is by far the most typical. Rape is, of course, never justifiable because the perpetrator was intoxicated along with the victim. The *Ms.* survey only included as intoxicated rape instances that involved intentional administration of alcohol to incapacitate a victim.

The title of the book, *I Never Called It Rape*, was influenced by the finding that the 73 percent of those who disclosed sexual penetration—against consent, through force or threat of force, or when incapacitated—denied that their experience was “definitely rape.” When this finding emerged in my earliest studies, it was named “unacknowledged rape.” Although the
Ms. survey data were collected in 1984 to 1985, the phenomenon of unacknowledged rape has been continuously studied since then. Alex Rutherford (2017) provides a feminist historical and political analysis of the evolution of this research.

A 2015 review by Laura Wilson and Katherine Miller statistically combined the results of twenty-eight studies involving almost seven thousand women. The prevalence of unacknowledged rape within the combined sample was 60 percent. Heather Littleton’s group found the same percentage in 2017. These statistics are sobering in light of the substantial media exposure and campus rape prevention that has occurred over the past three decades. Many surveys still provide a yes/no option (raped/not raped). In the Ms. survey, as in the best studies thereafter, more choices were offered to allow for nuance in how women view coerced sex. Most victims who do not use the word rape instead choose “bad sex” or “miscommunication.” Nearly all women feel victimized in some way by sexual violence.

Unacknowledged rape is a serious problem because avoiding naming it does not protect from its harmful aftereffects. Recent studies show that it is associated with higher likelihood of psychological distress, frequent drinking, having sex without protection, and future revictimization. We are living in an era where an unprecedented number of women are going public with their victimizing experiences with prominent men in the entertainment industry, journalism, athletics, and politics. Victims who disclose have been met with largely supportive responses, which raises hope that perceptions of rape and labels for it will continue to change for the better. Increasing acknowledgement may increase the likelihood of receiving support to mitigate some repercussions of rape.

When the Ms. survey was conducted, most people believed that rape was committed only by strangers. That is why a book on acquaintance and date rape was groundbreaking in 1987. Today’s myth is that “serial rapists” or “sexual predators” commit up to 90 percent of the rapes. This assertion rests on a single study conducted in 2002. Yet it has impacted influential rape literature including the 2014 White House Council on Women and Girls report, *Rape and Sexual Assault: A Renewed Call to Action*, as well as recent legislation and documentary films intended for campus distribution. Kevin Swartout, joined by other prominent scholars of sexual violence perpetration, was concerned that this pattern does not actually characterize
most college student rapists. In 2015 they published a large-scale study in the *JAMA Pediatrics*. In it college men were questioned about perpetration of sexual violence and other matters four times throughout the course of their university enrollment. Using a sophisticated statistical methodology and a sample of 1,642 men, they found that 11 percent disclosed perpetrating an act either in high school or college that met the defining characteristics of rape. Among the 178 college rapists, seven of ten raped once during only one academic year. Although there was a small group who raped multiple times, four of five men who commit rape on campus would be missed by focusing on them.

**Fighting**

For many years the US government has refused to fund studies of how self-defense training can reduce rape. Thus, it was left to Canadian researcher Charlene Senn and her colleagues to conduct a definitive study that was published in 2015 in the influential *New England Journal of Medicine*. Senn began with a concept for prevention of rape victimization called Triple A (Assess, Acknowledge, Act) that Patricia Rozee and I developed in 2001. Senn then built a program based on this road map, adding notable enhancements of her own, including instructions and exercises for effective verbal and physical strategies of resistance. The impact of the twelve-hour Enhanced AAA (E-AAA) training was astounding. Compared to women who had been given standard rape prevention brochures, E-AAA graduates showed a 46 percent reduction in likelihood of rape and a 64 percent reduction in attempted rape during the year following their training.

In 2015 these researchers revisited the graduates to evaluate if prevention was long lasting. Even after two years with no further training, participants’ risk of attempted rape continued to be 64 percent lower than that of women given only brochures. Completed risk reduction of rape lasted a year and was borderline significant after that. Given that college students are typically on campus for four years, it is likely that reduction in rape risk could be extended by subsequent booster sessions. No other rape prevention approach comes close to effects of this magnitude. Many institutions are in the early stages of implementing E-AAA, and efforts have
begun to test whether the impact produced in Canada can be transferred to US campuses.

**Surviving**

It has been said that rape changes people forever. This view is supported by many studies showing deleterious effects on health and post-traumatic symptoms that may lie dormant for long periods and then be reactivated for awhile before going underground again. Triggers that set off symptoms vary among individuals and include life situations evoking vulnerability and/or fear, self-blame, reminders of the perpetrator, infringements on boundaries, encounters where the victims are made to feel powerless, and experiences that result in broken trust. The most severe and long-lasting effects occur among victims who blame themselves for what happened, deny and minimize the traumatic effects, and actively avoid thinking about the victimization or sharing the experience with others because they do not seek potential sources of support for their recovery.

**Coping and Support**

Thanks to extensive studies by Sarah Ullman in the Chicago community, it has long been known that when rape victims choose to disclose sexual violence, they experience a mixture of positive and negative reactions from others. Positive social support involves validation, listening without blaming, and other means of tangible help. These responses are beneficial, but often are not powerful enough to fully undo the retraumatization of negative support. Jennifer Freyd has described a specific form of negative social support that she calls “institutional betrayal.” Institutional betrayal occurs when negative responses are encountered from those who work within an institution, such as a university, that the victim trusted and depended upon for aid. Institutional betrayal can be omissions such as services that should have been provided and weren’t. Or it can be acts of commission where overtly hurtful comments were made or the institution organized to protect itself at the sacrifice of the individual victim’s welfare.
We have seen this pattern time and again at schools including Penn State, Michigan State, and the University of Montana.

Working with Sarah Ullman, Mark Relyea has helped move our thinking towards a more finely grained view of negative support. Using elegant scientific methods, they identified two components of negative support: Unsupported Acknowledgement and Turning Against. Turning Against occurs when the responder is unsupportive, blames the victim, starts to treat them differently, or gets so upset that the victim has to become the comforter. Not surprisingly, these responses are associated with greater victim self-blame, maladaptive coping, social withdrawal, decreased sexual assertiveness, and ultimately heightened risk of revictimization. Unsupported Acknowledgement is offered by those who believe the victim but then provide little or unhelpful assistance. For example, responders may attempt to distract victims and encourage them to avoid coping. Or they may express expectations that the victim should just get on with life as if the rape didn’t happen. Because on the surface Turning Against appears to be a much worse reaction that Unsupported Acknowledgement, it is surprising that the latter is twice as strong a predictor of maladaptive coping, depression, and post-traumatic symptoms.

Justice

Chapter 9 in I Never Called It Rape deals with the responses of police, courts, and universities to rape. One significant change that has occurred in the past thirty years—one I would like to think that the Ms. study contributed to—is that reported rapes have flipped from being weighted towards stranger rape to acquaintance rape. Yet it is a great disappointment that, despite the phenomenal success of the anti-rape movement—including revision of the rape law in all fifty states as well as passage and reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act—almost everything we described in 1987 is still true today. In fact, the conviction rate for rape has declined to an all-time low of 13 percent. True, changes are made more frequently and victims technically have rights and compensation, but in reality, they often receive bills from emergency rooms for their rape exams and are less likely to benefit if they fail to pursue criminal justice. Victims can make impact statements, but only after the trial, which most victims
find highly traumatizing. And of course this opportunity does not happen for the 87 percent of trials that end in a not-guilty verdict.

There is a similar story for institutional judicial boards in higher education. In 2011 the US Department of Justice issued guidelines backed by the threat of losing federal funding that delineated actions institutions had to implement for the treatment of rape victims. Universities were encouraged to take immediate steps to protect and support victims while investigations proceeded. When involvement of a judicial board was deemed necessary, the guidelines demanded a quasi-criminal justice model, requiring universities to run hearings like trials. The unintended consequences were that no one ended up satisfied. Hearings re-victimized the accuser. Alleged perpetrators asserted that the model violated their rights to due process. Many lawsuits were filed and, in the vast majority, the offenders prevailed. Further, a vocal movement of men and their families has formed asserting false accusations that cast the perpetrators as the victims. The national guidelines were modified in 2017, impacted by the demands of these groups. For example, standards of evidence were toughened, raising the burden of proof on victims. Relaxation of provisions previously prohibiting alternatives to adversarial resolution was lukewarm. University attorneys continue to fear embracing alternative and innovative options.

In her Golden Globe award acceptance speech in 2018, the actress Laura Dern, demanded restorative justice for women who have come forward with their stories of sexual harassment and violence involving prominent men. Restorative justice is characterized by these basic tenets: harm has been done, the person who caused the harm has the responsibility to repair it, and the justice process must prioritize all parties, not just focus on offenders. It looks forward and aims to add assets rather than facing backwards to argue about fault. My colleagues Jay Wilgus and Kaaren Williamsen wrote about several approaches to restorative justice in 2014, and a wealth of resources can be found at https://www.skidmore.edu/campusrj/prism.php. Such initiatives are intended to be additions to the justice process; they are not replacements for trials or hearings.

After *I Never Called It Rape* was published, I began writing about restorative resolution and operated a program called RESTORE to provide it as an option for victims. To enter the program perpetrators must accept
responsibility as a requirement and, from that minute, survivor/victims are validated as legitimately wronged. The program builds towards a face-to-face meeting, if desired. In it the responsible person first states in some detail and in the presence of family and friends the acts for which he or she is taking responsibility, then the survivor/victims tell the responsible person how they have been hurt, and secondary victims including family and friends do so as well. Finally a redress plan is developed to enact consequences commensurate with the wrong committed.

The requirements include a year of supervision with weekly check-ins, sex offender counseling or “psychoeducation” (see Lamade and colleagues, who in 2017 released a treatment package designed for college students), community service, stay-away agreements, and quarterly appearances before a volunteer board representing the community that has been harmed by the crime. To this template, victims add their own consequences such as replacing lost property, paying for counseling or wellness services, making donations to charity, or adding other areas of rehabilitation to the plan such as anger management or alcohol/drug treatment. Only at the end of a year and the full completion of redress does the responsible person earn the right to apologize. Measurements of satisfaction with the program components, the justice process, and successful outcomes were published in a 2014 article.

Despite the pain and horror of sexual victimization, time and time again victims prove themselves remarkably resilient and, although it takes time, most get on with their lives learning to lessen their self-blame and focus on positive outcomes. Countless survivors have told me that rape changed their lives but ultimately made them stronger. Many became kinder to others and less willing to engage with people who disappointed or hurt them. Many also pay their recovery forward and have developed interests in professions or volunteer work that involved helping others and supported efforts to reduce sexual violence and achieve equality.
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MaleSurvivor. Provides support and training across a wide range of disciplines to help ensure that male survivors of sexual violence have access to trained, compassionate, and effective support: www.malesurvivor.org/index.php
- Survivor Resources: www.malesurvivor.org/survivors/
- Resources for parents/partners: www.malesurvivor.org/parents/ and https://www.malesurvivor.org/partners/
- Support group directory and other support systems: www.malesurvivor.org/find-support/

Me Too. Movement to support survivors of sexual assault and end sexual violence: metoomvmt.org/

Men Can Stop Rape. Mobilizes men to end violence against women: www.mencanstoprape.org

Mending the Sacred Hoop. Works from a social change perspective to end violence against Native women and children: mshoop.org/

National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs. Works to prevent, respond to, and end all forms of violence against and within LGBTQ communities through data analysis, policy advocacy, education and technical assistance: avp.org/ncavp/

National Center for Transgender Equality. Provides a powerful transgender advocacy presence in the national government: transequality.org
- Resources for support: transequality.org/additional-help
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National Organization of Sisters of Color Ending Sexual Assault (SCESA): sisterslead.org/
- List of local chapters throughout the country: sisterslead.org/resources/national-communities-of-color-sexual-assault-organizations/
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National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC): www.nsvrc.org
- Help and support for survivors: www.nsvrc.org/find-help
- Directory of state and territory coalitions: www.nsvrc.org/organizations?field_organizations_target_id=8&field_states_territories_target_id=All
- Directory of victim/survivor support organizations: www.nsvrc.org/organizations
- Get involved: https://www.nsvrc.org/get-involved

The Network La Red. Serves LGBTQ, poly, and kink/BDSM survivors of abuse: tnlr.org/
- Bilingual hotline: 617-742-4911

Network of Victim Assistance (NOVA): www.novabucks.org/
- Information on acquaintance rape: www.novabucks.org/otherinformation/acquaintancerape/
- Victim services: www.novabucks.org/victimservices/
- Get involved: www.novabucks.org/getinvolved/

Office for Victims of Crime (OVC). Provides a directory of crime services, searchable by state, country, type of victimization, service desired and agency: ovc.ncjrs.gov/findvictimservices/search.asp

The Pixel Project. Seeks to end violence against women through the use of social media: www.thepixelproject.net

Pro Bono Net. Provides resources for pro bono and legal services attorneys and others working to assist low income or disadvantaged clients: www.probono.net/

Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network (RAINN): www.rainn.org/
- Online counseling: ohl.rainn.org/online/
- Information for victims of sexual assault as well as family members, friends, and allies: www.rainn.org/after-sexual-assault
- Public policy and action information: www.rainn.org/public-policy-action
- Get involved: www.rainn.org/get-involved

Safe Horizon. Victim assistance organization: www.safehorizon.org/

Sidran Traumatic Stress Institute. Helps people understand, recover from, and treat traumatic stressing (including PTSD), dissociative disorders, and co-occurring issues, such as addictions, self-injury, and suicidality: www.sidran.org
- Help desk: www.sidran.org/help-desk/get-help/

Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests (SNAP): www.snapnetwork.org/
- SNAP chapter locations: www.snapnetwork.org/snap_locations

Take Back the Night. Seeks to end sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, sexual abuse and all forms of sexual violence through awareness events and initiatives: takebackthenight.org/
- Free legal assistance: takebackthenight.org/legal-assistance/

The Trevor Project. Providing crisis intervention services to LGBTQ: www.thetrevorproject.org
- Resources for support: www.thetrevorproject.org/resources/trevor-support-center/

Women Organized Against Rape (WOAR): www.woar.org/
- Information on campus sexual assault: www.woar.org/sexual-assault-resources/campus-assault/
- Support services for parents: www.woar.org/counseling-and-support/support-services-for-parents/
- Information on sexual violence in the LGBTQ community: www.woar.org/sexual-assault-resources/sexual-violence-in-the-lgbtq-community/

Women’s Law. Provides plain-language legal information for victims of abuse:

English: www.womenslaw.org/

Espanol: www.womenslaw.org/es
- Legal information and resources: www.womenslaw.org/laws
- Immigration information: www.womenslaw.org/laws/federal/immigration
- Resources for preparing for court: www.womenslaw.org/laws/preparing-court
- Other legal information: www.womenslaw.org/laws/other-legal-information
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